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·.·.LEADING
by example.
A first time student far from home
confronts matters onto his 'own? wheels'. ' ' : 1 ' 1
story.by MOUSTAFA AYAD • ; -. :· ,_: . ;
J;.:ues Maloney is a leader. ·
from Black Hawk Colkgc mO\'l:d in
f!e was \ice president of studait Monday morning. When most fi-eshgmf#nment and bcc:tme president 2t men v.i:re still at home, M.aloncywas
Bla.£k Hawk College in Moline. He trainingforcollegc.
represented students as the student
"It is essential to Icam aimmunica- .
ttustcc for the Black H:rivk disttict.
lion skills and l-,;: open to other people,"
He presided· over a chair for the :Maloney said, r:furing to getting
Illinois Community College Board acdimated with the rollege i:m'UO!lStudent Amisory Committee, where ment: "People have -questions about
he worked at a stJ.te b,:l as ,\,:ll as-i~ith disabilities. Some people say it's none
the most prestigious and highest of.all ofthcirbusiness;'\Vhythis?' And'\Vhy
educational boards in the state, the that?' But answering those questions is
Illinois Board of Higher Education.
essential to breaking dmm barriers and
"l fiU up my time doing stuff for . stercol}pes. ~E~'Cl)~ ~\110 is born
other people," .Maloney said "ith a has a disability to some ckgn£ A lot of ·
grin. "I don't knO\\' hO\v to cxpl:tln it~
disabilities are unseen.~.
And he does .all ofit on fourwhccls. -~ -- Communication is the key to
.Maloncy has cerebral palsy, a medical Malon91s success. '\lb=-cr he goes,
aindition that rufu;:;. control m-er a he plans on making an impression,
person's muscles.. Children and adults ,\nether it's Moline or Rock Island
\\110 have cerebral palsy may be unable \\11Cre he was bom. Maloney's s=ct is_
tow.uk. talk or eat: ltis caused by injmy being able to talk; but listen too. . .. . ·•

:;;!~~rain before, during or short!}". ~~~~,~;m~~~it;/·~;iiiriit~t~ ;
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know how to in~"
e,
Twenty-tli.~-ear-old Malone.}·
aimes from a f.tmily a fae ,\11crc he
is the)~ .although his baby fu:e
resoum:s." · ·
· ·
nc,.'CI' lets on that he's day O\'Cr 20. His
Talking \\ith Maloney gr.-es _an t\\,, older brothers, both adopted, are
impression on .just how \\,:ll ,=cd . 34and41;
he ~ in h.-lping a '1--ariety of people,
After mO\ing things into his dorm
which he an.-ili-1res ~o his training in roomatThompsonPoint,hefeltprr:tty
'1-EOUS fic:lds of volunteer work as \\,:JI romfortable, but afier a quick realizaas profes.sional soci:i1 sc:niccs ~~- tio;i that the crowds ,\,:re yet to come,
But thcr;e was something missing from . :Maloney l.nc,.v he had ",,ikahcad.
his life. · ··
· \· _
,:he transitions program has
Rdjmg on his family for assistmce, / p'ia)'l:d an essential and aucia1 role in
somctliing that Ma!oOI:)· has tried· io :Malom:ys attempt at independence,
shakc, prompted his pilgrimage to but it only helped him as a steppingOubondale, and it his opened his 9-es. r.tone to lift off:
This is Maloncys first year. away .. Rita Van Pc:lt, coordinator of
from home. The junior transfer Dis:ibility Support Ser\iccs, said tlie
only ·way of gi-.ing
others,W he said. "And it's useful " 11en
working in disability ser.iccs and social
ser.iccs bec:tuse),,Ubm'C to know your

~~~k~/;;e·;tsru'G°;~d;~yt ~;-~ '

Depaitmeiii'Jf Hu·iii·~~-~~~i:e~ 63sec
Mafon_ey_us~, h!5.'.cel!)hpnf-t~(~r!;mge a rj_~e. b~~k t~ campus w_itt1 pE?~r)f<!~~i! servic~;__'-l½_e' ~Ost
college ~u~ents, ·Malo~ey !,ac~.-ma~y 91a1lenges· after movmg away from home; but h1s·pro~J 7m_s':;
are m11ltiphed. due to his d1sab1hty.·,
.• ._
.. ·

0

transitions program is essential to cu:h riencc Malon9• \\itnessed throughout Leaming .all_ of the-~ ~ outs of~_ :
student it reaches."! can't say enough thl? week was enough to soliclifr in his stay in Carbondale was not enough for .: _
gocxlt Van Pc:lt said. "Evayorie I hm'C kncmiedge \\11:lt was needed ofhl.m to Maloney, he nccdcd interaction>. _· ,·
t:i1kcd to gr.-es credit to the program."
succeed in his new cndc:wor.
.Malom:ys~i-ea¢on w:isoneof ·
And Van Pc:lt secs a determination
"lf }UU can get your information inaediblecase._This,\'Ouldbe:ib=, _-,
in MaloOI:)' that is c,.ident upon first . from somebody first-hand, it's tw:ire as • he thought: The strccts were ClllP.tY, as
glimpse ofhim."I can tcll lie's going to ,-aluable," he said. "It's SCI!)". It would ,\-crctheside\Valks.
· •·
make it,~ she said.
be scary for anybody, because you do
But something ,~-as missing-:-: stuA mO\'C on Thumlay ,\ith incom- not know\\1lat to expect."
dents. _ . . ___ _ .· _
_ ·
ing freshmen ,\,,uld ha\'C simply left
The Transitions Progr.un lasts the _ "I didn't plan on being in my room
l-1alon9· lost, he s:iid. fa-ct1 \\ith the first week of a student's ~O\'C
i· :i lot:l want to get out there and get ·
training it has been diffirult: Losing to uubond.ale. Students are intro- im'Oh'l:d \\1th otherstudcntst Maloney
track of. the· winding and confusing duccd to a ,~ety of rr:presentatn-es sai<l,.' "If you get im-oh'Cd in the comtraeks from his Thompson Point dorm from around· the =pus, including_ ·. ~ty and hm'C hands on cxperie=,
has caused him to lose his way at least career =kes. · health =ices, public'' it,~ help ),,U with~ itsc:lf." •·
10 times.
safety and personal assistants; which
··· · · .. - - ·• ' ..· ·· . ' '·•
Thefirst-handinsttuctionandcxpc- · help .in the ci.~-rl:t)· lifc_of a _sni&,nt::_,f , .. . . •:,.~e~ LE,A~ER, page)O
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SoBig, other viruses .invade campus, cOmp~teis. ,
Katie Davis
Daily Egyptian
Your det.iils Thank )'Ou! Re: Thank ;,,u!
Re: Dct.iils Re: Re:My dct2ils
Re: Approved Re: Your application
Re: Wicked sme=ver Re: That mO\-ie . ,

the machine is located onmerc the,\'orro origii;-.ated. Can1pbell said LoveSan.and MiMail,
which operate similady to Sol3ig in _that th9:
duplicate themsel\'es through e-mail, have not
been found to create backdoors or cause lasting
damage to computes.
Laura Morrissey of the Customer Senice
Cent:er in Morris Leray said the Lm1:San _

siu:

co~

"ith the existing ncm'Ori; ~ h i di.: rcsi2 •· :the
URL for the: upihte
and~• '·.:; '. ::i·
dence h.al1s. But now, we c:m't tell ,\11ethei or. attacked the site thatpointi:.d to the update site: ::·:, .':_-.-'
not it·s ",,dcing h=use ofthe ~iruscs.~ . . · ,:when it att:u:kcd; all Microsoft had to do
Morrissey said speciali.<n are working to _ take down that pointer site. • · __ . · ·
_.
correc._t ·_the. ~ri>bl_em, but all they can •asjc· is-• ,-Alth~ugh <::amp~ .said_ he· coll,ldn't C'l'Cll; :' ·
that ~le conriectcd_to the Det\\'O!K get t!ie . '\'Cllture'.a, ~'as to llow many computtjs
software to 121-c the ,irus off of t!ici.- romputers. W.'C been infected so fu; he knc,.v it was a lot .:
She als<> said that just becailse an indnidual ~ ~fo~ said the last-number' she had heard)

,vas. :

~~t; [~~ -. ~$£:t~~:!r~i?t:t:~ ~~!::?f.d~ •_ -~ '. F~+~·~;)rJ!w~iti;::t;:>:

tt~{

sign of a ,irus that, onre opened, sends itsc:lf to
Thi: ,irus provides a wa_ming message before..
She said users with infected
computers in a user's address book and creates cl&sing ,\indows and only'affects WmdO\..-s XP ·rorilputcrs. need: to dean th.e
a backdoor, allO\ving hackers access to personal' . ~d Wmdows 2000.
-· - .....,,·. , . . . ••
,-irus from the computer and
Unlike Lm-i:San, the So1:3ig )irus pro,ides; .obtain a patch to fix ,-ulncrabilinformation.
. .
· -

rr:1c:~'~r:;!1;

=.:t&;!:rs!1~~;:;rth~e-~

i:C\t1i:tfJ:ts:1et
its debut on the SIUC- campus sometime

of someone from the address book.

~ '. ~
.

th

:business

from i- -. •

. on!~ tm=, or how to rllllOt-e ,
c freslun~-· ·.,·
: than;
the I ~ • · Mcchani~burg; s:ud his com~·_: ·
. · 'f".~!;unomu,Smiu <.; puter becainc infected with the .
,
~ at 453:51.55. > :· Lm-eSan ,-irus alxmt nvo weeks>

conlad

~~li~t::;~-oi~i·uo:::<i~.li~;l°&at:~:c:t~c::!;~i~F
• the Customer Senire Cen~ in Morris Libraty; ·. beliC\'Cd the Internet was malfunc:tioning siria:: '; ;.

_~tiE:l7ai=~~=i:, •·~~:it~;J1~~],;:~~$:i~~tittif·•(?:;Tue~I:i;zt1~EZ~~it•ahnost
·

Norway. and theri on to the U.K. andAsia.
_roinputer.
· · ·· ·
·· ·".::, - · · · .- •·the'Microsoft websit'c; ,,nich was
not,.: Ethcriiet, itshutoQ\vn all the tlme,"licsaid./\:'
It joined MsBkst, also called ~an;and ·, ~ampbell ~d th~t,though ~i: :~are' 3.J1<jtion.
~;.:_<;'.;;;'.;":,j>"'.c,',::·... "<:i~,.:Hesai?•~c docs' not ~c,.,:
0
MiMail, both ofonich hit campus about t\\'O . not Clusing-lasnng damage to romputers, they.,... '.'lt [Lm-eSan]trlcd_to create a block to the ,infcctedw1th the 5?Bigvirus,although there is: ,

·< .·

. Technology said .a, .machine generates the _ _ ·. "This IS creating problems for the n;twotkt ''.1t attacxed the Microsoft upoatc site, ~t;fo~

<-~~~00~~~~~

~-J#~·.i

'•

:~c:: · · -i'1.•·!',l;"~k mzd,uJat ~(''.-~::~ ~,-,. ?:·, ;'::<:>;

Funda.mentals of Investing
/;;t

Tuesdays,

~ij·'•~·
-~ ..

August 26 ~~~:e3~~r30, 2003

>

~-~
~- :

$35 per person (including textbook)

Pulliam Hall, Room 35
SlUC
Tlis_ six-'Mlek coorse wil addnlss ~ questions and many more by a,vemg Iha
-,bask:soll'M!Sli"g. lhedasswilfci8>3TWIGsan&ollhe183!0nSv.tPfpoople
lal to meet 1hdr iMlstng goaJs. It will also pmwle an ln-depCll look at many 1ypes
of lnveslments avail.lble to, and suitable fer, lnvestoB....tio ant wc,1a,g o, reued.

To regislet, C0nlad Iha SIUC DMsion ol ConlhJi1g ~ at (618) ~77St
•
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'TATIQNAI NFWS
LOS ANGELES (CNN) - A federal judge said .

~~q~~~~~i~~::: !l

NEW YORK - When news surfaced that Harvey Milk
High School, a fully amedited public school for gay, les•
bian, bisexual and transgendered students, would expand
its programs to become a fully-fledged high school next
· month, many education experts were surprised to team
that dassrooms could be legally segregated based on
sexual orientation.
pu°-#:e~t~~:=~~d that the Oct. 7 election would be fair
•1 thought it was a joke when I first read it." Krista
and should be allowed to proceed. •
·
Kafer, senior education analyst at lhe Heritage Foundation
At least six California counties still have punch card bal• said. "II seems like an unfortunate and controversial use of
lots, and all have high concentrations of minority voters,
taxpayer mone,y. I would have no issue with it if it were a
according to the ACLU. Califor_nia has been updati_ng its .
private school
·
voting tei:hnolofi(, and has said punch card macnmes will
One group, led by slate Sen. Ruben Diaz. filed a lawsuit
in the state Supreme Court alleging the school violates
be ~~'.a~is1J~ t/;!~~:h~~ ~1~~~2::he will con•
state anti-discnmination policies in schools.
sider arguments made in court Monday by both sides and
New York Conservative Party Chairman Mike long
would try to "come to a decision promptly."
said he was outraged by the project. which has bee'!
0
running since 1984, and arsued that the program is Illegal
lar
t~ri1~;~h;~:~i1
and an example of special-mtere~t politicking in education.
March. lhe California Supreme Court turned it down.
But accordin11 to some legal experts, separa1ir.g stu•
A delay could help Davis by giving him more time to
dents based on sexual orientation is legal.
,
"legal or not lega~ it is a dear misuse of taxpayers' .
win over disenchanted Californians. Also, the March presi•
money: long said. -You are creating a segregated envi•
dential primary is expected lo have a strong Democratic
ronment in our school system."
turnout.
·

~~~n!~~:a:~1 L't!~i~;t~ro~fh!t
California's gubernatorial recall election.
lhe ACLU filed the lawsuit earlier this month, a~uing
that as many as. B million vot11:rs could ~e disfranc!11sed
by what it desaibed as defective machmes that still use

=i~~ :1~=~~~~~s~~

·Wes ey Foun ation
United Methodist ·student Center
·~orinal, =contemporary, Christian - :J
. W~~hip.~V:~~es~~~s ~i Q:.?Op~ .,_.

j

8
~

\Mf~Z~f~~:~i~~r#:

Weekly meals, SP.!=)rts, Bible stud-;, etc.
To know more, coll 457-8165 or visit us
· on the web ot www.siucwesley.org

GRADUATING FALL ·2003?
Have you applied for graduation?

If not, please do so immediately!
Deadline to apply for
Fall 2003 Graduation & Commencement.
·
Friday, Aug. 22 at 4:30pm
Application for undergraduate and law students
are available at your advisement center or at
records and registration, woody A103.
Applications must be completed' and returned to
records and registration, woody A103.
Applications for graduate students are available
in the graduate school, woody Bl 15. Applications must be completed and returned to the
graduate school, woody B115.

Experts que~tion legality
of high school for gays

Delay of recall vote requested

~~ii

lNTERNATlQNAl NEWS
Truck bomb rocks U.N.
headquarters in Bc:1ghdad
BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) - A ta~e truck bomb .·
ripped through the U.N. headquarters m Iraq Tuesday, k1tl-

~f£t least 13 people and wounding dozens, U.N. officials
Sergio Vieira de Mello, the U.N. special representative

~~:~ ::: :id:~f tt:~:

t:ri:t !~a~:~

1

t~
~r~i~ing
him and others in the rubble.
lhe bombing continues ·a recent pattern of attacks
on non-milit~ry targets in Iraq. over the weekend, oil,
water and electricity lines were attacked by what coalition spokesman called saboteurs. And earher tl1is month,
a car bomb exploded outside the Jordanian Embassy in
Baghdad, leaving 10 people dead.
lhe building was evacuated and a CNN cameraman
said flames and smoke were rising as medical helicop1ers
hovered overhead. Windows reportedly were shattered as
far as a kilometer away.

Nearly two hours a~er the blast. the blue U.N. flag still
billowed over the severely damaged building. and the fire
had been' extinguished. Dozens of U.S. Humvee vehides
were at the scene bringing U.S. military forces to secure
tile area.
President Bush said: "The terrorists have again shown
their contempt for the innocent. shown their fear of prog•
ress and hatred for peace. lhey are the enemies of the
people of Iraq. the enemies of every nation that seeks to
help the Iraqi people.
lhe United Nations has long performed many roles
in the Iraq along with weapons inspection - such as
humanitarian, cfevelopment and refugee programs. lhere
are 300 U.N. personnel in Iraq and 646 throughout the
country, but it is not dear how many people were in the
Canal Hotel
An audiotape, aired Monday on an Arabic-language lV
network and purportedly from an al Qaeda spokesman in
Afghanistan, called on Iraqis to continue their fight against
U.S. forces and promised to send more al Qaeda rr.embers
to help them.
lhe messa~e reiterates other broadcast messages from
a person identJfying himself _as Saddam Hussein.

Fi vc-da v Forecast

Today

Thursday

High 95
Low69

Chance of Rain
Chance of Rain
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Mostly sunny.

Almanac
93/69
86/62

Average high: 87
Average low: 63
Wednesday's hi/low:104/46

81/59
83/62
84/61

POI ICE REPORTS

CORRECTIONS

University

Readers who spot an error should contact the Dmv
EGll'TWI accuracy desk at 536-33 I 1 ext. 253.

~a:~u~es~~~dt~k~:J;i~n~:J'fe~f~t~~f~e;,_f~i~~~~e
at the intersection of Lincoln Drive and lhompson Point
Suchomski was released on a personal recognizance bond.

Carbondale

The $25 fee will appear on a future
bursar statement during the fall semester, 2003.
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The vetide has. Illinois license plate number 5759ZJ. lhere
are no suspects at this time.
An

armed robbery occurred at 1:45 a.m. Sunday in the I 00

~~~~~~~~Jr:oh~f~h'i;~r~t.a1l'1:~~'!l:~h~~f~d(
him on the back of the hea~ and in the face with a pistol ,
lhe victim said two other black males armed with handguns approached the victim and began takinit items from
his pockets. lhe victim reported that several items of jew•
1

fr~ ah:."~~= ~~~r:~i~ ~~:i~~j !t~a1t ~!:!~kbl~ck

male who is 6-foot-3 and 22S pounds with ilack hair and
brO\vn eyes, wearing a black T-shirt and khaki pants and
armed with a nicluil-plated 9 mm pistol. Another suspect
is described as a 40-year-old black male who is S•foot-9
and 165 pounds with short black hair, wearing a gray but•
ton-down shirt and yellow cut-off shorts and armed with

~~~~~:=~ ~ef~~~::i~ir~~o~re~~t1/tfu~~Jsand

150 pounds with black hair in cornrows with beads on the
end of the braids, wearing a red T-shirt and aqua cargo
shorts and armed with a 360 semiautomatic pistol.

err. 247
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A motor vehicle theft occurred between 4 p.m. Saturday
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0,ur.t £elm._,;, r,1,1,Jd t,ys....hm,t.n,,,, U""'""'T, Offi<,o.,.;,, dv
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CAJ ENDA B
Only public e.,.ents affiliated with SIU are printed in the ·
DAILY, EGYl'TWI Calendar.
0

~!:d:~!•~r:;:~!~ni~~ui /;:~Iida~:~~~~ ~~~i:s:!1~
and sponsor of the event and the name and phone of the
person submitting the item. Items should be delivered to
Communications Building. r~m 1247. ·

.,,... so ...... ~w ~ - -

'. · The DAILY EGYPTIAN, 'the student-run nc:wspaperofSIUC, is committed to being a trusted source of
information, co:nment:uy and public discourse while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lli~.
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Local retail stores
expand sdectiOn,.
I

Sidewalk Sales·

cjtyhudg¢t
ity economy. ·
.:ilin~~
while state.• •· · • · · · ·· · · · · · · ·
0

.

C_

•

·: :·. ·cc;,nj:in~~ to ·struggle

, ·

· · · · -. ·.
·-< ~aifyEgypfian
Nie9le Sack . .

·

·

·

Mall · Gcncnl Ma112gcr
Tindall..
·· -~- ·
"Da)"'.icw his ~d the flil3ncial
imi:strncnts. to bring in new busi-

..

. ~-1i_nwJ!said.-. . . . ·
.
· ·.-In.the past ycar~nwiy brand
;· :--- ., name sto~ h:m: opened in the mall .
· induding:WctSc:il,OldN:ivy.Gap,

. ·-·:·, ' •.. _ " .• Gap Kids, _Shoe Department, and
· .·. The :um-al of·ncw stores and Bcd&th&Bcyond.
business in Camondale is not only · . · Besides .the completed projects .
bringinginl.ugmhoppingsclcctions Michael's, an arts and crafts store,
for consumers but also- generating .i ~~ll be open in e:Jrly September
moo: mo-icy for the community.
and Hollister Co., a divisioa of
The rcju\'cnatio1Wf.t.riti Abercrombie: & Fitch,
of C:ubondale's retail J ' & ~ will open in the mall in
and industri:il :l!ClS is
·
. NO\-.:mber, Tindall said.
being caused by many
"After Hollister Co.
factors, :said c:xccu·
'. opens in Nm-.:mber, the mall .
ti\'c director of _the
will IL~\'C op..;icd 119,652
Camondale Chamber
sq,iarc feet of mall space that
w:is \':leant 18 months a.got
. of Commerce Sara
B~n<l?iglcr. One urge
T mdall said.
.
·
reason why ccor.omic
.
In addition to the n.•w
interests :i.rc stirring
rcttil stores, the mall will ·
in Camondalc is the
be building a new .food
imprm-.:mcnts made
coon in the e:JSt side of the
by Urm-.:rsity M:i.11. - . L L_ __.._.__ mall adj:iccnt to Southern
B3.)'\'icw Fmanci:tl
cus says:
Illinois Hc:uthcarc facilit/ in
Trading Group,. the Business is boom- NO\,:mbcr.
'• , .
AMIIEA ARNOLD - DAILY EGYPTIAN
owner's ·of the mall, ing. Even sidewa_lk
Construction will begin
ha\,: madesignificint
in ·October · for Pancn
SIU jun;or Ben Pakter sits barefoot in front of the Student Center Tuesday trying to sell old books
ill\-.:stnients\,to . the • ~!es a~e up•... Bn:ad·Co:;-~ich will be
. ~o passers by.T~is_ is Pakter's~first attempt at a used b_ook sidewa)k s~!,e.
._. ..
null.> ·. 'fm:sc . im'CStrncnts hm: . locttcd orr the mall's property nc:u
become a major draw for the Ip\~ ·' the comcr,<li Walnut Street :md
. Berkbigla:: £an The mall changed .. ~vis
The DC\V =t:lurant
ownc~hip in 2002, and has -since. is scheduled for completion in early
experienced tremendous growth in
the past 18 months, said Unh-.:rsity
See RETAIL, page. 11
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You do the math.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. Arid all you have
to do is go to half.com and type in the book'titles, or ISBN numbers. Gotta love that_new math.
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sos use credit cards to m~ke money

News

Getting free stuff with
applications can lead
to debt, bad credit
Lindsey J. Mastis
Daily Egyptian

.!.J

:.......

Free offu-s may sound great, but many students do not n:alizc the effects that come along
with filling out crro:: card applic:itior.s.
Although signing up for credit c:inls benefits
org:iniutions, debt and stolen c:irds c:in soon
follow.·
Katherin Sermersheim, director of Student
De\"elopment, said the credit c:ird companies
are allowed to :.olicit students on c:impus :i.s long
as they have a permit and co•sponsor with a
Registered Student Org:iniution.
The SIUC rogby team had a credit c:ird
fund ·raiser to get money for their team. A credit
card fund-raiser helps RSOs raise money by
receiving a certain amount of money ncr credit
c:ird application that is filled out. The rogby team
tries to encourage students to fill out credit card
applications, ami, in return, applic:ints recci,-e a
free item.
Nicholas Hosni, a junior in outdoor recreation
from Downers GW\-e, said the rugby team relies
on fund-raisers bec::tuse they do not get much
money from the school
"It's been incredible; he said. "People are just
coming in and filling it out, and it just helps us
out."
· Hosni may ha\'c encouraged p:i.ssing students
to ipply for credit c:irds, but he is not sure if he
.
•
ANTHON'I' SOUl"l"LII: - DAIL'I' ECYPTIAN
,,ill apply for one himself.
Sophomore Kiel Arduini, a liberal arts major from Sterling. fills out MasterCard application at the rug',y booth near Faner
"I'm not good with credit cards," he said.
Hall Tuesday afternoon. For many students, the free bottle of soda is incentive enough to fill out the application. 'I'm filling
Hosni is not sure how much money the team this out mainly to support the team and to get some free stuff,' Arduini said. The rugby players use this fund-raiser to support
will recci\-e from the fund-raiser, but he said it their team.
should be substantial enour,'.1 to spend his time in
Artur Dcbccki, a freshman in educ:ition from when it arm-es. But sometimes, s_tudents forget
not only the free stuff, but it w:15 fun to use credit
the heat asking ~rudents to sign-up.
Scrmcr<.heim said the amount of money per c:irds and not ha\'c to pay at that time. I kept on Lake Zurich, said that bec:iuse he already h:i.s a that they ha,-c a credit c:ird on the way.
A student does not have to sign up for a c:ird
credit card, he is not as tempted to take ad\':lntagc
application gi\'cn to the RSO is negotiatui with spending it and then I had so much to pay off.'"
to be at risk of having it stolen, Reed said. Credit
Some students fill out applications incorrectly of the free offers.
•
the credit c:itd company.,She estimates it at being
"It's not interesting to me,• he said. ""The little card applic:itions that are usuilly thrown away as
so that they ,\ill still recei\'c free gifts without the
an a\'cragc of S1 per application.
"I think \\"e ha\-e to find a healthy balance burden ofa cralit c:ird.
,uicc in the head says that }'OU ha\'e to pay for junk mail c:in become the tool for identity theft.
bet\,-een helpin:_; RSOs being able to c:ipitalize on
Deandra E\'ans, a freshman in pre•law from that. It's just tr:i.sh. I just rip it up and throw it Reed says des!IO)ing the appliation through
this fund-raising opportunity and help students Chic:igo, signed up for her second c:ird Tuesday. out •.• so that [thiC\-es] don"t find it and sign up shredding could help keep thiC\'CS from taking
th: information out of the tr:i.sh. He said there are
•
today have a ~ of the: fisc:il commitments She said she wanted the T-shirt but will probably for it."
One potential problem that does not always many things students c:in do to pre\'cnt a person
that they m."lke," ..~ <aid. "Unfortunately, that's cut up the card when it :um-es in the mail.
"I don't use them," she said. "I just w:mt a shirt cross the minds of students is credit card fraud. from using their identity to purchase items..
part of
independence spree that a ~tudent
~\Ve recommend not having )'OUr social
i;ocs through, and they think having credit
••• You Cl1l get this, you C111 fill out you: c.-redit Community Resource Officer Dan Recd said
cards means 'I'm an adult,' and omiously that's a c:ird application and get ''OUr shirt, and when you forgeries and the unlawful u.<e of credit cards is security number printed on }'Ollr checks," Reed.
dangerous thought."
get the card, )'OU CIO spend like crazy but that's \'el}' common in Carliondalc. And bec:iuse many said. ""There is really no re:i.son or need to M'C
students do not lli-c in the same location C\'CI)' }'Our dri\'er's iicensc printed on them either: A lot
.l\liten Patel, a junior in enginecing from what )'OU'rc going to do."
of people think it's n:ry handy to have it lln there
But some stud~nts use the credit c:inls. Lury · year, the c:ird may be sent to the wioug person.
India, decided not to arty for a credit card to get
"A lot of new students are getting their c:irds bec:iuse they know people arc going to ask for that
a free T-shirt bec:iuse he had p=iously signed Dietz, vice chancellor and associate professor,
up _for _roo many c:irds when he c:ime to the said he is concerned about students getting into for the first time, or they"re bombarded just like kind of :hing, but make them ask.•
UM-ers1ty t\vo years ago.
· debt but bcliC\-es students should ha\'c the choice the rest ofus with the pre~appl'O\"Cd [ards] they
Rrportn'Lindseyj. Mastis
"When I sta:ted applying, I had 10 or 15 of to sign up for a credit c:ird just as RSOs should send us; Reed said.
Because of the inccnti\'CS, many students \\ill .
them, and then I started slowly getting rid of have the opportunity to make monev through
can ht rrachrd al
them; he said. "Initially, 1 l·.cpt on appl)ing •.. · the fund-raisers.
~mastis@dailyegyptian.com
sign up with the intention of ~tting up the c:ird

a
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SIU satisfied withPotential enrollment figures
off-campus population, mainly. individuals
enlisted in the military.
This factor contributed to the decrease in
enrollment for the summer, which is already a
semester known for having low attendance.
"\Vc'rc trying to expand summer enroll•
Jessica Yorama
ment," Dietz said. "\Ve ha,·e a huge demand
Daily Egyptian
during the academic year, but it dwindles \JUr•
• ing the summer. The more students that enroll
Incoming students at SIUC ha,-c seen [during the summer], the better we an serve
tuition incrc:ase at SIUC, but enrollment has our students."
·
These figures, which increase in times of.
remained fairly stagnant, according to Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment conflict such as these, as wdl as the decre:i.sc
Management Larry Dietz.
in admissions from · students who simply
Despite the 16 percent incre:i.se, which took decide not to attend the Unh-crsity, are not a
effect as part of the second year of a plan to large considera:ion for all institutions. In fact,
increase enrollment ·O\"cr a four-year period, many junior colleges arc reporting a signific:int
Dietz said enrollment figuri-s have remained increase in their fall 2003 enrollment. Junior
steady during the p:i.st few years. Prior to colleges ~ttributc this increase to a number of
the steady current of the p:i.st three years, he factors, predominantly a lcss·than desirable
described Uni\'crsity enrollment as an "ebb and economy that has c:iuscd many to vicwcontinu•
flow" pattern following its peak in 1993.
ing their educ:ition as the preferable altcmati\'c
According to Uni,-c:rsity statistics, 19,324 to entering a weak job market.
students enrolled at SIUC in the fall of 2002,
Although Terry Crain, associate.dean of
a nurr.ber he expected to remain basic:illy the student services at John A. Logan College, said
same this semester. Although he said this trend figures this }"?:ar were not dramatically different
seemed to be continuing thus far, exact figures than the previous y~r, they were slightly above
for the fall 2003 semester will not be avail• enrollment numbers from fall 2002.
able until 10 days after the semester officially
"Asoftoday,we'rconpace,justalittlcahcad,"
beg:m.
Crain said. "We're within a few students more
\ Vhen predicting enrollment numbers, than we had last )Tar, so that"s pretty good. \Ve
Dietz said the· University had to take se\"Cral don't stop registering until next \\-eek.•
fictors into account including its 10 percent ·
_Similar to any institution, John A: Logan

Although enrollment
figures are not officially
available, outlook is good

"We ha\-c to determine if the Unive~ity
must think of the fC\v students who ,~ill transfer
r,r decide that they do not wish to attend the wants enrollment to increase,• said Anne
college. However, he also realizes that, when Dduca, vice chancell<'r for student affairs and
predicting enrollment, the college ca~ safely - enrollment. "That'spartoftheplanforSouthern
rely on a number of students who will wait until at 150, deciding what kind of students we need
more of, as far as grad and undergrad."
early in the semester to decide to enroll, most
who will come from SIUC.
Although the plan does not spccific:illy.
He said that while John A. 1.oi,,an tra\-ds to call for a dramatic increase in undergraduate
11 loc:il schools to promote itself, there is not a enrollment, it does call for impro\"cments that
large budget for recruitment in any community would improve the Unh-crsity as a whole and,
college's budget.
.
as a result, attract new students.
"\Ve r.oli't recruit too heavy; Crain said.•
In the meantime, SIUC continues with
As a statC\vidc trend things kind of filter down its usual means of recruitment such as letters,
to us. Cspecially with a college the size of SIU website information and phone calls. The
seven miles away, we get a lot of students who University performs the majority of recruitment
come to take a fC\V classes."
in the state with the exception of Sr. Louis and
Although SIUC cannot rely on the filtering rt!ies on indi\'iduals in three offices that target
process, they ha\-c had consistent success with the specific areas of Southern, central, and
the freshman population, which he said to be northern Illinois. These indi"iduals visit open
up a "healthy percentage." He reported the . houses and fairs in high schools and community
.
transfer population to be steady but said _there colleges,
was no real way of calculating the numbers of
The University is also hoping that .more
returning students.
,
scholarships and grants a\':lilaillc to students
. "Freshman enrollment has been up continu- will aid in retention. In the end, 1.owcvcr, Dietz
ally, but we're uncertain who will come back said there ii nC\-cr a definite way of guar.mtec•
from }-Cat to year, • Dietz said. "We hope it - ing increases in enrollment figures.
. "There's nC\-cr been any real w~y of deter·
[enrollment) goes up, but we'd be satisfied with
a modest increase,"
'
,
mining why people enroll where they cnron;
Dietz said the University has a number of Dietz said. "Enrollment is pretty complex:",
pl:ins for increasing enrollment, many of which
RrpcrttrJmira Yomma
arc laid out in the b_lucprintfor the Unh·ersity
can ~~ rtachrJ at
known as Southern at 150, a comprchensi\'C
plan SIU hopes to achieve by 2019.
j~ram~@daHyegyptian.com
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Police. arrest, charge U. Coloradotakes title as No. l:·
man for. setting fire:· partyschool in United States

to· dumpster..

-~

.

·.

.

Meagan Balink

.

.

Dumpster fires
become problem
· .
.
Lewis Park

at

· Burke Wasson .
Daily Egyptian

A Carbondale man was
arrested :,.nd charged with
attempted arson, a felony, after
he was seen by Carbondale Police
officers setting fire to a dumpster
at Lewis Park Apartments.
Carbondale Police Officers
arrested Zachary James Heinz,
20, of Carbondale at 4 a.m. Friday
at Lewis Park. The department
said Heinz is :a resident of the
apartment complex.
.
Police said· two arresting
officers saw Heinz set fire: to
:a . c:ardboard box · doused with
motor oil and then placed the
lit box into a trash. dumpster
in the complcx's· parking · lot.
. Carbondale Police Department
Deputy Chief Steve Odum said
the officers were already at the
East Grand Avenue apartment
complcx_ on an unrchted call
when they saw Heinz.
Odum said Heinz was with
an uniJentified male suspect who
has yet to be captured.
The department said Heinz
and the suspect ran from the ·
officers. \Vhen Heinz . was
arrested, he was found to be in

"We take them with a large grain of
Kristen Cardwell, a sophomore in
salt. They're commercial enterprises English, said she thinks that CU's
, ranking is great but should be taken
designed to sell books."
. n·ouLDER,Col~.(U-WIRE)
Vice Ch2ncellor for Stud~nt lightly.
.
. -_Not eve1ybody thinks it's a good Affairs Ron Stump agrcetl rhat riv:
"Thisisn'tane..syunivcnitytogct
day for the University of Colorado to survey was probably inaccur:i.te at into, so we're sma. t students who also
be numbercne, but others arc prouder best.
like to party," she said.
than, well, Pabst Blue Ribbon.
"People really do not know how
Alex Garcia, president of the
The N/.w York-based Princeton the ranking was based," said Stump. lnterfratemity Council at CU; said
Re~ew, · company unrelated to "You have to question the survey the common stercot)J>C that grccks
Princeton. University that provides itself."
perpetuate the party scene is invalid.
"It's a misconception bccwse a lot
education; tes:ing and a~missions .
.Princeton Review's press release
' resources· and books for students, . nid the survey is based solely on stu- of people come here to parry; said
announced its famous •Best .·.'.'.5'l dent answers to its grid of" questions, G:ucia. "We have probably one of the
Colleges" list for 2004 Monday. .. · which arc conducted on campuses biggest accountability systems on this
CU topped the magazine's ran;.- electronically ,vith the permission of campus."
ings in two_ categories: CU is the administrators. The release said an
Garcia said the fallacy · arises
number one "party school" in the average of 300 students per campus because of random house panics on
nation and the number one "students contribute to the sun-ey.
Unh-crsity Hill, which arc not neccsalmost never study" school as well.
Still,· Hale said she thinks CU · sarily grcek•rc~ted. He noted his
The university ranked third in·· the • students aren't correctly represented organization check. on its member
"reefer madness" category, in which • in the survey.
.
fr:i.temities' behavior, going out on
Stump had a warning for students weekends to monitor activity and
students report the popularity of
marijuana usage at the school.
· who might choose to attend CU banning drinking at house parties.
-, , The rankings were determined by simply because of its "party school"
"It is obviously something we're
a 70-qucstion survey ofl06,000 stu• reputation. .
· ·
concerned about," said Gan:ia, who
"For those people, who_come here rcp<>rted rcc.civing multipfa e-mails on
dents at 351 top colleges, according to·
a Princeton Review press release..
just for the social scene alone, they're the subject of the Princeton Review
· Andy Bennett, a junior biology · not· going to stay long," he . said, · : ranking. "'The whole ranking thing
.. major at CU, said he isn't surprised . : implying that the curriculum at CU hasn't put a damper on us-· but 1
at the ranking.
·.
is not the faint-hearted or those who think we're being a lot bettc:-, toning
"I've been to a lot' of different like to party a great deal.
things down."
campuses, and. this is definitely · a
Sc:nior ·. history major . Jenny
Garcia said Cl1 will alw:iys be
. party school," he said. ~ :·
Giansiracusa · said CU's ranking, seen as a bit. of a party school and
But Pauline Hal::,. sp<>kespcrson especially in the marijuana category, Cardwell ·said she · resembled that
remark.
. for the "university,. said people doesn't surprise her.
·shouldn't take the Princeton survey · "There arc a lot of rich kids with
"I'm happy to contribute ro the
, too .criously because in the un.:...Crsi• more ir.oney than they know what to number one ranking," said Cardwell,
, · •ty's opinion, it is a marketing tool for do \vith," said Giansiracus:1. "Boulder "and tc celebrate tonight, I'll probably
is like a liberal bubble in this conser- have a drink. Maybe two."
. ·the company, not the school.
· · "I've started thinking of these vati\-c state. It has a strong hippie
ColoradoDailystaffmcmbcrScott
studies as ps<.udo~studics," Hale said. . representation."
Bcrshof contributed to this report
.Colorado Daily (U. Colorado)

.

possession of alcoh~I. . • .. . ·..
Odum said Lewis Parks land-.·.lord humetwith the Carbondal~'.' .
Fire Department , because the.:
dumpster fires at the apartment
complex , have become .. a_· "real,
problem; especially· with ·.more·.:
students iii town. . .
. .
"I know they were having
some fires. in the spring; and
· the fire: department is pretty
concerned · about it; Odum
said. "I think the fires arc more
connected to when they\·e got a .
higher occupancy when school's
: going on: · ; .
:'. :,
Odum said the dumpster fires
arc more dan3erous than most
people· realize bec:ause· of. the
threat they pose to cars parked
· near dumpsters. ··
,
"People who park their cars
close to a dumpster. and can't
· find any place else to park end
up getting their cars damaged,"
Odum said.
Representatives for Lewis Park·
could not be reached Tuesday·
evening for comment.
.. .
Hein:; was charged . with . ,
attemptcJ arson, reckless co_nduct, resisting a peace officer and •
underage possession · of alcohol.
Officers took Heinz to Jackson
County· Jail in Murphysboro,.
- where he was released on bond.

&porta Burk Hasson
can br wadxd al
bwasson@dailyegyptian.com.
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OUR WORD

Ban credit card solicitors •from SIUC
If you can't pay for your !mt car
companies that solicit students and
students are one of the most sought
b 5ill, you need tu go
Morn :ind
Dad because you will rieed a coafter truget of banks issuing credit
signer. This holds true for a cell phone cards. That is a given. Stud~nts don't
and sometimes even a lease.. On the
tend to ha\•e high paying jobs-yet
other hand, ifyou i.'r.Ult a new stereo,
..:.._ but we do have expensive taste and
the latest fashions or even books for
we tend to live beyond our means.
class, all you need to do is After all, few students make a wage
w:tlk
across
campus,
fess
high enough to even cover tuition and
Students musts be
up some personal inforroom and board, much less clothes.
aware that signing mation and si n on the
Nevertheless, living beyond our
6
up for a credit card dotted line.
means now often starts a harmful
Like college campuses ~nd. The University may not be able
means more than a
free T ,shirt across the countiy, SIUC to avoid the increasing costs-of eduis a haven for credit card
cating ~dents or ::ven housing them,
or a I Q,percent solicitors. And, according • but the University can protect students
discount at the mall to the SIUC administra- - at least while they are on campus
tion, credit card solici- from collecting more debt through
tation is an acceptable
credit cards.
fimdrai..<:er.
We know r-redit cards can help
We don't think so.
build credit.
lnstead, Registered Student
But they :tlso telp destroy it.
Organizations should find other ways
Sr-..1dcnts must be aware that signto advan.:e their programs besides
ing up for a credit card means more
making money by potentially harming than -a free T:-shirt or a 10-percent
students and rhcii credit.
discount at the mall. Most students
But this problem does not
don't take t.1-ie time to read the disStli..rt with the Registered Student
claimers on the applications; Most
Organiutions that get paid for each
solicitors probably don't ,vant us to
student who applies.
know how much the interest rate is
!nsread, the matter begins with the or wh::t gctf.ng declined will do to

from solicitation.
our credit.
We are not protected from solicitaWe might not even know until
: tion. It is evcl}wherc we go, including
an application for a home lo:m·is ·
in our mail, as companies simply have
denied. Hoviever, the University cannot be blamed for students' bad 17,,• ;t to file a Freedom oflnforrnatit'n Act
because of credit card bills the stucl~nt . to get a list of our names and addresses fro:,1 the University.
ran up.
Still, we don't need to deal with
By the time students are at the
high-pressured solicitation_ at school;
university level, they are adults and
should be able to make educated
\' Thus, credit card solicitors sbould be
financial decisions. But, that doesn't !, banned fiorn this campus, as it has
clien happen unless the students are· // been done at numerous campuses
around the counny. Sollle states, such ·
educited on such matters.
as California, have even made strides
Although many high schools
to b:m solicitation on college campuses
and some Student Orir:nt:ition and·
Advisement Registration leaders , ~ altogethc;r.
students about credit r;vds, knowledge
Such a ban would not prevent
must start at home. Parents need to
RSOs from fundraising. Instead; they
c.-ducate their children -,-, even tlieir
may have to i.vork just a little harder
:idult children ;,__,. about the positive
and be a bit more creative when lookand negatives of cre~it cards;
ing for ways ti• make money. Even in
Credit cards are essential in emera suffering economy, RSOs can have
gencies and foreign travel, aiilong
successful fundraisers witl1out the
other things. But students must be .
invoh-ement on credit c:>rds. In fact,
aware that credit cards should not
the DAiLY Em'PTIAN is always looking for RSOs to stuff the paper ,~ith
serve as play money. Instead; they are
inserts.
loans tl1at come with an obligation to
repay.
~~dents, professors and book.. ·::,
belong at SIUC, not pushy sales
University administration says
students want to be treated as adults people trying to make a _buck on our
naivete.
and thus should i:-~t be protected
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OVER H EA R D

' ' If an ~utage, OtCUFS, it is impcratiw! t~at WC li~ve b:ick-up{o~ om;:
la~v;nfo~ce;ne~t a1;_~;
~

........

emeig~no/ personf,leL " '
.

·· .

·

· llli11ois ·u. Gov: P~t Qulim

in reference to his lissessment
ol. lllino;s'_ eneigy syste:m-~-uf1ef!1_!>il~ ·
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rightmare qn Walnut Street

The :American dream?

I w:is driving through Crubond:ilc on my
just
lunch hour Friday when I passed a Chiyslcr
America .•• the land of the free and the'
heading due west down-\Valn'ut Street. Cars
home of the br:n-e, \\ith her amber waves of
another
hortked and fingers \\':t\-ed as the parud.·y mini•
· gr.ii:1, paints a p~ picture for the blin~
· \':tn tried desperately to hang a u~tum out of
eye. The d=m o(Ar.1erica, ,~th all its
priddy
there.
·
•
tradition and glol}", is spilling m-er the top
.. Piatt9logy
face~·
. And I knew, long before 1 noticed the miniof the melting pot that has finally re:ached
a
boil ·
·. · _- ·
· ··'
fridge strapped to the luggage f-!cks, what it all
me3nt. Vvelcomc to SIU, parents. VVc'vc been
· As the bombs fall out of ow: sight and .
minds in the name ofliberiition and posifu-e.
expecting you.
.
. .
,1uleanlogic8l@ho1~ail.com
BY ]ACK PIATT
• _You dri\'C through Carbondale for the first
change for global peace :ind harr;1ony; our
·.. piattoJC>gJ,-<a>"hoo.com
little united piece of land falls further away ·
tune with your young valedictorian; the ink still
.ME: UX?k. it's either this ~r I'll have ~ keep
wet on his high school diploma, and you know
sneakin~ over. here when you guys aren't home,
from the goals and aspirations of our founding fathers, lciving the realm of common· We ha,-e whit~ children who.want to be
that you arc about to leave him here to sink cir
stealing your groceries and replacing my broken
swim.
·
light bulbs and empty toilet paper rolls i!') your
sense in a cloud of high-tech smog ,ve like
b~ and black people :who object to the
to call progress.
term ~Afiican-American,• some to what is
He will I = responsibility, and you will
fum1rcs again •• • · .•
.
be reliC\-ed. He will discover his own interests,
MOM: You don't really do that, do you? .
..
We are destro}ing C\'C1ything around
'on the left side of the hJphen and others to .
. us. We not only pollute the earth with our
what is on the right. If common sense were
and you will be proud. He \\ill show up for
. • lV~E: That's beside the point, Mom; you:re.
waste, but we pollute the air ,~th our lies,
being sold at \Va1-1\-1art for a dollar a case, .
Christmas with a tattoo, and you \\ill be livid.
not listening to me '.". .
: : ..
But you bite the bullet and go through \\ith
And I'm back in. They've becjl pretty cool
. . hate :and thoughtless words: New groups .
they would go out of business, because it '
ir anyway. The gas 11Ulcage was terrible get· ·about this, cspeciallywhen I know they are
marufest daily, scrcuning for their rights.
seems no om: is buying these days.
ting down here with all that junk, so you're not
thinking how nice their_ entertainment center '.
Blacks \'S. whites, men vs. women. Gay
The problem is not \\ith race or ongm.
hauling it back home again.
would look in that spot \\i1ere I sleep.
· . rights, minority rights; left vs. right. With
The fact is there is only one true
the _
You lea\'C him :at the domutory \\itli a set · ·
Meanwhile, I've been discO\-ering that my·.
. so many different groups ofpeople squabhuman race.. This fut has been ignored and
of t\\in sheets, a 13-inch television and enough :· brother is :actually the smartest one in the fam-· ·
bling for their piece of,mat they ordain to
neglected due to a m11~ bigger and more
bo.-.:es of Rice Cho: to l:ist him until the year
ily. From watching me, he has learned thi: most •
be rightfiilly c)ail]led, \\'C foiget that when
ambitious race that seems to have ovcrshad2040. This is a good thing, because that is
important lesson-just never leave to begin
all the lights_go out and :all the madness · '
.·owed the human race: the rat raee. The
quiets, ,\-e're arc all_human. . ·
·funny thing is no one is winning this fruitless
probably how long it "ill take before you see
,~th. Instead, he's s~nt his entire college career
any return on this whole college in\'estment.
without spending a dime on rent;
· We: eat, b~th:; h~ and ay the same._
race, because: there is no end to it,·not one
I used \O imagine my poor abandoned .
: So what is he doing \\1th his savings?
. We faugh, touch, t!Ste and hope. the same. .· . that anyone '"'ill live to tdl about anyway.
One truth has held constant from the ·
. · .' · The answer lies in us 3 individu:ik We
parents at home, creaking around in their big '· Purchasing rental property. That's right. He's
empty nest without me. In mr daydre:ams they
about to become a landlord, reap the financial
beginning of tirrie until this \'Cl}' moment
ha,,: to.~ it
responsibility pe:sonand \\ill alw:IJ'S remain: Sum\':il is the most
ally to seek out the truth and hold ourseh'CS .
began to look ancient, wearing carcligan sweatbenefits of O\vning real estate; and still LIVE
ers and glass monocles. They counted do\m the \VTI1i l\1Y PARENTS. · ·. ·
· : ,·
. basic human need. It is instiJ!ed in 'e-.'CIJ one :accountable for:what is right and what makes
days until my no., glorious l"isit like_ a prisoner's · · l 11Ught be indignant about thli. ifl weren't:
of us,· this natural moti\?.tion to Sl.lM\-e. But sense. We should look around and see c:ach'
tally marks on the walli. of :a jail cell.
dazzled by the sheer brilliance of his handisomelmw; \\'C_ ha\'C found a way to ignore
other not only :is ~ . but as l!UrrOrs of one
Luckily, this ridiculous ,ision o!" mine
work. Of course, this .,\ill fade next }'Car when
C\'crt our most basic instinct. \Ve put things
another ••. sisters, brothers, mends and fun- ·
helped me feel better when I decided to rno,-e
I deciqe to fly the nest again·and.cnd up havin our bodies d>.at \\'C know harms us. \Ve
ily•.\Ve arc fellow human beings, not just in
back h:,me the first time. UntiHbroke the
ing to rent my :apartment from him. That'll be
do th:ngs to our en\'ironnient completely
Amer.ca, Europe, Asia or Afiica, but here on
aw:1re of the detrimcntil effects it will have
this place \\'C like to tj.Il honie •.• a big round
news to them, that is.
perfect. Ha\ing a landlord-I nnce tried to forceon our m'CS :and the fu·es of our.offspring.
Suddenly, Mom and Dad didn't look :is
feed a booger sanm~ch to.
ball called Earth. Th!! d=m shouldn't be of
In major public universities in California, America or specific cqntinents or countries; .
wrinkled and dt:\.repit :as I had pictured them.
Until th~, I can only sigh and feel pity for
separate race-based graduation ceremo- · •
the dream should be for a better earth for :all
And they didn't seem :as lonely in my _:absence,
those concerned parents lc~ng their children, ..
nies arc being held. A member of the
of us. I~ starts uith us. Not the gm=ment
either. In fact, you could have rut the tension
go for the first time, It docs get easier, folks.
. Oiic:igo City Council opposes the Pledge . and its politicians. No superheroes ,\ill be on
w:th a tattoo needle.
··
·
Soon you11 be praying thcy'n: going 'io stay
of Allegiance because he contends it is
duty for this mission. The weight is left on
Sine., that first year, I\-e movrd out and
out. And there arc plenty worse things they
offensh-e ta ask blaC:. Americans to "gn'e • our shoulders. It is a hea.y load, but together
come slinking back in the throws of -:allege
can come home with than a tattoo. Say, for
their
loyalty
to
a
countty
that
cnsla.'Cd_
ot1r ~trength is unstoppable.
~~n~~:c~~r:!:t;
instance, a U-Haul ,~th all of their belongings.
them.~ There are those who are protesting
Mothcr"s Day because it discril!Un3tCS, thC)'
fad. Piatt is a ·smior in advtrtising.
Grau Priddy;; a senior in arrhitectu,(.
officdsC\,ing room time-share with my pareo~.
say, against children who arc in same-sex
His views do not neussarily reflttt thou of
Bur luckily, it becomes easier and easier to beg
Htr vi=s. do not ntm111ril;· reflect those
households.
·
1he DdILl' EcrPT'IAN. ·
my \\':tY back in.
ofthe DAILY Eer"PTUN.

Not

=

our

fu~::i~:

·LETTERS

GUEST COLUMNIST

Greetings from Iraq
FRIENDS ANO

Im1nigrc1nts should be treated with dignity

FA:.IILY,

I am sure !iy n!Jw you know of tr.e :itt:ick on the UN..
I just \\':lllral to let "'"'}"nc know I am fmc. I spent :i fuv ,. ·
houn h:lping set up a = C\':ICUalion ccnn:r nearby. The
UN cnmpounds is more than In,: miles from my loc:ilions
:ind our $CCUl11)" is :ilways high :u,d ready. Pl= pr:ty for
:ill those hurt. Tod3y has put :i damper on :ill ofus here.
\,'ill nor &lter or l2i1 just :is crd=!.

J

•.

-=-·

.

'.

'

other than a fC\\' mattresses on the floor.
However, it should alro be remembered ,
. When I spo~ with oth=r residents and
that this counuy was· founded by immi~
business owners in the area, they all said the · grants who came seeking a better lifo for
OXFORD, 1\-'Iiss. (U-WIRE)When
same thing. The immigrants weren't seek- · themsel\'CS and their families. And tru.t's all
J.i.e w:u: alh-e, Juan Contreras Jj\-ed \\'ith at ·
ing trouble- they onlywanted to work
thes<; people want to do, ·. · · · . · ·
le:ist si:: other people in a mot,µc home in
and support themselves and their families.
It seems :is if businesses-:-- not only
Leve,
· Canton, Miss.•
·
.-~
These people have to cany their wages • · tlJose in Canton - ~1-e ad\'allt:tge 'of the
Jason White
As a sarutation worker for PECO foods, bcc:ause they can't open bank ~i::counts, an~
immigrants for cheap labor, but when tlj_ey
SIU stzdmt sm:ing in ln:lf
he: earned S6.35 a week, nioncy thn w:is
.they ha\·e. to basically pray th1.t they aren't . catch heat :about wc,rkers' citizenship or
to be sent to his ,\ife and children back in
robbed befo_re they can send tpc money, .. , working conditions; thC)· tty quickly disas~
Veracruz, Mexico.
. home. ,,.
. ' sociating themselves.
· . ,,_, . ·.
·
More
IBHE needed
In June, Contreras was robl?ed and
'Many arc unable to speak fluent
; •·,Meanwhile, these people fa-e in condiDEAR EDITOR:
• killed. Four teenagers are ch:uzed ,\'ith the
English, so they can't communicate: v?ith
. ·. tbns 'that no human being should ID'C in.
The DE's~ugmt 19 stmy:,bour_IDHE phus ro
crimes; At the time, his family \\':tS unable · law enforcement. And bcsidCl!, those who :;
.Whether or not d:ey are legaldtizens,
increase faailty ilil=ity through minorityfcllm~p proto even· raise money to send his body. back
arc illegal immigrants avoid la\v criforce-"·. .·_ they are people.
..
··
gruru left oor one import:mr fact. In c:irly 2003 Southern •
to :Mexico.
'
·
rnent; . .
.
' , Towbridge i.s ignoring that fact.
Illinois Unn=ityar Cubondale \\s,s still using r.>cially
Hundn:ds of other Hispanic' immigrants
The_ Clarion-Ledger reported that t
, This situation is setting a precedent of
cxdusn-e scholmhlp pri,gnms. SIUC did nor rc:mm-e
in the Canto_n trail:r park rn-e in fear of· , . Madison County Sheriff Toby Towbriclge · . using a group of people and then quick disthe r.uiil l'CSUi..-tions until tlut2len<d "ith kg:iI 2Cti9n by
similar crimes. and deportation. . ..
plans to Mround up and deport• illegal
· ~:issociation when the truth comes to light.
nm w:m:hcloi; groups, the Americi.'1 C'nil Righ:s trni:i-.ne
.
This summer, , 7 hen the nC\~'S of
immigrants in Canton. M:my of them
There_ has .to be a more human,e .and ethical
:md CenterforEqu>lOppommity. Dci,j)san:intheSr.
Cont:reras's death broke, I had the oppor- ·.' in :he Westsidc:TrailerPark.m ..
· way~ handle this situation• .'.) .·. ,_.
Louis PolSt-Dispau:hforj.s!y9,l"'l,-cAl0. Prcsently;no
.. tunity to tm'CI 10 C:mton and speak with a
. Should the illepl 4?11Ugrants be , ·.. ,,... ;9od;lwish I, orthe:Canton govcpis
l)'.:-tus,_jobs,.
ru.~.r.I}',. ·,· fC\vrisidentsofthetrailerpark. _
..
deport:'1?rm~ynotsure. Theh,v~
~~n:'.knewv.-~tthat"~: ... ·.
,
--,"-.,;
-;
·
. As I talked to one man who ,\':tS "':tSh-, ... the ~w, and with recent ~ces, the
. 1l
. _ · · ·:.: . - .
.
d.u,ru. or otl-..:cuphcmism for nci:il ~~ Ru~II ing his car; I g~ced into the open en!Ian~ .;'countty ~•~ afford to bc.t°? l:ni,:,n~ ,yith,
.:Thtsr.:views do_ n:;f n«marily reflttt t& .
.
.
·- ·. Engmhpiof~.
ofhismobile.home.Nothingwasthae
. i:~~epohces.-,
::., ,·<•n-· '..c•
_1&1:ofth_eDAIL_Y§<f!'PJWI:

Marquita Brown
Daily Mississippi {U. Mississippi)
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double- spaced and subrr.itteth\ith autnor's photo
·~· · .
·and fax (453-8244)., : ".:'\ ,·_ ·. ·'·. .
·
•
"
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, Commuru_ca!::ons,
ID.Alll~ttersarc.;limit_e,!to·300.wordsandguest' - ~ - , - · ,,,,::
·
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·. .
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· •
· •
'.•
columns·to500words.Anytopics:ireaccepted.
'
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Student groups give
Egyp!l~!!Ec£~!::'!i~r~
.A_
1

543 E MAIN ST (RT. 13 WEST), Carbondale• 529-015.-1
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FRBE•FREE•
FREE 5 pe1.4cent a~ Western Illinois U.
for.

1I
I Refill

I

.

.

..

I

I Fountain Soda I.

.
. II
· Cup of _. _ _I

I ·Hookah/ T with _Vegetarian, : I Mediterranean·. I
I _
•
,· I
.Bhyanlor
I; .. : .: .Tea,< ,:I

Shisba , ;I bi>Kabob
Dinner
•tt,;p_..,_.,...,,,,__½,
• .,..,,,, .... _ _
J:,n

L!!Jt~~-~~:.·J~~-

ICIDl4IOIIP.WM.

1,-~..,;,;,,,lbt--..-1,

lf"-"'ithanypurdtase\:11

_-1.bl:~1...~~~~~~!I

$tudent activity fee tr.msfen, from
A bigger share of the budget is
which the S pcrc:ent charge will be ltl.lde up of fees and locilly gcner,vithdrawn.
.
. ated m-cnue a$ state support shrinks
"It's a matter of looking at our by SJ.J million this )-=-, falling to
MACOMB (U-WIRE) - A cnrollment;Braccysaid.
-S56.1 million from the S59.4 million
all for S pcn:cnt of student organi:z-.aA plan de\'elopcd 0\-er the summer · appropriated in FYOJ.'
tion money deposited with Wcstcm calls for taking money from n:sc:rvcs
Most. Stlte institutions in Illinois
Illinois Uni\'crsity•·still 1w some from previous yars instc:id oftiking ha\-c seen a dccrcase in support as
officials'w:aitirigforanswcrs. . - .
aw.iyfrom thecurrcnt>-car'sincome.
officials in ~pringfidd ha-vc grappled_
President Al Goldfub repcitcd his
"Nothing 1w changed since_ then, · with a SS billion ck'.icit. Unh-crsities
all for the "administntivc cost n::tllo- although not C\'Ct}' fund 1w a bahna: . from C.ubondale to rrucago have laid
cation• in a letter this past Wednesday. big enough toallowsuch,vithdr;iwals,• off employees.
The charge, ncc:dcd to make up for a _ Bmey said. _
·
Assistant Via: · President for
S1.3 million budget shortfall, w:u first
Meanwhile; Dim:tor of Student Unh-crsity Relations John C. Maguire
announced July 1. • ·
Acthitics Dan Maxwell said· his.· said Western 1w been able to avoid
• "Dealing with the continuing bud~ stiff 1w questions and will be seek- ltl.lking layoffs in part because of the S
get crisirnill be a ltl.ljor administrath-c • ing =,-= from Via: President for pcrc:ent charge.
·
priority in the coming fisa.l year; _iStudent Scrvia:s GanyJohnson.; .• : , · : Raises of 25 pcrc:ent for employees
Goldf:ub said.
.- .
, · One of the biggest questions 1w not rovc:n:d under collccth,: bargaining
AssocuteVia:Pn:sidentforStudenf · 'to do ,vith how long the charge will_ agn:cments wen: implemented ,vith
Services Earl Bracey said he "wouldn't mnain in effect.
•
the start of the nC\v fiscal )-car, he said,
know oc:ictly how much to take from
"Is it one year? Three yean?9 while plans all for a similar i =
student acti\'ity fund accounts until 10 Maxwell asked. _
·
under union contracts currently under
days after classes begin.•
Westem's opcnting budget calls negotiation.
Western mes the "IO-day count• for cxpcndinin:s of S94 million in the
Custodial employees usually .laid
to estiblish enrollment frgun:s, giving
accounting )-=-, ,,nich began July 1. off in the spring an: being hired back,
students time to sign up or withdraw Tut's Sl.2 million less than in the and Maguire said any layoffs that do
before establishing firm numbers. -·
p1C\ious frsc:al year, and nearly S1.6 become n=iy won't affect instrucTiut figun: will be uscd to c:alculate · millionlcssthanin.FY02.
tion.
·
·

Western Courier
(Western Illinois U.)

Take an SIUC Course Anytime, Anywhere •
through the Office of Distan~e Education _

Of equal or lesser value. expires 8-23-03
M~n-Sat From 10am-8:30pm
618-529-3860

7Jo ydu ./2".ke lo sin_y?
Choral Auditions ~
NorthwestAnne-x, Room 0133
August 18-22

Stephen A. Martin

4lii

Choral Union (Messiah)- Monday evenings, 7:00-9:15
Concert Choir MWF. 2:00-3:30
Chamber Choir- Tuesday & T h u r~
sa
:a
5, 0
,y

All courses carry run SIUC residential credit applicable toward a degree! ILP
students can regist.:-through the 12111 week (7'1' week in the summer). On-line courses
are registered on a semester basis and follow the same schedule as on-campus classes._
_ Before the Division·. of Continuing Education can recess an ILP or Online
MUST have the fol owing: .·
_
.
. ·

tm~~~:~~~:i~:aJ~::;ru

_
.. 2. No Bursar or Health Service Stops. Registration cannot be processed for students with stops.
3. No Past Due: Amount on the Bursar Account. All lLP and Online courses are billed through
the Bursar • _ILP fees are S 132 per credit hour and On-line courses are SI 90 per credit hour
(S225 for graduate level). For payment informatior. call (6 I 8) 536-775 I.
4. CC'urse Registration Form with Advisor's Signat':re and complete information. An overload
also requires a dean's approval or the de~ignated dean's representative. SIUC degree st:idents
need 10 bring the signed registration form to our office at Washington Square "C."
.
'.
FALL 2003
'
Core Curriculum Counes
Malhemati~
fL ·
!02-3 East Asian Civilization
MATH . 107•3 Intermediate Algebra
103 3
00 hls9-3 · Existential Philosophy
GEOG
World Geography
Political Science
HIST
202-3 Amer. Religious Diversity 2
POLS 213-3 Stale & Local Gov'L ·1,4
· MUS
103-3 . M11Sic Understanding
POLS 250-3 Pols. offoreign Nations t
Philosophy
~i~~~g~~~cutive 1

.

_

~tW:S

m~f ~-~f4°t~~t!~~:i

Rfs~G

~mt mt~ .~:~to

~nkt
m:~
PLB
303i-3

For more inf~-rmation contact ..
Dr. John Mochnick, 453-5800
jvml@siu.e1u

.

~tf m:~

t':::::~~~F~~ ·

~~ ~~t~

Evolution and Society
114-3 Intro. Amer. GovLt
108-3 Intro. to Sociology
~g:i!3 tJ~~~r~Ls:r~~:T~;t:_;
Administration or Justice
;u---290.3 . Intro, 10 Criminal Behavior
AJ
306-3 Policing in America S,9
AJ
310-3 Intro: to Criminal Law
AJ
350-3 Intro. to Private Security

POLS •
POLS
~P,~~sh
.SPAN

POLS
SOC

~trn+

Art

AD
AD .
AD

'

F.durational Psychology

.

g!;i:~:t\~~~~-~ar. Dev. 7

~ - 310-3

lnsurance2.J

·

FIN

··

·

l~ - 360-3
~;g:~

·

1ST
1ST
1ST
IT
REHB
REIIB

~~lc~~g~~=i~~l.;J .-·
350-3 -Small Bus. FinanceJ ·
·.

General Agriculture
GNAG . li0-4 Intro. to Physical Prin. •·

GNAG · 318-3

HCP

. IOS-2

-.

·

JilNL7)2.3
JRNL 417-3

Journalism Law· 2. 6
~
Freelance Feature Writi,1g 6 ·'

Rlo~l·e~l:1'-3
MGMT 350-3

Organizational Behavior 3,9
SmaUBusincss Mgmt. J,9

~ 5 0 - 3 . Small Bus. Marke:ing 3:4 ·

,

® ~
·

.~

-

WED
WED
WED
. WED

Med•cal Terminology 2

Jour'nalbm

•.

_ .. ;

.H.-c.-

.,___ · •

f~~h~~1Ac.P=~~~je~ts 6
Network Security 6
Intro. To Oracle 6
Planning 6
Quality Cor,trol 6
Intro. 10 Rehab. 6.to ·
Basic Behavior Analysis 6,10

494e-3
586-3
590-3
593-3

Assess. of Learner Performance 6,10
Workshop 6.to
Adult Voe. Programs 6,10
Readings 6.to ·
Individual Rese:irch J,10

~~~~b~C~~~li~~u~/· IO

·_J:3 - Junior
fv°jb-~:j~~~~ii~-~::Jf:t,;najors
Standing required
./ • Web-based ,·ersion only

,S - Che~kJcr Prerequlsiles

6 - D~partment permi~sion required
• · i - Che:kfor a,•ai/abi/ity · · .
8- Not ,h-ailablefor Graµuare Credit
9 - On-campus students need instructor's permission
'
10- Undergraduate or Graduate Credi/

_,,,..,. ......... ~

1w,.o14 V1tt&1AL CAMNJa

370-3
412·3
475-3
400-3
503-3

~::g·
mj
WED
463-3

Intro. to Compulcrs in Ag. 2 · ·
.· . · ·

gm:~aphJ)O-i Weather
Hullh Care Proftssions

.

ON-!..INE SEMFSTER-BASED COURSF..S:
HED
302s-3 Driver Task Analysis 6
.
· HED . 3 I 3s-3 'Injury Prevent.& Safety 6
_IST
209-3 Intro. To Program. 6
1ST
232-3 System Anal. & Design ~
1ST
301°3 Inf. Systems Tech. 6
1ST
307-3 · Princrples ofRecording 6

-·

!~=~
Finance

Pol. Systems in America 1.1
Policy Analysis 1,1
.
Elcmcntmy Spanish
2
ElcmentmySpanish2

WMS I • 492-3. ·_ Women in Religion 1

,

_

~~~~

~m:. ·m:~
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Department

of Human
Services

caseworker
Lorie Humphrey
shows James
Maloney where
to sign on a. •
form d~tailing
the hiring of his
personal.
assistant to
help him with
his pe!sonal
needs while
attending
school.

Pork Sparori.,...._......_ _...., ___:.....;c-;.-'-'"'Locally Grown Tomatoe,._·_._._,_._.- - ~..........:....._......_ __
Gatorade32

1•• .• -,

---, ·

"._,,.

1 _-...,··,_-· ---·-·•-·:---..,....--..,
Prairie Fam,s Cottage Cheese.24"0..,_·..,..

~:~~~:t~h;:!"!::'1rn!'..':.~~-'
~-,..c.,..~---.,-~:------,.--=""......· '----'--~_..; .-: -_._____._.________

Vanilla Pepsi 20 oz. (cold1-)

Local_ apples available nowt

/ .5 miles south ofSIU ln Uie South Hiilnvav 51 nu.,lncss DNrict
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others," he said. •And it's\1scful when
working in dwbility savia:s 2nd social
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 _.. senia:s bcaJSC )OO ~ to knmv }OOI'

lions is essential to breaking dO\l'n barriers 2nd stereotypes. "fa'Cl}body who
is born has a disability to some d..-grcc.
A lofof disabilities an: WlSCCll.•
. Communication is the key to
·· Talking with Maloney gn-cs 211
James Maloney is a bda.
He \\.IS vice president of student impression on just hO\I' \\-ell ,-=ai l\Woney's sua:css. WhCI'C\'CI' he goes,
gll\'Cl'llll'lent and bccunc president at he is in hdping a v.uicty of people, he plans. O!l making an impression,
BJ;.·k Hawk College in Moline. He which he attributes to his training in whether it's Moline or Rock Island
represented students as the student v.uious fields of volunteer work as well where he w:is bom. l\Woney's secret is
trustee for the Black Hawk district.
as professional social savia:s training. being able to talk, but listen too.
He presided O\'CI' a chair fur the But there w:is something missing from
"If }OO arc open it makes them
more -comfortable,• Maloney s.id.
Illinois Comm.unity College Board his life.
·
Rd)ing
on
his
funily
for
assistance,
Student Amisoiy Committee, where
"Because if you're ~ open it makes
he worked at a stltc lc:,,-cl as well as with something that l\ laloncy has tried to people afiaid to intcr.1ct with you,
. the most prestigious and highest of all • shake, prompted his pi1grimagc to bccusc they don't knmv hO\I' to
cduc:itional boards in the stltc, the C:ubondale, and it has opened his interact."
Illinois Board ofHigher Educ:ition.
eyes.
Twenl}~thrcc-year-old l\I:iloney
"I fill up my time doing stuff for
This is Maloneys .6rst year away co~es from a &mily a five where he
other people," Maloney said \\ith .a from home. The • junior transfer is the youngest, although his baby face
grin. "I don't knO\I' how to explain it." from Black Hawk College mm-rd in nc:,,'CI' lets on that he's day O\'CI' 20. His
And he doc:; all of it on four Monday morning. When most fresh- t:'O older brothers, both adopted, arc
wheels. Maloney has ccrcbr.tl p-.usy, a men were still at home, l\Woney was 34and41.
mcdic:il condition that affcctS control training for college.
After =ing things into his donn .
O\tt a person's muscles. Children and
"It is essential to kam commu· room at Thompson Point, he felt
adults who have ccrcbr.tl paL-y may be nication skills and be open to other pretty comfortable, but after a quick
unable to walk, talk or car. It is caused people," Maloney said, referring to rca!i:zation that the crowds were yet
by injwy to the br:un before, during or· getting acclimated \\ith tl,e college_ to come, Maloney knc:,,v he had work
shortly after birth.
·
cmironmcnt. "People h:;.,.e questions ahead.
"Because I have CP and nccdcd ~bout disabilities. Some people say it's
The transiti.:ms program has .
others' assistance with my lifu, the none oftheir business. '\Vhy this?' And pla}"M 211 essential and crucial role in
only way of giving back was hdping Why that?' But answering those qucs~ l\WonC)1s attempt at indcpcndencc,
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Approach .ofMar~
guarant~e modef for new statelaW -has, -~arth· l~oking>up

Western_Illinois· lJ-~- adopts cos,t,:::. Crystal Lind!?II

'

the Uiilifflity will continu~ to also
"The drcam•of a college _education
guarantee fees and room and board, is something wc must encourage. not .,
making its program unique in the d:~<niragc,• Gov•. Rod Blagojcvich
state,• said .Westcm's President Al said when he signed the legislation,
tl\lACOMB
{U-WIRE) Goldfub.
_
acconling to the article. 1'oday wc.
Degrees ·such as reaching have ·' an: doing our part to keep that dream .
- Students at Western ·. Illin.:>is
, · .· a·•>
University have enj0)-e4 the benefits more than 120 hours, and the law , ali\'e." ,. . : , ·. ·
of a cost gu:tranteC' program_ since . States students in those progr.uns an: . "'fh:underlying desire is a good:·
1999. -Public Illincis unr.-ersitics will - given the same tuition rate with which one~. to put predictability ~ mbil- -:
._
. : ity into setting tuitioi Thitqucstion
be rcquird by law to offer similar pro• they stincd. · ·
grams to first-year students starting
Some students' degrees should be is how effective' it will
Travis :
the 2004-2005 school year, ~ccording completed in four years, but due to Reindl, director of state policy analysis
other cimunstanccs, oompletfon takes for the American Association_ of State _
to a uni\'ersity press n:lcasc- , .
The law, referred to as Truth · tonger. In those ascs, the' student will Colleges and - Unr.-enities. tol.d The .
in Tuition, was announced. July 22 , sec an inaeasc in their rates equal to New Yotk
1nd would guarantee students a the rates of students who entered the
State ~tltn'C Kevin Joya:,
stable tuition rate for four. years. It year after them.
a democrat representing part of
-Tite law will not· change that,• C"'l,ic:igo and its southwest Stlhwbs,
only applies to undergraduate students
like Westcm's program.
Maguire said.
introduced the bill According to the .
-Western was the· model. ·The
Western extends this policy :o fees . article,Joycc got the idea when he met
students who dropped out of school
,_ governor mentioned Westrm Illinois 'as well as room and bomf.
Unr.-ersity's program ·when the bill
Illinois has gained national attl:n• for a scmi:i.11:r or longer when tuition
w.u introduced. Howe,-er, Western's tion from the program. According in=scs wen: too much.
•11 has gotten so bad, that people
version is much broader: said to the article ~Illinois Eructs Plan to
Assistant Via: President for Unr.-ersity Freeze Tuition rates At Its Collegcs" said that anything-any kind of pre·
inThcNewYorkTuncs,Illinoisisthe dictability-would be good,• Joya:
Relations John Maguire.
· "While Western was the first, first .•tate with such a law.
told The New York T uncs.
Western Co~n~r
,
.(Western llhno1s U.)

,be:

Tm ·; ·.-· " · · .

gross receipts from the sales th':tr we
can get taxes from, but also, those
people that tr.m:l distances "ill probably cat," Tcssonc said. ·-nicy an:
2~, Tindall said.
going to inhabit the rest:iurants and
"It's not that were just opening also other stores, :IS well."
stores,• Tindall said. "It'~ th.: caliber ·
The CityofC:uboncWc's budget is
of stores that we an: opening that is based on projected on apccted sales
really significmt.•
taX. The FY 2002 budget comp:ue.i
Ernie Tessone, financial director of to the FY :?003 budf."Ct was up slightly
· the city annbutcd last year's arriwl of O\'CI' 4 .pcra:nt. The new projected
big dollar·gcncrating stores like Best , budget for FY2004 is up an additional
Buy and Old Navy to h:r.ing boosted 3.6 pcra:nt, Tcssonc said.
The State of Illinois collccts the
the city's budget. When a community
can attract big name stores in.a ·the_ sales tax from the gross receipts from
community it can· also bring outside all the businesses; the sales tax is then .
redistributed to all the municipalities
consumers into the city.
•Not only do the soores generate and to all the counti.-s. said Tcssone.

RETAIL

roNTINUED HWM r11GE

3

The sales tax in Cubondtlc is 7.25
pcra:nt of which 5 pcra:nt belongs to·
the State of Illinois. The remaining·
2.25 pcra:nt of the sales tax is redistributed into the county and th:: City
of C:ubondalc.
Jackson County reeer,es .25
pcra:nt, while the city of C:ubondalc ·
gets one pcra:nt municipal sales tax
and one pcra:nt home rule taX.
Of the two pcra:nt sales tax the
City of Carbondale di.-ectly receives,
.25 pcra:nt is gi,..en to th.~ C:ubondalc
Community High School to pay off
the bond they issued to build the new
school Of the total 7.25 pcra:nt sales
tax th~ city of C:ubond.lc retains 1.75
~t.

.

Looking foum Apartment?
Look nO further than Mills Properties.
•t', *{
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Mi/ls Properties has anything and everything ,
you need.Mills Properties is an award-winning
management company proudly featuring _ :..
these 4_pr'!perties in Carbondale:·
. · -::~:1-
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"Mars will still only a~'..,ear the
· i1ize of a quarter 650 feet away.
That's ,vhy_wc'll need telescopes"
to view the Martian. lands..-ape,
Bakich said. Amateur astronomers
N.J. often use colored fi!ters-_on their
. HACKENSACK,·
-· \,:.RT) -,- Paul Coctursi has his telescopes to highlight . different
. heart set on people ioing to Mars. details of the Martian terrain, he
· For now, he will ha~-e to settle for s.ld.
.
Mars takes about twice as long
the next be;~ thing.:.'- ·.c <:
On Aug. 'i.7, Mars will ming as Earth to orbit the sun, which
nearer to Eanh than it has b.:cn brings the two planets - which
in almost 60,000 years, affording a range from 3S million to 63 mil~
· rare, cl,,sc-up peek at our colorful lion miles al'art- into opp<.>Sition
,. no.-t-door neighbor.
·-'
every 26 months._ But because
•Everybody with a telescope _their orbits are elliptical, or ·egg.wi!J be out that night, if the <haped, they will not be this close
weather's good," said Contursi, again until the year 2287, Bakich
president of the Mars Society of said.
New York;
By Aug.·· 27, . Mars will be
•It's the closest we'll be to about twice as· bright as Sirius,
Mars, until wc send people there,• the brightest star in the sky,
said Contursi, part of an intcma- said Andy Monla, president of
tional group that wants mankind the Sheep Hill A_stronomical
to cxp!ore - and C\'CI1 inhabit ~\ssociation, which maintains a
- the Red Planet.
small observatory in Boonton,
Cci:ituniandothcrastronomcrs N.J. ·When it first appca.-ed in
cxpcct•fabulous views" of Mars in the sky last winter, Mars was
the days before and after Aug. 27, only about one-sixth a..• bright as
when it comes within a sont 34.6 Sirius, Monka said.
Through a 75-power telescope,
· million miles of Earth, and on.
Aug. 28, when the two planets an: Mars will appc.r the: size of the
in •direct opposition.• This occurs moon, said I\ lonla, 49, of Denville,
whea E2rth passes between Mars N.J. The.view of Martian mounand the sun, and the three bodies tains and the southern polar ia:: cap
are perfectly aligned opposite each "ought to be spectacular, as long as
other. . .
there are not dust storms t.n Mars,
On Aug. 27, Earth and Mars or clouds on Earth," he said.
- the third and fourth planets,
Astronomers are excited about
rcspccfr.-ely, froin the sun - will the Mais opposition because
bcclosesttocachothcratS:51 a.m. •the closer }'lU can get, the more
That day will be •the best oppor· · dcta-l you: can see," said Monka,
tunity anybody will
ha,-e" for who designs mediL-:tl computer
seeing l\·Iars, said ?>lichacl Bakich, . software. Mars is particularly fasasscci::.ce editor cf Astronomy cinating because •:r's probably' ,he
mag.rtinc in \Visconsin.
· closest planet in oar solar system to
To the naked eye, hu,YC\'Cr, being Earth-like," he said.

.I

Bob Groves

The Record
(Bergen County, NJ.)
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Army begins incinerating
nerve agents in Alabama
Mario F. Cattabiani ·

Knight Ridder Newspapers

Deadline To Apply For AStudent
Medical Benefit Extended Care Fee
Refund Is Friday, August 29, 20031
The DEADLINE to apply for a Student Medical
Benefit Extended Care Fee refund is FridaJ~A11g11st
29, 2003. To apply for a refund, a student must present
his/her insurance policy booklet or the scheduie of
benefits along with the insurance wallet J.D. card to
Student Health Programs, Student Medical Benefit
(Insurance) office, Kesnar Hall, Room 118. All
students, including those who have applied
T
for a Cancellation Waiver and whose fees
are not yet paid, must apply for the a...:,.I_\....}
refund before the deadline. Students Samtu.~~v,;,-,11...,
17 and undern~ed a parent's signature. St,,,4,,,t-;;,u/:ll ~

ciJ

$300 rebate
.
on the system that does _everything
a college student needs.*
Well,almost.
Buy an Apple laptop, an iPod, and a printer. And clean up.
Buy a qualifying !Book or PowerSook, a~ !Pod and a qualifyin9 printer

from the Apple Storf f.Jr Education lndMduals or a participating
campus resellerbetweenJune 29 and September 27,2003. See Terms
and Conditions for details.
·

ANNISTON, .Ab. (KRn
- Birds arc not_ dropping from
, the skies .. There arc. no chcmi. cal clouds hovering darkly. But
· Evelyn Ervin can't seem 10 shake
those possibilities. :
"It's scary. They sayit's safe,
but who really •knows?" said
Ervin, 78, as she sat on her home's
porch swing, near the gates of the
Anniston Army. Depot. "Who
knows what that stuff c:an do?9
That "stuff" includes sarin
nerve ·agent, mustard gas; and
other lethal chemicals packed into
hundreds of thousands of rockets
and artillery shells, part of the
Unitcil. States' Cold \Var arsenal.
After years of legal delays,
the Army this month began the
controversial process of inciner•
ating the stockpiled munitions,
which have been stored· on this
site in eastern Alabama for four
decades; This will mark the first
time. in the nation's history that
incineration alone has been used
to destroy chemical weapons near
a populated area, experts say.
On Sat.irday, Aug. 9, when it
got under way, the process worked
as planned. Over that weekend,
the Army incinerated 10 ~ISSs,
6 1/2-foot-long rockets made of
fiberglass and aluminum and filled
with sarin. But problems with the
hydraulic and cooling systems
forced the process to shut down on
Aug. 11 and 12. At no time were
chemicals at risk of entering the
atmosphere, said Mike Abrams,
the depot's spokesman.
B•uning has resumed. Still, the
·early problems have only handed
more ammunition -to foes of the

Reaching

- .99°1•

process; who lost a .last-ditch ~hemical weapons there late next
attempt. in federal .court. to block year.
.
the bu.,..,.ing.
Opponents, however, want the
"It gives u~ even . more govcrnmcnttouseanothcrmcthod
cause for concern;. said Craig in Anr,iston, a process known :is
\Vi Ilia ms, exccu1,vc director of neutralization. In that method,
the Kentucky-based Chemical water and other chemicals · arc
\Vcapons \Vorking Group. "They · used to dilute a'nd deactivate the
spent a billion dollars getting toxic substances. It is being used
.ready to go, and they operated at th,: Abcrcleen•Proving Ground
for just 48 hours. It proves this in Maryland.
technology is not what has been
In the 1970s, the military used
advertised:
·
· , a dual process of burning and 'leuBetween .. 1961 and 1968, the tr:ilizing d1cmicals at a site eight
Anniston site took in· 661,529 miles from Dem·er.
weapons containing 2,253 tons
Supporters of .. incineration,
of chemical agents. They were · including Alabama Gov. Bob
stored in ·.. ccncrctc-rcinforccd, Riley, believe that the greater
· carth-covcrcd bunkers in an 800- danger in Anniston .· would be
· acre corner of the sprawling Army ... doin1; nothing, allo\ving the agine
depot.
·
·
weapons to leak or, worse, fall into
Army officials insist that :he the hands of terrorists.
"The safest thing is to destroy
.ir,cincration. process is the 1'.tr:•it
advanced and well-tested method them as quickly as possibl,- and get •
of Jisposing of such a stockpile.
them out of the community; said
"Virtually fail-safe" is how Riley, who represented the region
Abrams described it.
fN six yea~ in Congress before
"There arc 750 of m working becoming governor in January.
out there; he said, "and none of
Charles Stcc:lc, who runs the
us arc ~uicidal."
depot's community outreach office
In ··the proccn, holes arc in downtown Annisto:1 - a large
punched into each weapon to storefront full of handouts, models
drain its chemical contents. The and reams of studies showjng the
w~apon is then chopped into eight process to be safe - equated the
pieces and fed into a 1,100-dcgrcc weapons to a pit of rattlesnakes in
furnace, which burns off any last a backyard.
·
chemical· traces.· The drained
"You may know they can nc\·er
chemicals go into a holding tank, get out; he said, "but wouldn't you
and they will be burned separately feel better if they wercn"t there?"
in a large batch, likely in late fall.
Bertha · Pearce would. She
The Army has used the process lives just down the road from the
before, but in more remote loca- depot's front gates.
tions - on Johnston Atoll, a small
•1 trust they know what they
island in :he Pacific Ocean, and in . arc doing; .she said. "I just want
the dcscrr near Tooele, Utah.
those things gone." · · ·The Army is testing another
Critics, however, say that it is
incinerator near Pinc Bluff, Ark., only.a matter oftime before their
and is expected to begin burning worst fears arc realized.
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population couldn'.t
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4.00 5:10
8:::.(11100 10:10
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215 N.llllnols
C."!rbondale,IL
457-6076 · .
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Shop

Improve your score on the
SIU Apple Sales Center
http://apple.slu.edu
.
macstore@slu.edu • 61 BASl.8987
Located In the BaSffl\ellt of the Communications
Building (Near Computtt Learning Centtt 4)

LSAT·:

Law School Mroissioo Ies1 Prcnm1ioo J'mgram

Program material designed for current test.
Intensive course includ~ a full-Ieng~ practice test:
Cost: $295 (Includes all material)

• Mail-in ret.ate.Student 10 or letter of acceptan::'."· required. Additional terms
apply.
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countrin. ll'od Is a !Rde1Nr1c ol
lnc.l2937SA
~ Computer,
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Ciass Meets: Saturdays and Sunday, 8am -Sp~.
.
· S~p~ember 13, 14, ~O and 21.
Limited Enrollment - Register Early

7:15 1020
CKARI..ES-S ANGELS: ' ·
FIJU. THROTTU: (PG-q

445

fRmOY vs. JASON fR)
4,30 5:30 7.00 7"5 Q.20 10.00
THl!PIRATESOf'
nr.. C:.,.'1,li,£AN (PG-13)
~'10 8:1~
SL\Bl$CUT (PG-13)
3.~ ~45 1140
SPYlOOO 30:llAMECIVER (PG)
5~7:301130

BLUECAR(R)
4:50 7:30 9:50

FREAKY FRIDAY (PG)
3:40 5:05 6:15 7:45 8:45 10:10
GRIND(PG-13)
.
. 4:25 6:45 9:15
OPEN RANGE (R)
3:55. 7:00 10:05
S.WA.T. (PG-13)
4:35 5:20 7:15 8:15 10:00
~PTOWN GIRLS (PG-13)
4:10 6:30 9:00
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11.40 per column
inch, per day

. DEADLINE
REQUIREMENTS
2p.m.,2days
prior to pµblicalion ·

AUTOBESTBUY. NET. not onl'f
means gelling the bost cSeaJ but also
l)uylng wlconfidence, 684-8881.
BUY, SELL, AND TRADE, AM AutoSales,OOSNIIJinoisAve,"57•.
7631.
·
CAR AUDIO INSTALLER

CLASSIFIED
LINE

g

r,.;

!!,i
c,:; ·

~

,...;

,;;;
,.·;,

fi

Copy Deadline
•2:00 p.m.
1 day prior
to publication

Office Hours:

Mon-Fri
8:00am-4:30pm

~~::s==I,

an lmmediale opening lor a car.
audio Installer

"0351.

BUYING & SELUNG USED luml-

-s,-u-AP-PLE--SALES--Ce-nter-.caD-453,--;

tura, antiques. & ooDectallles call

8987, macs10te0siu.edu, eo,ca.
tional dscounts avaJ, apple.skJ.edu •

529-0015 Ot 2014694.

~
·FOR SALE BEDS.Chest, S<?fa, end_
mobile video & mobile security
table, lamp, love seat, IV, ITllCIOWe are looldng '1or an Individual who • wave, wld. r:inge, ele, 529-3874.
can project a quatity Image 'D nur ci- Sl"IOER WEBS, bu)' & sel lumiture
ents & aJstamers. & work~- & COiiectibies, Oki Rt 51 south ol
Carbondale, 549-1782.
benelilS package, schedule Is
TWIN BED $40, Queen sized malftexible, FT & PT hrs avail · ·
tressS35, TVNCRsllelvfng S15,
Contact
~ r desk $20, colfeetend table
Drew Balsm3n .
$5, pla$lic: shelving $7, laf1'4) $4, mi~
crowave S15, diShes, 549-2888.
S!ereoOne
TWIN
WATER BED frame, extended
2355 Sweets Or
length & heater, $200, 684-3877.
C'dalell

'%~~~!:;:.a:'-

Based on conseartive
running dates:
1 day·
$1.40 per line/ per dcly
.
3days
$1.19 per fine/per day ~
todays
"
.87¢ per line/ per day
~
20days
~. .73¢ per line/ per day ,a
"1•900 & Legal Rate
~ St.75 per line/ per day
~ Minimum Ad Size s:l
t1
3 lines
,,.
tJ approx. 25 characters ~
t;.;
perline
~

f:!

~=~r!1:

!..'.l

"-

WANTEOTOBUY:vehicles,motcr•

cycles, running or not, paying lr0m
S25 to $500, Escorts wan!ed, caD
513-03220t~1.

. Parts & Service·
STEVE THE CAA DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic:, he makes house calls,
"57·7984 or mob,le 525-8393.

Motorcycles

f

1976 HONDA C8200T, new tires &
battery, men! cond, 4,200 ml,
$1200, caD 942-6218.

i.;

2001 SUZUKI MARAUDER, 805
cc's , looks like hol wheels, many
extras, $4000 obo, 549-1769. • ·

:1
:::
~

~~~~~~
Auto
SSOOI POLICE IMPOUNDS!

Car111ruck3/SlNs lrom SSOCI fo,

=~a:r

Mobile Homes

Appliances
111111!1 AIR CONDmONERS 11111 ·

14X70 FAIRMONT MCBILE home
2bdml, 2bath, appl, good condition,
$5500 obo, can 618-7634778.

1990 BUlCK REGAL, runs good,

new transmssion, white, an power, a

1o1 of new paris, asking $1500, 6589131.
1931 CHEVY LUMINA, beige, 4 dr,

new tires & brakes. exc cond,
S1,7SO,c:allS18-35HIS38.

1993 OLD!. CUTLASS Cierra S, 4
. dr, 60,xxx. aJc. new !ires & battery,
cruise control, power Mldows, seais
. & locks, runs great, $2,200 080, Iv
. m,,~ at 818-549-4355.

.· ;J_f.Of! Ri:NT .. ~'
Rooms
3 BDRM HOME. lor IWO mature
males ,7 mi lrom SIU, util, w/d, satellile paid. $595/mo,985-6003.

S100 EACH WASHER. dryer, refrigeratcr, stove & lrcezer (90 day war'.
ranty) Able Appliances "57-7767.

PRIVATEOOAM, 1/2milromSIU,
kitchen. laundty, tv lounge, heat &
ale, orty $210/mo, 549-2831.

24,000 BTU 2 1011, wan o, window

SALUKI HAU., a.EAN rooms, util
Incl, $210/mo, across lrom SIU, sem
lease, :-a1I 529-3833 or 529-3815.

unit, $250, 457-8898.

ACS-WIIIDOW-small-545, medium-$125, large-$190, 90 day war. ranty, Able Appfiances, "57•7767
GAS DAYER FOR sale lorS75obo
o, will trade lor electric cltyer call
217-820-6872.
REFRIGERATOR FROST FREE
S125, washer & dlyer $200, stove
$100, wlndaw ale $50, "57-8372.

Musical

~:O~==ryanlor.

Roommates
1 MALE, 24 yrs or older, In Southern
HillS, no smoldng, $200 + s100 sec _
dep, no smoldng in apt, email
tha!cheralber1Oyahoo.com.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
112 rent, 112 uti, lor Aug & llvough
Aug,"57-0900.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
quiet MH.", must like clogs, S2SOlmo
allutillnd,caH!lerSpm,988-6991.

Auto - Home :- Motorcycle

-.-.Acoustic
and
Electric
Guitar
Lessons.

19~ PLYMOUTH VOYAGER r.-Jri
van, 7 se~t, 6 c-,l 112,xxx ml, no
ale, $1200 obo, 529-9450.

SR-22 Rijng;
Monthly Payment Plans

Jim Simpsonlnsµrance
549.:.2189.

TIGH.T BUDGET?

-1,

· 1995HONDACIVIC,4d.',.5!l)Nd, ·
· am-Im cassette, cold aJc. ve,y good
cond, 139xxx, $3500 obo. 549-4694.

1998 PONTIAC GRANO-AM, Champagne, great cond. 100,llXX ml,
$4.SOO obo, can 684-6177.
' 93 DODGE SHADOW es 3 dr lift, blk
coupe, 4spd, auto vtl, 66,000 ml, .
new tires, 1 owner.$2500, "57-4541.

&~~~

.. x,Jurn1turc· from\\·

~
• Reclincis.;; $29/ea.
• St:md~up l:imps
with glass tray - S15/ca.
~ Large L:imps - $9/ca.
•Small L:imps -$Sica.
•Bedspreads, pictures,
drapes, new C3IJlCI: misc.

I ~~~TFne%~f~- :i~~4?rr!s.S1udenls only,
2 bath, 203-1725 leave a message.
- - - - - - - - - • I 2 BDRM $525, 1 bam $400, water,

Sublease

_--~ ·-l)~corafed ·•~
,e;W~he_~:&·Dryer •
·~•' :Starting ·at,S240. per mo~th.

,•·~·-.. -..:·

,-{~-'.:.,;~1:i.,.,~ ..~

......__,,......!""-_ _~ I

......_

~:~;';i,~~~2111.

:,~se-:~~i~~:~·lessional, & International students

pref,p.-epayget1mooff,664-4626.··
bolhood. call 924-5318.
•
2 BORU APTS, 4 plex, lum, ample
......................,.__,___ _ . _ I par1dng, 111'81 SIU, "57-4422.

Apartments

I

t!OHM OOPW: cla. IW!I Suiil $480/mo, 1 yr lease, no dogs,
• central healing & air, no pelS, car·
·
'
~ 9-0081.
peled, w/d hook-uo,"57•7337.
- - - - - - - - - " " I 2 BDRM STARTING S27!.'mo,
Mboro, aval now, cal 1-800-201·
1 APT ON'..Y, FREE MOITTH
47480t924-2915.
RENT, studio lumshed oear SIU,
cal "57-4422.
2 BDRM, WATER, traSh & appl ind, '
3 mis 51, S35IYrno + dep, lease, no
1 BDRM APT, close to carnflUS, al
pelS, also houw, 818-457-5042. .
ulil Incl, S400lmo, avaU now, days
534-2508, evenings 549-6342.
2 BLOCKS FROM Mools laary,
1 BDRM APTS, lur.1 o, un1um.
n'ce, newer, 2 & 3 bdrms. turn. car- .·
hrc!wd Ills, ale. Close 10 SIU, must be pet, ale, 518 S Popular, 605 & 609
neat and dean, no pels, "57·7782.
W ~ - 529-1~ o, 529-3!:81.
1 & 2 BDRM HOUSES & APTS,

t-f: . ::B.,gp'i'tit·tO,vk~t•. . \\i
i•Property Managemenfi
1• .
.::

t·• .: ,; ,:"4

.
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Tommy Says...
Their loss is your gainl

-,
~

-,

r:,.i,.·

c•·

eark Ci~cle; CoUege, Arbor,
·> ·'' ··' or Oak Hills ..
~-~.i~rutf'Management ..

G&R Property Management-,

~

. 549-4713

'C

~

.

. 2 Bedroom House

.,

~

close to campus, close to bus . ,
stop, $350 per month
~

-C

,.

.,

:r~r~~~r~r~r~r~

Quality, clean 2 Bedroom units ~
Free water & trash, close to bus stop, - , ·
.. . starting at $280 per month
~

. .:
-,

.

,."' ,. "' ,. ,. "' ,.. "',."',.
~

·:'

1995 CHRYSLER LHS, lully loaded,
very nice,
emas, 98,JOa ml,
SS500, 997-4T.l6.
·

1996 MAZDA 628 Ix. 4 dr, 5 spd,
one owner, per!ed!y maintained, . · ·
exc c:ond, $3,850, c:all 549-1620.

~w/dinapl,BBOgrills,"57• , -

_71_3-_59_87_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11, 2, & 3 bdrm, furn, 5 blks fr0m

~·

All Drivers

anna
Ph1y•?

1 BORU, LUXURY apt, near SIU,

~,!:i:::c:ri::._

FEMALE NON-5MOKEA TO Share
lum spaoous home w/d,c/a, some
ulil Incl, S200'mo, 687-1774.

Insurance

ded<, dlw, c/a. on a quiet, shady

ot in Soutllem Park, no pelS, 529;

owner, non-smoker, ale. auto, MN

engine, trans, $800 CBlbun!IOr, .
sealS 7,5doorhaldlback,S1375
· obo, caD 529-4655.

'(arl:t Sales .. ·
HUGE YARD SAlE, c'dale pavillOn
on town square, salurday Aug 23,
7am-3pm, lumi1ure, appl & IT"llCII
!f'Otl',P~ootodlarity.

NICE, $170 Ot $180 + uti & $800
sec dep, use of house & yard, Ref
req, 509 N Oakland, 914-844-4649.

lislinllS 1-800-319-3323 ext 4642.
1988 DODGE cot.T.VISTA Wagon,
· dark blue, 4 cyl. exc gas mileage, 1

'.

• $185, 28000 • $265, call 529·5290.

5000 BTU-$45, 10000 • $125, 18000

USED APPLIANCES, AU. fully
12XOO MOBILE HOME. 2 bdrm, 2
guar, Mid America Se!Yice 210 W
~~~illk)~•. _Willow
__
s1_C'_da_1e_._1L_529-_1_41_1_.-

870-489-3917.

COMPUTEA PROBLEMS? I can
help you, 6 years exp in ~
&ldlls, A+ & N+ certilied, cheap prices, exc refer..nces, can Brian 351•

B & K USED FURNITURE 4 IT!lles
\ . .tS!ofMariononold13at148,
oext door to Wye Supply, one of the
largest used lumitunt stores in the
area, 993-9088.
.

. ·

.•

.

I

...

•

·:

.

•.

DAILY EcwrnAN
3 & 4 BDRt,', extra lall]e rooms.
walk to campus, 2 baths, c/a, w/d,
no pets, 549-4008 (9am-7pm).
5 Mt FROM SIU, country setting,
$400/mo, ubl ircl, avail now, 9853923.

NICE, NEWER, 2 bdrm, lum, carpet,
a/c, close to campus, 514 S Wan,
- - - - - - - - - 1 nopets,529-3581 or5291820
A GREAT PLACE to Uve, 2 bdrm
apts, we pay your ublity bills, one NICE, NEWER. 2 bdrm, lum, carpet,
a/c,Closetocampus, 514SWan,
block from campus, 543-4729.
no pets, 529-3581 or 529-1820
AN IDEAL RENT, a mobile home
from, S200-$400, don1 hassle with
NOW RElffiNG 4, 3, 2, & 1 bdrms,
roommates live by yourself or one
549-4808 (9am-7pm) no pets,
other person, pets ok 529-4444.
renl.11 list at 306 W College 14.

APTS AVAIL FROM arlordable 1
and 2 bdtrn, to deluxe town houses,
can (877) 985-9234 or SZ7- 3640.
APTS, HOUSES & trailers, closa to
SIU, 1,2,3& 4 bdrm, no pets, Bryant Renlals 529-1820 or 529-3581.

REASONABLE PRICE EFAC, 2
blks to SIU, special summer rates
$210, 1 bdrm Mboro quiet $250+,
924-3415 or 457-8798.

AWESOME DISCOUNT ON 2 bdrm
apts, as low as $465, near SIU, de1.lils 457-4422.
BEAUTIFUL ST\JDIO APT, west
side ot campus, newly rem:>deled.
457-4422.
DALE AREA BARC'oAIN, RENT
ARTS AT $230.I MO, SP/\•
OUS, 1 bdrm apt. water & trash
net, ale, call 684-4145 or 684862.
C'OALE LUXURY APT, 2 bdrm,- 2
bath, quiet building, SW par1 of
-~rel~ .Sl!?51mo.l,457~.
COLONIAL APTS, 1433 E Walnut,
very clean, basic cable Incl, Goss
l'rtlper1y Mgmt, 529·2620.
COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 bdrm, smaa
pets ok, references,~. can
Nancy 529,1696.

TOWNE-SIDE WEST
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
Paut Bryant Rentals
457-5664.
Cheryl K, Paul, Dave
_we hava you covered! .......
Ill

The Dawg House
The Daily Egyptian•s online housing

guide al
· lww-N.daityegyptian.com/dawg
:-n.se.html

DOWNTOWN M'BORO, NICE 1 & 2
bdrm, wa:er, trash & lawn Ind, no
doOS, S200-325lmo, 687-1873.
FOR ALL YOUR s!udent housing
needs, ca1201-6191 renting now for
Fan 2003.

Townhouses
GORDON LANE, LG 2 bdrm, Whitlpool l!Jb, 2 car garage. w/d, d/w,
pets considered, S925, 457-8 t 94 •
www.alphan1ntals.net

to

FURN APT CLOSE c:ampus,lree
DVD player wnease, che.i;,. can
brad 457-4123.
!BDRM, NEW ERA Rd, lumiShed,
$350 Incl, util + carport.no Children
or pets, can 457-8458.
LARGE 2BDRM APT, w/ appl, $400
dep, S450 per mo, Sldudes water,
non-smokers. no pets, can 687-1 75$

NICE 2 BDRM, great lor gradS, professionals or married, $440 to $505+
dep, yr lease. no pets, 529-2535.

Duplexes

1 bdrm, quiet area, carport & storage, no pets, avail now, S300/mo,
549-7400.
2 & 3 bdrm, OOOll, lots ol closets,
water, trash, lawn & w/d Incl, Aug
LG 2 BDRM, w/ex•lg bath, c1osa to 15, 1 yr lease, S450-650Jmo, SZSSIU, 407 Monroe, Incl water, $500, 2531 or549-1315.
caQ!.59-8672or812-867-6985.
r ·- -C'-H-i.l-,in-a_good_neighbo_.
26
M·BQRO EFAC, CLEAN, quiet,
211 S Gray Or, lg yard, w/d hook-up,
walk4n closets, water & trash Incl,
$500.'mo, can Q24-4753.

-mood--.-

~.:'11~:Z.•

=~:ls~.

M'BORO, 2 BDRM, carpet, ale, no
~mo, caD 687-4577 or

:~9

NEW RENTAL UST avail on front
porch of office, 508 W Oak, Bryan!
Rentals, 529-3581 or529-1820.
NICE 1•2 BDRM,UNFURN, great for

t: :~~=is:f;;_~

NICE LG 1 or2 bdrm,605 W Oak,
quiet neighborhood, carpel, ale,
$300-350, 529-l820ors29 -35BI.

2 BDRM. CJA. gas & heat, good tocation, no pets, $375/mo, avail alter
Aug 15, 457-7145.
2 BDRM, CJA. gas & heal, good tocalion, no pets. $375/mo, avail now,
457-7145.
C'DALE. 1 112 ml s, 2 bdrm, an appt,
w/d hookup c/a, carport, no petsexc
c:ond, $575/mO+ lease 985-2229.
FABULOUS 2 BDRM dir,;lex,quiet
neighborhood, ale, w/d hookup, pets
ok, pria!d to rent, 957•9531.
GET BACK TO nature, In our 1 bdm
triplex apt, olf CemrCreek Rd,
S350/mo can for direction 457-3321.

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, nice
2 bdrm & storage room. quiet area,
water & traSh. no pets, ~mo.
549•7400.

CtASSIFl[D5

EXECUTIVE HOUSE, 4 Bdrm,
basement. 1 acreyard.7mlfrom
SIU,'satellite, avail now, 985-6603.

CARBONDALE, 2 BDRM, localed In
quiet par1c. st 65 -S5501mo, can 5292432 684-~.

RT 1~. BETWEEN logan & SIU, nice
& quie', 2 bdrm. w/d, dep, yr lease, ,
S4SO.'m0 & up, no pets, 529•2535·

HOUSE FOR RENT, 2 bdrm, wi1h
12 acres of pasture.board horses, 15

Houses

;t~-=~=~~~toto

C'DALE. $235/MO, NEWLY RE•
MODELED, VERY CLF.J.N. 1 bdrm
duplex, belwffn Logan/SIU, water,
traSh, lawn care Ind, no pets. 529•
3674 or 534-4195,
rentapar1mentlncartl~le.com

•••••••• RENT TO OWN.........
; ...... .2-4 bdrm houses. ••••• ; •
• • Huny, few avail. Caa 549-3850. • •

JUST BUILT 3BORM house, M'boro
aa new appt, w/d, d/w, c.'a, $250/mo,
1/3 util, Ind water & trash caD Joe
(636)938-6599.

°'

1 & 2 BDRM HOUSES & APTS,
central heating & air, no pets, car•
peted, w/d hook-up, 457•7337.

MAKANDA/BEAUTIFUL VlCtorian
fann house, largely furn. newly reno-·
vated, 3-4 bdrms, each ""separate
study, 2 baths, .2 kitcheN, multiple
decks, c/a, d/w, w/d, ample parking•.
large barn. fabulOus views. very quiet, $900/mo + util, 549-6436.

1 BDRM UNFURN, S400/mo, avail
now, pets ok, S300 dep, can 457.
2212.

NEW RENTAL'LIST aval on front
porch ol offic8, 508 W Oak, Bryant
Rentals, 529-3581 or 529-1820.

····--NICE 1, 2. 3 bdrm housesr-•...
•... East & West, Make us an Ollerr ....
_._.Now. Huny. can 549-..'1850!11 ........

IXOll,

o SIU, ref, no pets. first, last + dep
eq, n-457-7108 or d-684-6868.

2 BDRM HOUSE, lum. near SIU,
ample parl<lng, nice yard.
457-4422.

.
NICE. UNA IRN, 2 bdrm, 2 bath,
der,, w/d hook-up, big yard, SS!l<Ymo
+ dep, yr lease, ~-2535.

3 & 4 BDRM, large rooms, 2 baths,
c/a, w/d, no pets, 549-4808 (9am7pm). renlal list-306 W College 14.

NOW RENTING 4, 3, 2, & 1 bdrms,
549-4808 (9am-7pm) no pets,
rental ht at 306 W College 14.

3 BDRM HOUSE, 6228 Country
Club Rd, w/d, carpet. ale, lg yard,
shaded & private, $600/mo, 534.
7659.

PET FRIENDLY RENTALS: reasonable 1 & 2 bdrm apts & houses in
Mboro, 6 mi from SIU, $225-$400,
687-2787.

3 bdrm houses, a/c, lg yd, w/d hook·
up, to rent In Aug, lor more information can 618-549•2090.

bdrm, extra nice, c/lir, 2 bath, w/d, 2
decks, no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm)

to

APTS, HOUSES & trailers, closa
SIU, 1, 2. 3 & 4 bdrm, no pets, Bryant Renlals 529-1820 529-3581.

°'

BRAND NEW & newly n:modeled
on MJI St, an amenities Including
w/d, c/a, & plenty of parking, please
can Junko Ok.abe at 534-5405.
CARSONDALE, 2 BDRM, lg old
house, garage and big yard, pets ok,
510 s. Logan, $450/mo. 687-2475.
CARBONDALE, 3 BDRM, lg yard,
w/d, pets ok, 716 N. McKinley,
S500/mo, 687•2475.

TOWNE-stDE WEST
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES
Paul flry3nt Rentala
. 457,5664.
Cheryl K, Paul, Dave
have you covenidl.- .••

_w,

Mobile Homes
I BET YOU WILL RENT, look at

our 2-3 bdrm, $250-$450, pet ok,
529-4444.
.....-MUST SEEi 2 bdrm traner__...
....... $195/mo & up!!!I bus avail-·-···
_ .....Huny, few avail, 549-3850..... 1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, on .
SIU bus route, $235-5350/m0, water
& traSh Incl, no pets, 549-4471.

1 PERSON, 2 bdrm, private IOI,
deci<, cable ready, lawn provided,
lease, $275/mo, 529-1214.
C'DALE 2 llDRM farmhouse, coun•
try se!ling. carport. basement, no . 12X60, 2 BDRM, rum, nice on shadpets, no parties, fishing privileges, ed lot. near the rec: center, no pets,
rel req, S625/mo, 457-3544.
rel, 457-7639
'DALE AREA, BARGAIN RENT•
LS, SPACIOUS 3 bdrm house,
Id, carport. free mow & tra1h,
all 6114-4145 or 684-6862.
C'OALE. 3 BDRM, c/a, wld hookup,
basement, no dogs, water/trash Incl,
204 E ~ e . $675/mo, 687-2475.

COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, car.
pe!, gas appl. r.Ja. pets ck. $350/mo,
alter 5pm can 684-5214 or 7136-148. aval now.
DOWN TOWN ALTO pass, 4 bdrm,
2 bath, fenced bad<yard. spacious.
ruslic: & good stornge. S60Cl'mo, can
529-5039 or 201-4856.

C'DALE. 1 BDRM, S250'mo, 2 bdrm
$250 & up /rr,o, water, gas, lawn &
trash Incl, no pets. 618-924-1900•

Wanted to Rent

CLEAN 2 BDRM, dose to campus,
ale, .w/d, receive a $50 gill c.:trd from
Wal•Mart. $300/mo, no lease. can

Ing rent room In C'dale 2-3
nights/wk, 618-267•2834 for delalls.

!;59-3390.

to

:: ~:;

2 BDRM, UNFURN trailer, $285/mo,
pets ok, no ale, 457-5631.
3 BDRM OOUBlE wide, air, Pleas•
ant Hiff rd, water & trash Incl,
S400/mo, days 534-2508, eveoo,gs
549-8342.

:;:tli•

from campu•, no pets $550, 5:.9GIANT CITY LODGE
1422.
, Is laking applications hire
---------·•
Servers,ex;,pref
NEWLY REMODELED 14 x 60, 2
day shift availability Is a plus
bdrm, 1 1/2 bath. super Insulation
we are looking for sharp, capable

to

:~~!~ ~~~-~!%~'or 1 _ _peop1
__
e,_ca_n_1or_1n_10_,_457_-4_92_1._
457-0609. •
·.·
GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTORS
-Nl.;.C_E_1_&_2_Bd_nn,_$_180-_$27_5_,la_wn_ 1 ~~~~~~~Sties
& treah Incl, mgmt & malnt on
site, 549-8000 or 457-5700.
HOSTESS, SOME LUNCH hours
~--,..,u:t:18:ren=TIT.or==--, I needed, PT, apply in person, Oua2 bd
larti
t $280
tro's Pizza, 218 W Freeman.
Recently :~~~quiet, Nie, 11 ,.-,'BO-R_O_O_AI_R_Y_O_U_EEN-.-17_00_W_a_lprivale laundry, yard maint
001, If you worked at Dairy Queen at
provided,
home, oome W01'( tor us 01'1 any
~
mature, Interested person welcome.

fro'::;J:!=

635 E Waloot
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
1
1
._TWO_M_I_LE_:-:-::-T-7-,-;s-da_le_.nice-.-.-'.l
1~ ~ : : ; ; . , , ~

°'

8tlltd!11® ·~J3llf'tm1~n1tSJ
•Poof Wireless High-Speed
Internet is now available ·
•Sophomores, Upper Classmen &
Grad Students Welcome
•Call for new prices .· .
• Rent today for Fall 2003
• Studio units available 2003

Phone: S29·2241
~
Fax: 3S1-S782
405 E. CoOege ·
...tu-.-,.10.,..A_._-.r,,=
:. www.comerstoneproperty.com

.,
\
N
.,. : ··,~assado;Hall
T

,

•~,,457-2212
,c'~'.'.-'=-~-:-~~----: /-:--~:-;-· - ~ ;.~;.~~~~--- -- --·
, -One,block from campus

,_,, I

.

~Utlimb·-.'j,.,t'-::::.~.
anfSa~llifk lfmcJtiJcd
·-·•~ - -1-,---._. ~-... ---~
_ .. ~ - -

~

-

'-Year,lorigorsemestercontracts ,,:;
·;... · ·. '·

-~!

::-.Single rooms available
, •.

~- ~

' :_"; , -.. \~"!:

\..

.

Y

;··;

'~·~~'

:·~On site management
,~-co~Jn.areas', . /·
:.···.•:•" ... ... \
\
/
---:.outdoor recreation areas

c:c~.;:.t~rtriblc
-

~::ff:-.,_.,;;,_• ,. \

I

to

=·;';,S,@il!IJ~l1ii~1rn1 lflllliin1@iiSJ ·=
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~

~~

:t;

dean, quiet mobile home, water,
cans please.
baSh, lawn care Included, NO PETS, PART TIME DRIVER w/ own trud(
laking applications, 549-3043.
lg van move lumilure and appl,
5.5G' hr+ ga~~n Paul 529~7'.'·.

2 BDRM, CLEAN, on GIU bus route, .
$230-$300, absolutely no pets.Incl
water, trash, yd malnt can 549-1600.

.,·

to

$250- 500 A week, wil train work
at home t,elplng the us Government
file HUD/ FHA Mor1gage refunds, no
ex;,erienc:e necessary, call ton free
1-866-537-2906.

park near campu1, lum, ale, no
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED,
pets. 549-0491 or 457-0609.
'
$251) a da) potentlal, local positions,
NEW 16X60, 2 lun ba:11, 2 bdrm, c.'a, 1-800-2!.'3-3985 ext 513.
w/d hookup, walk-in closet,
$450lm0, 201-6191:
CASHIER & WAITRESS, apply In .
-NEW--2B_O_RM_1_ba_th_,_supe_r-elli-,_Egyptian Cor•
cient. furn, c.'3, d/w, w/d, 2 blockS
from campus, no pets, $475, 529DISABLED PERSON C'OALE needs
1422.
person help with In home health
- - - - - - - - - - I care work rnmvghtand daytime
~~~
Shifts available caa 351-0652

2 BDRM 1 bath, c/a, ~/d, partiany
tum. 2 blocks from campus, no pets,
$350, 529-1422.

✓-

to

•

COUNTRY LIVING-ON private lake,
10 min from SIU, 3 bdrm, central
ale, :? tun baths, lg yard, possibilities
Incl leas, or purchase option on an
or par1 of 80 acres (2 ponds, abundant wildlife), qualified leasor may
apply for caretaker position to C'lersee fann & rental ~ s . $400$750/mo, 351-0157.

2 & 3 bdrms, nicety decorated &
tum. wtd, 3 locations, sm$540/r...,, ava~ May or Aug, no pets,
457-3321.

~..,\

COMMUTING GRAD student look•

:~s:.;::t~ln,

PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3

SS$

WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 bdrm, tum,
c.'a, storage, $380-$480, no pets,
549-5596.

AUTO MECHANIC, PT/FT, apply In
EXTRA NICE 1.2,3 bdrm sman quiet ~ ~ B e s t B")'., 214 Health

1439 EWALNUT st, 3 bdrms, w/d
hookup, carport, Goss Properly
Managers, 529·2620.
·

APT, HOUSES, & trailers Fan '03
listing avail. 104 N Almond or can
201-6191.

·THEDAWGHOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
://www:~r!in.com/dawg

x
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CLASSIFIEDS

-~-~-~~-~~

PIZZA COOKS, EXP, neat appearance, apply In person. Ouatro's Piz•
za, 218 W Freeman.
PIZZA DELIVERY DRIVER, neat
appearance, PT, some lunch hounl
needed, apply In pe,son_ OualrJ)S
Pizza. 218 W Freeman.

PT HELP WANTED, heavy lifting
~~ T1Yill Shop, 215 N IDinols,

·.
THE BIGGEST •BACK TO

:~'!~~~~t

-RET_AI_L_CLE_RK,_M_US_T_be_2_1_,av_aJ_ 1
breaks & horodays. apply In person.
2.000 different lma98s: f'n, M. MuWareto1se Liquor Mart, 829 E Main ~~~~~~~•
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. &
lion. Pensonalitles, Landscapes,
lran$it drivers pt_ must be 21 years
Kids, Photography, Motlvalionals,
of age, clean driving reconl. able to
!,lost lmagu only $8, ST, & S8
• . pass physical drug test. & crvninal
eachl See us at HALL OF FAME
b.JclaJ,oond test, Beck eus, 549SQUARE-STUDENT CENT"..R•
28n.
1ST FLOOR• SOI/TH ESCALATOR
- - - - - - - - - 1 ~REA on MONDAY AUG 111TH
WAJTRESSES FOR LUNCH & 0111THROUGH FRI AUO 22ND. The
ner, guaranteed gralUlty, exc
hounl are !I am- 8 pm, This sale Is
wage. apply In person, Jaci<son
SllOllSOfed by srucmrr CENTER
Coun:ly CU,, 6070 Counlry Club

CRAFT SHOP.

Rd, Murph)'$boro.
' WANTED DANCERS, under new
management, The Chalet. RI 13 on
149, MborO, apply In pe,son.

GUTTER CLEANING
rrs nasty. I do It.
Cal John. 529.7297

JOHN'S AFFORDABLE HANDY•
WORK, profe--..siollal painting. deck
restoration, remodeling, nnovations,

FULLY INSURED, can 529-3973.

TOPSOILAVAILgetyourtopsoilln

mnt net a ffi d
ass eS

, ~:-;_.

placeforlalplanting.drive-wayr0dr.

also avai, can 687-3578, 528-0707.

._._ •

·

Rest a"
. With
The Daily Egyptian

FORD ESCORTS & Fonl Taurus• w/
mechanical problems, 19:3:Ji)resenl
date, 217-534-6069.
·

FREE. 3 YRS wtile female car. t.as
been spaded & declawed caD 684"
5650
.. . .
.

$

20 Auto •
25 Parts & Serv'.c:e
30 Motorcycles
40 Bicycles
SO Rec Vehicles
60 Homes
70 Mobae P=es
80 Real Estate
90 Antiques
95 Furniture

* Distribution of morning circulation route

I
..·
1
I
I~~~~-~-~
(Monday- Friday)
* Monitor newspap.er usa.ge .In loca. I
*
Momln~8
a.m.-·IO a.m.work block
.
* Must be enrolled fall semester 2003 at
SIU for at least 6 credit hours
* Good driving record a must

areas

Completa ~ OE employment apph~tlon ,-:,,lbble· , .
at the OE customer service deslc

Formoni~n'=n'f~~Jir;1t~m

·

WANTED
Marion/Herrin
Circulation· Driver
• Day Shift. ,

Fill out an application at.the Daily
Egyptian today! 536-3311 ~

nrDAWG HoUSE
Your Guide to finding the best·
place to live

$

.dailyegypti:11,colilfdawghouse.html ·

The Daily Egyptian is looking for student
groups to stuff inserts.

2003 CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISJNG POLICY

For more info call Jerry at
536-3311 ext 229

$

$

Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form
100 Appr.ances
11 O Stereo Equip
11 S ~uslcal
120 Electronics
125 Computers
130 Cameras
135 Books
140 Spor1 Goods
160 Pets & Supply
170 Miscelaneous

1 BO Auctions/Sales
185 Yard Sales

• FOR RENT
200 Rooms
210 Roommates
2ZO Sublease
230 Apartments
240 Towr.houses
2S0 Duplexes
260 Houses

270 Mobile Homes
345 Fn:e
280 Mobile Home lot 346 Fn:e Pets
290 Comm Property 350 Lost
300 Want to Rent
360 Found
310 HELP WANTED
370 Rides Needed
31 S Bus. Opport.
· 380 Riders Needed
320 Employ. Wanted 430 Entertalnment
330 Serv. Offen:d
432 Food
335 Religious Sen,.
435 Announcements
340 Wanted
440 Spring Break

Classified Advertising Rates

445 TrlM'I.
4
Penonals
460 •900• NIA11bers
480WebSites

so

Directions

* Complete all 6 steps.
* One letter pr number per space.
* Periods and commas use one space.
* Skip one space between words.
* Count any part of a line as a full line.

f:;:ss ____.;. ________________________
Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ __
Classification #

Must be registered at SIU for at least 6 credit
hours.
Must be registered for 2003 !>llmmer and fall
semesters.
P.R., marketing and advertising majors preferred
but_ open to all majors.

Complete a DE employment application available
, 'at the DE customer ~ervlce desk
In room 1259,Comm.Bldg.
~or more ln~o call hidy at S36-3311, ext. 247

· · quick cash?

1 Day.... (3 line minimum) .... $1 .40 per l!ne
3 Days..............
$ ~ .19 per line
5 Day:.-------~1.02 per line
1O Days
· $.87 per line
20 Day..__ _ _ _ _~_73 per line

1
2

The Daily Egyptian is looking for a qualified
student to fill the position of promotions
coordinator. This position entails the design
and development'of all Daily Egyptian 1n-house
promotional advertising as well as special
issue promotions and events. Applicants ·
should be skilled in desktop publishing, copy
writing, pubiic relations and marketing.

• Must have large workblock on
Thursdays.
• Must be enrolled at SIU fall
2003 for at least 6 credit hours.
• Good driving record a must.
• Good organizational and customer
service skills a must.

Does your RSO want to make some

FREE TO A good home. Akita lab
mixed, 7 months old, cal 893-4553.

•-•

!11··.~::~~ I
i1
•·

SPRING BREAK 2004 w/ STS,
Amerlca'S11 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Florida,
hiring C:-""lllJS riv., ~p discounts
800-6464849, www.ststravel.com

LOCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS
www.dawgdales.com
FREE membefshlp. No Spam-

CJJecome pa,:t. o_f tlie team

'

Run Ad
0 1 Day
0.3 Days
0 5 Days '
10 oars
0 20 Days

3•

Calculating Payment_
M\lt;plytotall'Ullberoflines
limes mst per lne IS hkaled
under rates. For e,..,,.,le if )'OU
NIii flY81neodfDt Scbys, toUI
a,st is SZS.50 (S1.0ZXSlinesXS
days). Add 15C per ""'"1/per clay
for bokl won!s and 1SC per lne/
per clay for cent.mg. •

The Daily Ei:yptian cannot be responsible for
more than ONr day'• Incorrect insertion (no exceptions). Advertiser• are responsible for checking their
ads for errora on the FIRSr day they appear.
Advcrtlscrs &topping lnKrtlons are responsible for
checking their w on the FIRST day they are to cease
appearing. The Daily 'Egyptian will not be responsible:
for more than one: day'a Insertion for a classified ad that
Is to be 1toppcd. Enon not the fault of the advertiser
whlch leuen the value of the advertisement .,-UI be
adjusted.
'
Cbulfled advertising running with the Dally
Egyptian will not be automatically renewed. A callback
will be i;inn on the day of cxpiration: If customer Is
nor at the: phone number listed on their account It ta
th" responsibility of the cuatomcr to contact the Daily
Egyptian for ad, renewal.
. All clauified advcnlslng m~t be processed
before 2 p.m. to appear In the next day"• publication.
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go In the following
day'• publication.
Classified advertising must be paid In advance
cxcc,pt for those accounta with established credit. A acr•
vice charg,, of $2S,OO will be added to the advertiser'•
account for every check returned to the Daily Egyptian
unpaid by the advertiser"• bank. Early cancellations of
classified advertisement will be charged a $2.S0 service
fee. Any n:fund under $2.50 will be forfdted due to
the cost of proccsolng.
All advertising aubmltted to the Daily Egyptian
Is aubjcc:t to approval and may be revised, n:Jected, or
cancelled at any time.
·
·
·

511111 lllll IIIIll.l lllJI IIIt
Method of Payment
Check or money order endosed for$____
Credit Card# _ _ _ _ _ _...;..._ _ _;..___
Exp. Date
,/ · ,/

Please Be Sure To Check
· Your Classified Advertisement For En-ors On The First .
Day Of Publication

Mail to:

Daily ·Egyptian ·
SIUC
· Mailcode 6887 L.;........;..A:..:.:m.:.:.o:.:u:.:.:n.:,;,t·.:.:.$=====---.....;..---.....;..__:._ _1·. Car~ondale, _IL 6,2901 __

The Dally Egyptian assumca no liability if for
any reason lt'bccomca neccaaary to omit any advertisement.
·
A ,a.ample of Pll ~11-ord"r Item• must be au~
mltted and approved prior t°- deadline ~or publication. '

.

No ads will be mis-claaslfied.
.

.

.

.

Place your ad by phone at.61S.536-33 ll MondayFriday 8 a.m. to 4130 p.m. or visit our office In the
Communications BuUdine,_
!25?~·
''

room

--- _,, Advcnlslng-only Fax# 618-4S3,3248 ·

1
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~ ''lt'.sABAboutThe Taste"'
oys

Q'n

$

5 99 All You

. Dally

HOUSE
SPECIAL11ES

BBQOleeseFrics$4.95

~p~t Buffet

I

-Smo\all'od..S!~sf::SS=h::._'OS&Gmy,
Colcsb~~Bmd 13<:W, Jello.Com, Gr= Bew

Watch For Our
D· n"nk Specm
. Js

Seasoned fries smothered in Come watch Monday Night Football on
cheese and topped with either our Projection and Blgsc:recn lV's?

t:&~m;=

-HotorHotterS3.75

.

529-0123
. .I
104 W. Jackson, Carbondale

NO APPARENT REASON

BRIAN E. HOLLOWAY :

Frank Is a 43 year old beer can collector who_ also
drinks. the beer.from the cans. In ad_dltlon to.beer,
he also enjoys television;· Frank has 93 beer cans
so far.
·
Frank Is seeking a 40 year old female to help hlin
· bl!)' the beer so he can get rriore
No time
wasters, please.
·

cans.

AUG. 23RD

Prizes And'-Aquarium
Give A-way

'f'We ctre a full line pet
shop with all the
supplies you need to
make your new
Monday - Saturday 10-7 • critter happy!"

549-7211

Daily,'t-loroscope

Savings Every
Day On Cages!

By Linda C. Black .

The BEST Inventory
of Pets & Supplies in
- Southern Illinois.

Located nt the Murdale Sho .. ing. Center

Better Ingredients. Better Piz~a

LARGE
~[Kl@[30[3

[;)02~

$

Hungry for wedlock, Phyllis leaves a-trail of beer
nuts behind her ••• leading to the church.·

Today's Birthday (Aug. 20}. Hang in there during a •
difficult phase. You're learning about discipline. It's a
valuable. skill to have. And besides, it will help you learn··
to climb. By this time next year, you can be much higher
than you are now. . ·
.
•
To get the advantage: ched the d;sy's rating: 1o Is the
·
easiest day, o the most challenging.
Aril!S (Man:h 21-April 't9} -,Today ls'an 8 -The first ·
several things you try may not work, but don'I lose your.·
self-confidence. These are actually positive steps toward·
achieving your final goal.
.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today ls -'I 6 - You're a:r,
tainly stubborn, and that's a good thing; but your progress
seems to be slow, Remember, tlie tortoise did win the
race. You wn get what you want ~n your terms.
Ceminl (May 21-June 21) -.Tou•y,ls a 7-You're
becoming mere powetful, but.that also inelins you have to
be more discipfoied, Don't gel Y(!Urself.inlo trouble by.not
. .
_, . ,
realiring Y.our own strength. . ·
Cancer (lune 22-July 22} - Today ls a 6 - If anything
can give Y!'U trouble now, expect thu it will. Be "alert and
flexible for the next couple of days and all will turn out
'well - or as well as can b'! expected.
Leo (July 23•Aug. 22) • Today Is• 6 - You're a much
happier person when you have an unllmi:ed allowance.
You should be rich, and you can be, too, o·nce you li!am
not to waste money.
Virgo (Aug. 23•SepL· 22) • Today Is a 5 - Stay calm, ·
even if everything seems to get a tad confusing; You're
quick and smart. and you have ., good team on your side.
Ubrz; (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Today ls• 7 - When yol!
expand your inOuente, you get out of your comfort zone. .
That means you encounter new problems, er, challenges.
.. · .
.
,
·
Whoopee! ·
.
'
. Scorpio (Oct; 23•Ncv. 21) -Today Is a 5 - A seemingly
solid situation may.h~ve been an illusion. Hold off on a
firial decision until 'you see haw the next few days go.
•.. Sagittarius (Nov, 22-Dec. 21)-Taday Is a 7-You
wanted changes, and you've sure got ·em, one right aher.
another. Luckily you love excitement Get a partn,:r ta
help.'
. .
. .
•
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Ja:1. t 9) • Today Is a 6 - As
you know, money is a can:epL It can
created and·
· destroyed. That's why it"s so important for you toJocus on ,
creativity. ~0!:!'1 dwell in:the past; learn fr.oil) it. · . .. · ·
. Aquarius (San, 20•Feb. 18) ~ Today ls a 6 - Don't worry
about a recent purchase. Ifyou didn't get ·the rig hf thing.
you can always take it back, If yciii did get the right thing.,
it's both st,ong and comfortable, arid you got it at a good· '
price. . .
,.
. .
. .
.
· Pisces (Feb. 19-Much 20) • Today Is a 6 • You may. ,
feel as_if you're running into one barrier after another. If
~~~t•s the ~S,•• •!•rt watchi~g where you're going! Wake_

be

$181EACH A6'DITIONAL TOPPIN~

(c) 2003; TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distrib~ted by Knight Ridder/Tribune- - ••
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Watch For Our
D· n·nk Specm
. Js

HOUSE
SPECIAL11ES
BBQ OieeseFrics$4.95

Se:isoned fries smothered in Come watch Monday Night Football on
cheese and topped with either our Projection and Blgsc:reen lV's?

t~wu;=

-HotorHotterS3.75

.

529-0123
. :I
104 W. Jackson, Carbondale

NO APPARENT REASON

BRIAN E. HOllOWAY :

Frank Is a 43 year old beer can collector who. also
drinks. the beer. from the cans. In ad.dltlon to.beer,
he also enjoys television;· Frank has 93 beer cans
so far.
·
Frank Is seeking a 40 year old remale to help hlin
· bl!}' the beer so he can get rriore
No time
wasters, please.
·

cans.

AUG.· 23RD

Prizes And'- Aquarium
Give A-way

'!'We are a full line pet
shop with all the
supplies you need to
make your new
Monday - Saturday 10-7 • critter happy!"

549-7211

Daily.'tioroscope

Savings Every
Day On Cages!

By Linda C. Black .

The BEST Inventory
of Pets & Supplies in
- Southern Illinoi.s.

Located nt the Murdale Sho .. ing. Center

Today's Birthday (Aug. 20}. Hang in there during a •
difficult phase. You're learning about discipline. It's a
valuable skill to have. And besides, it will help you learn··
to climb. By this time next year, you can be much higher
than you are now.
·
To get the advantage,' ched the d;sy's rating: Io Is the
·
easiest day, o the most challenging.
AriH (Man:h 21-April '19} -.Today Is an 8 -The first ·
several things you try may not work, but don't lose your ..
self-confidence. These are actually positive steps toward·
achieving your final goal.
·
.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today Is ,i 6 - You're ccr,
tainly stubborn, and that's a goo~ thing; but your progress
seems to be slow, Remember, tlie tortoise did win the
race. You wn get what you want ~n your terms.
Ceminl (May 2l•June 21) •Too•y,ls a 7 • You're .
becoming mere powerful, but that also inelins you have to
be more discipfoied, Don't gel yourself.into trouble by.not
strength. . :
. .
·' . ,
realizing your
Cancer (lune 22•July 22} • Today ls a 6 • If anything
can give you trouble now, expect thi.t it will. Be "alert and
flexible
the next couple of days and all wm turn out
, well - or as well as can b'! expected.
Leo (July 23•Aug. 22) • Today Is • 6 • You're a much
happier person when you have an unllmi:ed allowance.
You should be rich, and you can be, too, once you li!am
not to waste money.
Virgo (Aug. 23•SepL- 22) • Today Is a S • Slay calm, ·
even if everything seems to get a tad confusing; You're
quick and smart, and you have .. good team on your side.
Ubrz; (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today ls • 7 - When yo~
expand your innuence, you get out of your comfort zone. .
That means you encounter new problems, er, challenges.
Whoopee!
.
'
·
·
Scorpio (Oct; 23•Ncv. 21) • Today Is a 5 • A seemingly
solid situation may. hgve been an illusion. Hold off on a
firial decision until 'you see haw the next few days go.
•.. Sagittarius (Nov, 22-Dec. 21) • Today Is a 7 -You
wanted changes, and you've sure got 'em, one right aher•
.another. Luckily you love excitement Get a partn,:r to
help.'
.
. .
•
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) • Today Is a 6 • As
you know, money is a con:epL It can be cieated and·
· destroyed; That's why it"s so important for you toJocus on ,
creativity. 1.?.01:(I dwell in :1he past; learn froll) iL · . .. · ·
. Aquarius (San, 2D•Feb. 18) ~ Today Is a 6 • Don't worry
about a recent purchase. Ifyou didn't get.the right thing,
you can always take ii back, If yciii did get the right thing,,
it's both s1,ong and comfortable, arid you got it at a good· '
price. .
,.
.
.
,
-Pisces (Feb. 19-Much 20) -Today Is a 6 • You may.
feel as.ff you're running into one barrier i,fter another. If. ·
~~;t•s the ';"s,e, start watching where you're going! Wake.

cwm

for

Better Ingredients. Better Piz~a

LARGE
~[Kl~l]01]

Hu119ry for wedlock, Phyllis leaves a•trail of beer
nuts behind her ••• leading to the church. ,

[;)02~

$

-~

$-PEACH A1'DITIONAL TOPPIN~

~'I 11:1111

5
.

•.'

..

~I

Valid only at Carbondale location. · · · • ·
Other fees may apply. Additional toppings exna,

·

.

·

Expires Aug. 24 03 . ,._
th•

(c) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune· - ••
. : • ,
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COMICS

Crossword
ACROSS

.'

1 Coli:!ioogals
5 Babytul
9Waterlalls

. . ~..
I

I'
h"11

~

;~
. ,.l!!i!"'

28 Pens

"'
I

JI

Orood"

39 Cha~es Lamb .
'401\Jums
.
- 42 Unlaeling

'45Tlrapcm
Mako beloved
411 Mora pleasant
50 Mada hasta
52 lmpol'lanltimo
s:i~.homcd

IC

I:

,47

101ortificd•,chlela

g~:'.

.•

13 Luge

21 Movie dog
23Pouchl.ka

23=D-,

, 65 Applealions
• 66 Hangman's kr\ol
67 Follow sccrolly
briefly

~~=~::i69 Fedlhekiey

Increments
28 Lcglstature's

meetng p'ace

31~'!'Fi~n
lather

3 Ms.Oavts
4For11.nete11e,

80elicalll
9 Breat11e

0
3

36 The Swedish

41 Stbrosa
4,4 Hawlgbeon
canonrzed
. 48 Tear partner
"'8 Stephen of "Th&

Sherbert

Crying

Game•

s1Sruno11ga1n

r

0&?0.'03

,

11 3 H Cl! Alli d 0 !. 0 3
:, Ir. 111 V .l l'l 3 S
3
3 s n 1iP .11913 .l • .L n
N
11 3Llllll I 'I/ NO
S V !',11 V IIJ~lil 0 3 I H
11'1 3
"''II 3 :,
, , 'I/ M3a1~.s ~s .l
, 0:, r.l S O ·, II D~ V
I MO 3 ~j 3 .L V N 'l.l
S V 3 110 l!!l 6 3 I .ls
rn11 I 'I 1
A H S
3 so d S I 0 • s '1/lJ
.1
s II V 0 , 'I/ I 3
0 1111 3 ~ 11'1 I 1 I 3
~
V:, ~ s
N I 'I/II

. .,

,r-,111.1

"'"'
s

31 MP'squarry
32 Window part
33 Concludes
34 Withered

. DOWN

5 Loeklng hems
&Trouble
7 Aclrl53 Cheryl

S
0
S
3
d

N

1 lmoede

nibltancu

,..

Solutions

29Talnt

35 _ -Ude, Ru'-Sia

2Micslvo

"

tit! ••

Iii

.

,43 Talks wildly

68 NJe queen.

,.

~

M

~~~

..

ii!.U;:~

till!"'

. [il}'l~

38~~eryot

viper

"

by J. Tierney

,,

...,. . .. m"
...
.,
. _. . Ill~~
. ..
···~"'
., ~"'
,.
.
"'
.
.....

Reuben

25Retlaml
27 Oen-

563uawand
urbane
60 Weasel's C0US1n

Adam
II

',ii!!''·

.!t-t,.,.

II

...
,.
.,

,.

I!/;!,•

II

"'
--~ ..
"

Flynn
17 Canya'I bag
18 Alan ot OObert
~~j 0ld•S1)1o
1
22Anar.ged
;24 Dread fer

340man,tor

'

..

.,

•

14 Fencer's loll
1 5 Ananlai,, for cno
16 Swas1'1rJCldcr ·

:JOFold

z
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0
3
,
S
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•

,

53 Btldalpalh
scw:ain's
CYJ]ICss!on

55 Cluadalafara
braad?
56 Fumr,nan
·Car,,ey

•

.L NV
OON
0 8 'I/
8 3 0

"""'''""
0 N 3
N 'Ill
I ,

3

.

, n s
3 All
.1 X 3
.1 0 .l

3 d 3
8 3 0

57Btacl<.to·
Sheley
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Tatum remains ouf until October;

Zack Creglow
Daily Egyptian

mv wrist too." ·
'Iftheinjwyhcals ·
. rorrn'tly, no one .
Sill's most hcra!Jcd · in~mi~g c:xpcc-.s any fon:scc'.-' •
. basketball reauit, Janwl Tatum,was · able complications.
pla)ing a pickup g:unt on a black- . Knowing . the
top cour- back in his homcto\m uf importance
that
Tatum will ha\,: on
Jeffason City, Mo.
Expected to be a m:ijQr contributor Sill's SC1SOn, head.
'thisfull.hew'JSII)ingtokccphisg:une coach r.latt Pair,:er'·
'JS crisp ;IS he oould before his awaited 'lud to cxpn:ss the
arrival to the S.iluki backrowt. .
._need to be patient.
. But one swift ir.orncn~ at that pick- .... : "He is compcti-

:~~~up/f1~ ?;;ff:\::/•· ·-·.i:x, . :'-:,,:•.-::;:i'.···i: =li!u:;~.:ri:e~~u~-~%tt~~~j~~!·
~'j~~d~q:il•:~,2
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After he"fcll down after a la),.ip;':with. th~ -type ·of.
..Tatum pushed himself off the court,. '_;'injwy he !us to be
. but a piece of glass that bid 011,thc :cautious.•- Painter ·
blacktop pierced his right h:u~;whkh·~._-,:iid. ··And. Ta:uni
witb he shoots with.· ·.
· .·.: bs been just that. ·:
At first Tatum didn't think much · · With an injwy
of the cut, but when lu: couldn't get the that could ha\'e
bleeding to stop he knew something casily kept him our
w:1sn'r right.
of pr.1;:ricc · until
"I thought it was going to be fine.• No\'tmber, Tatum
.
is a.'icad of schedule ·
A"•Ha• WH1TLDCK - D•1•v Eovl'TIAN
Tatum said. .
Later that night he \\-ent to the and c:xpccted , · to Freshman guard Jamaal Tatum defends fellow
cmagrncy room and then- the staff return Oct. 1.
freshman Mike Dale. Tatum had surgery to
administered sti:mcs. Bur the injwy
_llntil
then repair a torn tendon in his right hand recently.
ran more than skin deep, 'JS Tatum had
P.imter
hopo
sustuned a tom tendon in his hand.
Tatum tlkcs W':l.llbge of the time through some indr.idual workouts \\ith
He undciwc.nt surgay to rcp:iir the off and tikcs the mindset to lc:im at my right hand.
tcndononJuly16. .
practice C\'Cll though he cm't compete
"l ,,illjusrdo itlcft-handcd.w
"This was prett'J sc\'c.rc.; Tatum physictlly. But Tatum will still II)' to
said. -And the surgay was pretty com- ' get in some workouts though.
&porllT' Zz~ Cr!glow
plicatcd. lfthe team-en! further down,
"lt is a setback, definitely," Tatum
ran/,: rradxd al
I would rul\,: tad to ha\,: surgay on said. "I am not going to be .d,le to go
:zcrcglow@d:illycro'Ptian.com
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$3.50 JAGER BOMBS

TBt~FPt1ck

· ·s2 srou FLAvoRS & SAILOR JERFtrs •
$1.75 AMsra HEINEKEN, CORONA • $1.50 RAILS

FRIDAY-------

Mike~Joe

$2 CAPTAIN & JACK
$1.75 ALL MICHEtOB BOTTLES
EJ.iU4@~ Sl.50 COPPER DRAA:S

·
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SOFTBALL

C~ighton.and Indi:m.i Sta.c, a twogame series in Champaign :ig.unst .
Illinois and a thrcc-g:une stint _ag.unst
~
"\Ve\,: \'CI)' acted about going 10:~·go on the road fu_r .m:itcr.ups_ against. -Bracilcy in Peoria.
: . . : .. • • ·
.Hm':lii for the MJ!ihini Toum:uncrit . ·Drake (March 27,28]; Southwest
··.In addition·, to these ~ ·the.
and the great rompctition that w~i;,;:,.Missouri. State (April 3-4), Wichita: MVC Tournament will be held at
Eicc,"Bb)iocksaid. "lt'sarcw.mlforthc.s, State (April 17-18), Br:idlcy (May .SIUs. Charlo:tc Wcsr Stadiuinlcids that bought into roming to SJU.•
1·2) and a second go-.uound against· Roclwan Field starting on May 13.
The final tournament for SIU is fa:111S".ille (April 22).
While the Salukis will not get to
the S3luki Round Robin March 13-14
Bbylock said the MVC schedule pby meaningful g:uncs until Fcbnwy, .
which will include Kansas, DcPaul, should be tougher than usual and she · ·d1cy \\ill be able to get in some g:une · ,
hopes the early season tests will pay oft :iction before then.
T cnncsscc T cch and Illinois State.
The non-conference slate is a strong
"Our confcr:ncc this year is probThe. first chance to play for the
one for SIU and includes home games ably the most loodcd in the 14 ) = Salukis \\ill be during a trifecta of fall
ag:iinst Southcast Missouri Sute (Mar. since f\,: been 1icre,• Bla)iock said. . tournaments. SIU starts things off
2:il and Sa:..,~ Louis (April 14) and "I know .that's a bold prediction, \,ith the Saluki !mite on Sq- .13-14.
road contests at Haw:ui (M:i:. 9), llf- but i truly believe· that Illinois Stitc,
The other two tournaments arc the
Martin (April 1), Kmu,; (April 19) and Creighton, Evans\ille, Wichita· Stite, Saint Louis T oumament in Kirkwood,
Illinois (April 27).
..
S~IS and SIU could do something.•
Mo., Sept. 21-22 an.:! the Stone City
The Salukirn:ut MVC pby March
One benefit to the schedcle for Tournament in Joliet on Sept. 27-28:
20 when Nonhcm Iowa come!' to tmm the tc:im is that S1U \\ ill not ha\,: to
for a three-game series.
lea\,: the stlte of Illinois after April
&port"]ms
Other MVC schools nuking the 22. The S~ukis final 11 regular season
, ran ht r,a,lxd al ·
trek to Carbondale this )'Car include . g:uncs include. six home g:unes against
·. jdeju@d:illyc.g>y,tian.com
fa".UlS\ille(April7),lllinoisState(April

20
10-11), 'Creighton (April 24-25) and
>.. . '.;Jndwu State (?\,lay 8-9}. The Salukis
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GUEST COMMENTARY

.G'oing ·out with :a. bang.
A season i~ j!!dged by wins and
losses, but sometimes the journey
through those ~vins and losses can
tell more about a person or team.
College football is different
than high school football. At the
young age of 18, I thougl.t things
would be diff~rent. In reality, · ·
everything was different, but the
foothill always stayed the same.
The game of football is the
only reason I stayed on this
campus. Whenever I wanted to
tr:tnsfcr or leave, I could never do
it. Football is much more a part of
me than I know.
College football players arc a
different breed. For four years,
football encompasses our total
lifestyle. In those four short years,
a boy tr:tnsforms into a man both
physically and mentally.
l\Iy freshman year endt'd \\ith
a 5-6 record and ~igns ofimpro,·cment. Unforrunately, our following season ended with disappointment and Coach Q!iarless was
fired. Then came Coach Kill, and
now the program is definitely on
the rise.
Last year was one of the most
depressing times or' my life. I was
unable to heip the team and was :
doubtful of my return. The Saiukis
had a great year, and defeating
Western Illinois for the first time
in 18 years was a great accomplishment.
The team that is preparing for
the 2003 season is different from
all the rest. Never before have I
been a part of a tc:im that works
so hard and s·ays so little. For the
;.:;..: eight mqnths, we've been preparing to take the field. Waking
up at 6:30 a.m. in freciir.g cold
wc:ither to rua laps at McAndrcw·
Stadium would probatily bring
some grumbling, but nothing was
hc:ird.

Deep
_thoughts
froni •••
.BY Tm1L\IY KotITSOS
senior, SIU football
More than half the team stayed
in Carbondale this summer to
train and prepare for this season.
training c,'Cry day at 6:30 a.rn. and
even at night. Pl:.yers cramming as
many teammates into their houses
so everyone had a place to sleep. •
No Sunset Concerts. No latenight after-hour sessions. Just ·
football and school;
Who wants to spend their
summer like that?
This team is rcady to \\in.
Forget about the Thunder and
Lightning stuff. r.h and I can't
and won't win games on our own.
Football is more of a team sport
than any other.
The students, faculty and community shouid be excited about
the team that takes the field Aug.
28. Instead of reading articles in
this paper from people who probably never put on a jock Strlp 01 .
would piss thcmsdves silly if they
were to step foot on afield, come
check us out in person.
There arc only SC\'Cn ~niors on
this team, and three of them arc in
their fifth )'Car, Coach Kill always
says the ones who stay and stick
,vith it "ill get rewarded.
I think fo'C )'Cars is sticking
,vith it, and I'm sure these Salukis
,vill get rewarded.

Tommy is u smior in advertising.
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B--Rob brings hail·to SIU s'~storll1
1

If Muhammad 'Abdulqaadir
He migh~ be~a great guy. He
and Tom Koutsos conceived a
might make a f;90d counselor
child, it would have the same
or teach football to blir.d
Step.into someday
genetic makeup as fullback
kids. But that does nor mm him
Brandon Robinson.
world the same caliber player as B-Rob.
Stats don't mean evcl)'thlng,
_Th:ankfully for George W.,
B-Rob was engineered without
and sometimes they arc ovcranahaving to go those distances. ·_
lyzed. But not when B-Rob has
Robinson is a well b:i!anccd blend
1,06S cuccr yards :and Schurman
ofboth ofSIU's better-known
has 45. Rc.binson has h.td runs
:mqlow@dailyqyptian.com
backs, :and that makes him the
longer than that.
I am quite positive Schurman
perfect complement. He has
on this season's heavily anticipatmore of Koutsos' straight-line
.
or :anyone in the Gateway
ed
squ..d,
a
common
name
that
didn"t even sniff at the numbers
running style but also has more of
pops up is Robinson.
Abdulq.udir's speed. ·
Robinson put up in high school
"He's like a utility player in
If Koutsos and Abdulq.udir
Rc1:>:11SOn did, after all, only rush
baseball,• Koutsos said. "He can
arc "'Thunder :and Lightning,W
for 7,303 yards at Heritage High
do :anything you want. You always School in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
then that hclbcious storm has
need a player like that, and that is which is still the Indian;i all-time
some hail, too. Robinson hits
why we arc lucky:
you hard, :and most of the time
record.
Yet somehow, when the preyou nt\'Cr sec it coming. Anyone
This is not me-.mt to be :an
season
all-conference
voting
came
with a working brain who acr..i:
attack on Schurma., or SMS
out, Robinson was just a footnote but one on the voting commitally cares about football probably
on the bottom of the p~l release tee. Maybe they didn't feel they
knows that Abdulq.udir is th-:
under "Honorable Mention:
should ha,-c :an AII-Saluki backicading returning rusher in the
I understand that the two
Gateway.
field, but all-conference selections
first-team
all-ronfcrcnce b:,.cks
Howt"-cr, most fail to reilizc
arc supposed to be the best pla)-cr
that Robinson is the third leading were the aforementioned undem
at that position. If that means
of Koutsoo and Abdulqaadir. Bi:t
returning rusher in the Gatt"v:ay.
having a hca,·y flavor of Saluki in
Robinson is listed on the: roster as ' the backfield, so be it.
. fa-en more impressive is the fact
a fullback, and that is the position
that the No. 2 man, \Vcstcm
This snub is a lack of respect
he actually plays, but somehow
Illinois' Attley L:wson, had 60
to Robinson :and his help in tum~
Southwest
Missouri
State's
Nate
more carries and just 68 mo:,:
ing around the Saluki progr:un.
Sch•Jrman ,vu selected as the ·
y:m!s than Robinson's 727.
With the credentials Robinson
fo-st·tL-am pick at fullback.
Given the same amount of
has,mLjja and football cnthusiNow, I don't care wh.tt his • asts ·sho,uld be considering him~
carries as Lawson, Robinscn
would have ended the season \\ith :: StOl)'is.
the mcst ,-crsatile back in all of
I don't care wha: he's o,'l:r1,148 y:irds. Let's not forget that
DMsion I-AA foci:ball.
come :and if he is :an inspirational
· he also is an invaluable receiver
I could be wrong, though.
stoiy, but I do know he is not as
and sho,\'Cd :an amazing ann
Maybe Schurman is due to break
1rood as Robinson. I don't•carc if out. But 111 take chances believing
when SIU head coach Jerry Kill
he knocks linebackers flat on their Koutsos and Adbdulqaadir would
pulld 5-'>mc:thing out of his bag
actually som~hoY: concc.!vc a child
ofgoodies.
·.
.. · . · (, back or if he lives, breathes and
.
sleeps football, but I do know he . before 111 sec that happen. And
When SIU pla)-crs u.;k about
is not as good ;'-5 Robinson.
who is the most important pla)-cr
•· tllat isn't happening. ,: .
.
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SIU basketball recri1it
breaks hand, has'surgery ·: ·
See story, page 18 · ·. •
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Bergen finishes eighth µ1 25k open--water charapionships
Ethan Ericl<Son

~ Saluki sophomore swimmer
Briley Bcrgen finished as the fastest
American in the 25-kilometer opcnwater world championships inJuly.
Bergen was eighth in the event
and 16th in the 10-kilomcter
e\'ent, which took place in . the
1\·Icditerrancan Sea.
·
The eighth place finish may not.
have matched .Bcrgen's sixth-place
finish in the championships in 2001,
but this one was sweeter.
"Looking back on the
I
worked a lot harder for this race ro
get eighth place,- Bezgen said. 'Tm
more proud of getting eighth at this
race than sixth at the other one just
because the competitors and the fid~
and how the race went."
SIU men's swimming and diving head coach Rick \Valker, who
served as head coach for the U.S.
team, called it "by far the best fidd
of marathon swimmers ever put
together."
The 25k race, about 15 miles,
required Bcrgen to S'-'im continuoush· for more than 5 1/2 hours.
She finished the 10k race, which
is approximatdy six miles, in about
two hours.
"PhJsiologically what a·one-rnile
swim is to the bodv is similar to a
three-mile run," W~ said. "So if
you figure she's gone on a 15-16 mile
S\,im, that's like going out ~nd doing
a 45-rnile rurL That's how ph=nomcnal just one of those S\\'UDS is."
SIU women's mimming and
di\'ing head coach Jeff Goelz kept

. Mediterranean's \"el)" clear w you
could see a lot of~!t and what not. I'
didn't sec any sli.ui'...s or anything like
that though.
·.
.
.
·1
a lot ofje'.lyfish when WC
were.S\vinui1ing, though. ldidn't get
i.tung though, thank thc:'lo.cj."
.Bcrgeri appeared on ESPN and
was intc.noie\\'ed by the throng of
media outlets present. She was.also
asked· for autogr?,phs from onlookers. The exposure nor only benefits
Bcrgen, but her university as well;
"We run into a lot of people who
an; asking questions about SIU," ,
Walker said; 'They know that we've.
got a great international program.
They're asking questions about what
other academic areas we ha\'c, so we
g-et to anS\\'Ct all those. But athletically, it also puts us in touch with a
lot ofinternational athletes."
Bergen, who cnjo}~ open-water
S\~imming · more than pool swim~
ming, is entering her s.econd year
back in the pool after a break to concentrate .on open-water S\vimming.
Goelz said the experience should
help Beigen ad\'ance her indoor
snimming career.
"If }'OU know that }'OU\'C competed ,vith some of the best in the
world, I think that it emphasizes
and it re-emphasizes that what \\'C're
doing must be worlcing because she
performed so well," Goelz said. ·
"So I think that just gi\'es her a
good stepping stone to• get to the
next b-d at the pool S\-imming."
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Sophomore swimmer Briley Bergen hangs her Fe.et in the pool at the Re~reation Center Monday

evening where she spends most of her morning practice with the team. Bergen; who went to Spain
this summer to compete in the tenth ANA Open Water World Championship, placed 16th in the 1Ok
and eighth place in the 25k. Bergen said she prefers open-water swimming to pool swimming.
her motivated and hydr:1tcd from
his post in a nearl,y eight-foot boat
that contained a din-er and a race
official. Goelz had to give BCIF;Cn a
replacement cap SC\-eral times after
she lost hers.
"It's an event that goes so l~ng

and is so grueling that it actually
requires a coach to be on a boat with
them in order to keep them, at times,
just alive," Walker said. "Othemisc
their body would just fail."
. .
In addition to fighting exhaustion, BCIF;Cn also had to ?CfSC\'Cre

whil: swimming in a pack .most
of the way, whicli- means -beingdbowed; kicked and slammed into
by other S\vimmcrs. She also had to
keep her a lookout for sea life.
·
"\Ve saw fish," Bergen said.
"You always can set: fish. The

Rrpurlu Ethan Eruh1J:1
tan ht rtadxd al
cerickson@dailyegrptian.com

SIU so baH ready for encore to sweet season
Salukis' schedule features
nine 2003 NCM
Tournament participants
Jens ileju

Daily Egyptian
After reaching the Sweet 16 in 2002, the
SIU men's :iaskctball team had trouble getting
quality teams to schedule the Salukis. The
softball team, fresh off a 5'\-eet 16 appearance of
it's own last season, apparently did not fuce the
same problem.
·
The Salukis' 2004 schedule fe::turcs nine
teams that took part in the 2003 NCAA tour~
nament, including four teams that were either
ranked or receh'ed wtes in the final poll
SIU, which went 39-14 aJcarago before losing to Alabama in the Region VIII championship game, also finished the year ranked, taking

See complete
Listing of events

in tomorrow's Dt:!

No. 22 in the final poll
For SIU head coach Kerri Blaylock and her
Salukis, who return 14 players from last year's
squac.l, getting the early shot at quality teams is
something that can be huge when it comes time
to pick the 2004 tournament field.
"We tried to get these NCAA·toumarncnt
teams on our schedule," Blaylo.:k said in a press
release. •Being a mid-major, \\'C ha\'e to go out
and uy to fuce the best to i,ump up our RPI and
uy to get some recognition.."
The Salukis ,\ill take part in fu'C different toumarnents, with tn'O of them being in
Carbondale. SiU kicks off its season by making its
third trip to the Triple Crown Classic in St.
Augustine, Fla., where the field includes host
Central Florida, Georgia, Boston College,
Indiana, Man;hall, Jacksonville, .Stetson,
McNcesc State and Bethune-Cookman. .
Blayiock said the Salukis ha\'C learned to Jo,,'C
the Triple.C!Olm Classic since it not only allows
the team to .:scape the cold of Carbond:tlc for

the heat of Florida, but it also grants them the
opportunity to face quality competition right
from the start.
•1 think pla}ing the great teams early in the ·
year helped solid.if}· us as an at-large team last
season and that's oitical," Bla)iock said. ''We
also should be able to go toe-to-= ,\ith th-::,.-,
teams. Wc\'C played in a regional final and had
that pressure so we should be ready."
The Salukis next head to the Ole Miss
Tournament Feb. 14-15 in Oxford, 1'-fas.
This field includes Mississippi, Tulsa, IllinoisChic::igo, Indiana State and Tenn=cc-1\-Jartin.
FollO\~ing that is the· Kay Breahdsbauer
Southern Classic Feb. 28-29 where Indiana and
Indiana State \,ill join SIU.
The tropical paradise cifHononulu, Hawaii,
is the next stop as the Salukis take part in the
Malihini Tournament March 4-7 which will
also feature host Hawaii, Long Beach State, the
College of Charleston and Siena.
'

See SOFTBALL, page 18
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Fun for Everyo11e!!

.
C

ompcting, exercising, and
socializing arc just some
of the benefits from participating in lntrnmuml Sports.
Maybe you arc looking to play a
sport that wasn't offered in high
school? All year long Intramural
Sports will keep your competitive
drive in high gear with its wide
variety of sports and leagues.
Do you think that you aren't
athletic enough or don't know
how to play a certain sport?
\Vell, no more excuses! Three

--

levels of play including novice,
intermediate, and advanced
ensure everyone can participate
and have fun. Both individual
and team sports arc offcred with
men's, women's, and co-rec
leagues in most sports.
Basketball, volleyball, wallyball, softball, and flag football are
some of the traditional team
sports you can play. Individual
and dual events include table
tennis, racquetball, and
wrestling. \Vant to get away from
the traditional? Sign up for
innertube waterpolo or team
handball. Whatever your sport
interest, you can be sure that we
have an outlet for you! To sign
up, go to the $RC Information
Desk or check out our website at
www.siu.edu/-oirs to see our
sports calendar with a completr
list of registration dates and
instructions.

Needa Job?
More than just a fun time,
Intramural officials will learn
valuable leadership and decision
making skills. This student
worker position will give you an
opportunity to meet people, learn
more about sports, practice selfdiscipline, and earn money. For
more i1ifon11atio11 call 453-1273 or
stop by tlie OIRS Aclministrative
Offices on the upper level of the
S111de11t Recreation Ccntc1:

Officials needed for
Intramural Sports.
Interested?
Attend the officials meeting on
Wednesday, Augnt 20, 2003 at
7:00 pm in the Alumni Lounge,
upper level of the
Student Recreation Center.
This is a paid student worker
posistion. No experience necessary. Training is provided.

I
ra

•

Cut this section out and post it on your r~frigcrator for easy reference! .

-----------------------------------~------------------------------Intramural Sports Fall 2003 Schedule
Rosters Available Captains' Meeting
Team Sports
Volleyball
9/02
8/19-9/02
Softball Practice League
8/19-9/02
9/02
Flag Football
8/25-9/08
9/08
Floor Hockey
9/15-9/29
9/29
10/13
Basketball Practice League 9/29-10/13
11/10
Indoor Soccer Tournament
10/28-11 /10

Individual/Dual Events Registration
Badminton
9/22-10/02
Squash
9/30-10/22

Schedules Posted
10/03
10/23

Special Events*
Registration
Tentative Dates
Sport Fest
(see Student Resident Advisor)
8/24
Home Run Derby
9/09-9/23
9/23
11/08
Turkey Trot 3.1 Mile Run/Walk 10/15-11/08
Sports Trivia Bowl
11/03-11/17
11/19 &11/20
* One or two day event

Listed dates & times are tentative.
Rec Check Phone #: 536-6602
Call 453-1273 for current information.

Superior · Intense' · Unbreakable
\l\fWW.si u.ed u/~o irs

Intramural Sports are FREE
to ·ALL SJUC Students!

(618) 536-5531

--

(3,

(618) 536~5531
www.siu.edu/-oirs
Important Phone #'s
General Info.

536-5531

Adventure
Resource Center 45J-1285
Aquatics

453-1376

Base Camp

453-1287

Campus Lake

453-2076

Disabled Student
Recreation
453-1265
Group Fitness

453-1275

Instructional
Programs

453-1263

International Student
Recreation
453-1267
Intramural
Sports

453-1273

RacquetbalVSquash/Iennis
Reservations
453-3020
Sport Clubs

453-1376

Sports Medicine

453-1292

Youth Programs

453-1267

Base Camp •••••.••.•• PagP. 2
Outdoor Adventure
Programs ••••.••••••. Page 3
Group Strength Training
Health, Fitness, Yoga •••• Page 4
Massage .••••••.••••• Page 5
Youth Programs ••••• •Pages 6-7
International Studeit
Recreation, Disabled Student
Recreation •••••••••••• Page 8
Aquatics/Lifeguard &
SCUBA/CPR ••.••••••• Page 9
Sports Clubs ••••.• Pages 10-11
Dance •••••.••..••• Page 12
Personal Training .••••. Page 13
Racquet Sports &
Boxing ••••••.••.••. Page 14
Tai Chi & l<ung•Fu .••• Page 15
Aerobics Schedule ••.•• Page 16
Satellite Facilities •••••• Pag_~ 17
Sports Medicine &
,
Womens Programs •••• Page 18
Membership Info & Hours
of Op,c:iralion ••••••••• Page 19
Intramural Sports ••••_•• P.:g~ 20
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Experience the Fun!
Base Camp Policies
Check-Out: A valid student I.D.
or Student Recreation Center
membership is required to
check-out or reserve equipment.
Advance reservations arc suggested and may be made up to
one month in advance.
Reservations must be made in
person with full payment due at
that time. Reservation cancellations must be made in person at
least one Base Camp business
day prior to the requested
check-out day, or your rental
payment will be forfeited. Cash
refunds will not be given. Credit
vouchers may be issued.

ing. Those who damage or lose
equipment will be charged to
repair or replace it.
Renters are encouraged to check
the condition of all gear before
leaving Base Camp. Renters arc
responsible for the condition of
all gear once they leave. If gear
is not returned in the same condition as loaned out, the following fees will be assessed:
SlS
Tents
$6
Sleeping Bags
ss
All other items
Improper Equipment Return:
If rental equipment is not
returned during Base Camp
hours, an improper return fee
will be charged.

Rcntalfees: Rental fees may be
paid with-cash, Mastercard/V15a/
Discover, or personal check. No
refunds will be made for any
equipment rented but not used.
See below for equipment available through Base Camp.

Mon., Tues., Thur., Fri. 3 - 6 pm
Wednesday
CLOSED
Saturday
10 am - 4 pm
Sunday
3 - 8 pm

Penalty Fees: Persons returning
equipment after the designated
due date will be charged a late
fee. Cleaning and drying fees
may also be charged. It is suggested that you rent equipment
one extra day to allow for clean-

Climbing Wall
Take the challenge by climbing
the wall at the SRC. The 28-foot
high indoor rock climbing wall
has adjustable handholds which
may be repositioned to alt,_r the
difficulty of the climb! Ycu don't

Base Camp Hours:

Student

Student

m
ARC: 453-1285

Climbing Wall Hours:
Mon. and Wed. 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Tues. and Thur. 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Climbing Roof
Getting the hang of climbing
upside down is easy with the
Climbing Roof System. The
Climbing Roof is an inverted
rock climbing facility located
under the central staircase in the
lower level of the SRC. Helmets
arc available for check-out at the
Equipment Desk and must be
worn at all times when using
the Climbing Roof. No instruction or supervision is necessary.

Climbing Roof Hours:
SRC building hours
Adventure Resource Center
Let the Adventure Resource
Center (ARC) introduce you to
!llany of the unique features of
southern Illinois. The ARC
SRC

Members
Day (24 Hrs) Week (7 Days) Day (24 Hrs)

Item

Base Camp: 453-1287

have to be familiar with rock
climbing or have your own
equipment to use the Climbing
Wall. All the equipment you will
need is provided. Climbing is
allowed only when supervisors
arc present. Climbing instruction is also available.

SRC
Members
Week (7 Days)

Office is located on the lower
level of the SRC.
Clinics and Trips: The ARC
sponsors a wide variety of FREE
clinics. Rock climbing, kayaking, caving, and backpacking
clinics arc typically offered each
semester. The ARC also organizes day and weekend trips to
various lakes, parks, and wilderness areas.
Information and Trip Planning:

If you are interested in reading
about the "great outdoors," you
can browse through dozens of
magazines and newsletters in
the ARC lounge. Planning a
trip? The ARC has a variety of
reference materials ,.,,·hich can
make trip planning easier. The
ARC has information on areas
both within and outside of
Illinois. If you arc unable to stop
by during office hours, you can
call or fill out an information
request card, and we will
research the areas of interest and
mail you the information.

ARC Hours:
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 3-6pm
CLOSED
Wed., Sat., Sun.

Improper
Ret1Jrn

Late Fee
Per Day

Canoe/Kayak/Equipment
16ft Canoe Package •
9ft Kayak (One Person) Package•·
12ft Kayak (One Person) Package•·
16ft Kayak (Tandem) Package •••
Extra P F D Package
Extra Paddle
Canoe I Kayak Car Kit
Dry Bag (Large Backpack)
Dry Bag (Medium)

Hiker's Package
Backpacks

***'"

Internal Frame
External Frame

$8
S5
S6
$7
$1
$1
$1
$3
$2
$8

$40
S25
$30
$35
$5
$5
$5
$15
$10
$40

$11
$7
S8
S10
S1
S1
$1
$4
$3
$11

$55
$35
$40
$50
S5
$5
$5
$20
$15
$55

$10
$7
$8
$9
$3
$3
$3
$5
$4
$10

$3
$3

$15
$15

$4
$4

$20
$20

$5
$5.

$2
$3

$10
$15

$3
$4

$15
$20

$4
$5

$4
$5

$3
$2
$1
$2
$3

$15
$10
$5
$10
$15

$4
$3
$1
$3
$4

$20
$15
$5
$15
$20

$5
$4
$3
$4
$5

$5
$4
$3
$4
$5

$2
$2

~10
$10

$3
$3

$15
$15

S4
S4

$4

$4
$5
$4

$20
$25
$20

$6
$7
$6

$30
$35
$30

$6
$7
$6

$6
$7
$6

$5
$4
$4
$1

$25
$20
$20
$5

$7
$6
$6
$1

$35
$30
$30
$5

$7
$6
$6
$3

$7
$6
$ft
$3

$10
$7
$8
$9
$3
$3
$3
$5
$4
S10

''

$5
$5

Coolers
2 Gallon
12 Gallon

Cooking Accessaries
2-Burner Stove
Backpacking Stove (1-bumer)
Aluminum Fuel Bottle
Small Cook Kit
Family Cook Kit

Lanterns
Backpacking Lantern (One mantle)
Two Mantle Lantern

S4

Tents
2-Person Tent
4-Person Tent
Bivy Sacks

Sleeping Equipment
011 Sleeping Bag
2011 Sleeping Bag
3011 Sleeping Bag
Sleeping Pad
0

lnciudes: 1 canoe, 2 PFDs, 2 paddles ..Includes: I i<ayak, 1 PFD, 1 paddle ...lnc.ludes: 1 kayak, 2 PFDs, 2 paddles .... Includes either Internal or exterr.al backpack, sleeping bag, and ,reaping pad

www.s1u.eau/~oirs

(618) 535..5531
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Outdoor Adventure Programs

Cedar Lake Canoe #141053
Trip Dare: Saturday, Sept. 13
Mandatory Pre-Tlip Meeting:
Wednesd.!y, September 10, 7 Pl\l
at the ARC*
\Vant adventure not far from
home? A weekend on Cedar L1ke
offers a chance to get out, but
stay close. We'll find our way to
the south end of the lake and
pon-ge onto Little Cedar L1ke for
a secluded lunch break. The rest
of the day will be spent exploring
both lakes and fishing if you
have a pole and license. No experience needed; a basic canoe
instruction will be provided.
Prices include transportation,
equipment, and guide for the clay.
Price: S/l\l/E=S 17
U=S20

Bike Tunnel Hill
State Trail #141002
Trip Date: Saturday, Sept. 20

Buffalo River
Scenic Canoe Tour #141058
Tril' Date: Friday, September 26
to Sunday, Septe1:1ber 28
l\tanclatory Pre-Trip Meeting:
Wednesday, September 24, 7 Pt\l
at the ARC ..
In the very heart of the Ozarks
lies the Boston Mountain Range
and from that comes the Buffalo
National River. As America's first
National River, the Buffalo
descends nearly 2,000 feet from
its source in the mountains cre:ning cliffs higher than any near
southern Illinois. Our stay will
include two nights at a facilitated
National Park Service site, a
country side road tour, and of
course, a scenic canoe tour. Sit
around a campfire, swim in the
river, or swing a hammock during your relaxation time. Join us
for this most incredible opportunity to seek ad\·enture in a new
war Prices include all transportation, equipment/gear,
guides. and fun.
Price: 5/M/E=S l l 3 U=S 130
Rock Climbing at Red River
Gorge #142254
Ti-ip Date: Saturday, October 11
and Sunday, October 12
Mam/ato,y Pre-Trip Meeting:
Wednesday, October 8, 7 PM at
the ARC*
Southern Illinois offers manv different areas for climbers, but
Kentucky offers one the most
premier technical climbing areas
in the Midwest. Red River Gorge
has climbs for all experience levels and is known for its bouldering capabilities. This is the weekend for the savvy rock climber
that wants to camp and talk
about the climbs they did that
clay. No experience needed; talented welcome. Prices include
transportation, camping/climbing
equipment, and leader.
Price: S/M/E=S76
U=S86

Cache River
Canoe/Kayak #141052
Trip Date: Saturday, October 18

l\tamlato,y Pn--Tril' l\tecti11g:
Wedn1~sday, Ocwber 15, 7 PM at
the ARC*
Not many have explored this
area by way of water. This is the
only natural remaining q•press
swamp in the surrounding area.
Choose your weapon: canoe,
kayak, or a tandem kayak with a
friend. We will snake approximately five miles through the
areas swamplands and world
record cypress trees. No experience needed for this experience.
Prices include equipment, transportation and guide for the clay.
Price: S/M/E=S22
U=S25

Panther's Den \Vilderncss
faploration #141055
T,·ip Dat.::: Saturday, October 25
and Sunday, October 16
Ma11clato1y Pre-Trip Meeting:
Wednesday, October 22, 7 PM at
the ARC*
Canoe, camp and hike in the
hidden wonders of Panther's
Den. Your trip will begin by
canoeing the wilderness area aid
finding a remote campsite.
Following your campsite selection, your guide will lead you
through the area by foot to nearly untouched areas of nalUral
wonder. No experience needed, a
basic canoe instruction will be
provided. Prices include all
transportation/[ucl, equipment,
and trip leaders.
Price: Slt\,I/E=S29
U=S33

Garden of the Gods
Backpacking #141154
Trip Date: Saturday, November 8
and Sunday, November 9
Mandatory Pre- Tril' Meeting:
Wednesday, November 5, 7 PM
at the ARC*
Hear nothing but nature in this
environmentally protected
wilderness area of the Shawnee
National Forest. We will penetrate deep into nature and camp
at remote locatio,1; bringing only
what is strapped to our backs. In
two days we will explore much
of the wilderness, including
parts of the River to River Trail
system. Seclusion and relaxation
is an objective for this trip.
Prices include all
transportation/fuel, equipment,
and trip leaders.
Price: S/l\l/E=S33
U=S38
Big Muddy River
Route Canoeing #1.41057
T,·ip Date: Saturdar. Nov. 15
Me111clato1y Pre-Trip Meeting:
Wednesday, November 12, 7 PM
at the AP.C*
For most, this river offers views
from high above on the bluff
ridges. To us it is a prize for
canoeing. We will noat along the
river bottom bluffs in the area
known as the Little Grand
Canyon. This area is known for
the Great Blue Heron and many
other bird species. This day is
geared to those who want a lot
of sights with little paddling. No
experience needed; instruction
will be provided. Pricrr indudc
transportation, canoe .'.quipmcnt and guides for lhe day.
Price: S/t\l/E=S20
U=S23

Ma11tlatory Pre-Trip Meeting:
Wednesday, September 17, 7 Pl\.l
at the ARC*
This area is heritage rir.h and
offers spectacufar sites. Cycling is
made easy with a maximal 2%
grade made by au age old railroad grade. The main interests
will be the tunnel the trail is
named for, and a giant rrestle
bridge. You will learn of the history area along the way from
your guide and by visiting the
site museum. Prices include all
transportation/fuel, and trip leaders. Bicycle t!iUSt be pro\'ided.
Price: S/M/E=S13
U=Sl5

Trips requiring
travel are not open
to niembers of the
community.

*ARC (Adventure Resource
Center) is located 011 the bottom
levei of the Recreation Center- go
past tl1e equipment desl: and
around the comer to your right- i!
is across fro,r1 free-weight room.

* Sig11 up for trips at
Information Desk.
5/M/E=SIUC Student/SRC
Member/Emeritus
U=SIU Affiliated

www.siu.edu/~oirs
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Yoga, Meditation, & Fitness Energizers
Exercise for the Body, Mind, & Spirit
Hatha Yoga
Beginner (level 1) #111314
An introduction to the various
yoga postures and breathing
practices. The focus is concentrated in alignment, coordination
of breath and learning how far to
go in the stretch and how long to
safely hold it without injuring
your body.
Section A: Sept. 2 - Oct. 7
Tuesdays, 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Section B: Oct. 14 - Nov. 18,
Tuesdays, 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #2
Prices: SIMIE = SJJ UIC = $50*
Min: 12
,\Im:: 20
l11st111ctor: Jeraldine Frey
Continuing Students
(levels 2 & 3) #l 11313
A class for continuing Hatha
Yoga students. The focus is on
building stamina, strength, and
flexibility as more advanced postures arc introduced.
Section A: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Thursdays. 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Section B: Oct.16 - Nov. 20
Thursdays. 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Prices: 5/!\I/E = S33 U/C = S50'
Location: Racquetball Court .;2
[\Jin: 12
l\lctx: 20
/11stnictor: Jeraldine Frev
Purcliase 2 sessions and r~cci\·e a
10% discount
SIM/E = S59
U/C = $90
Note: Yoga can improve your
physical health by facilitating the

integration of your body, mind
and spirit. Note: Please come·
with an empty stomach and wear
comfortable, loose clothing to all
yoga programs.

Pilatcs Mat Work
(pronounced pil-AH-1ees) Looking
for a stronger back, flat abdominal muscles, flexibility. strength.
and muscular endurance? Look
no further. This new mat based
class is designed to give you a
long, lean dancer's physique as
you devP.lop core body strength
for everyday activities.
Beginning #111260
Section A: Aug. 27 - Oct. 8
Mondays & Wednesdays,
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Exception Date: September I
Section B: Oct. 13 - Nov. 19
Mondays&: Wednesdays,
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #2
Prices: S/M/E = $40 U/C = $57*
Min: 8
Max: 30
lnstrnctor: Elisa Burke

Continuing #l l 1255
Section A: Aug. 27 - Oct. 8
Mondays & Wednesdays,
7:00 - 8:00 pm
Exception Dale: September I

Section B: Ocl. 11 - Nov. 19
Mondays & Wednesdays,
7:00 - 8:00 pm
Locati!ln: Racquetball Court #2
Prices: S/M/E = $40 U/C = S57*
,\tin: 8
l\tct,: 30
lnst111ctor: Elisa Burke
Purchase 2 sessions ancl receive
a 10% discount - S/MIE = $72
UIC = $102.60

Ashtonga Yoga
A form of power yoga. It synchronizes movement with breath.
building strength, flexibility,
endurance, and balance. Most
p0stures arc held for only a few
breaths before we move on to the
next, building internal heat to
cleanse the body and focus the
mind. Come prepared to sweat!
This class is suitable for people
of moderate to high fitness le,·cls.
Beginning # 111153
Section A: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Exception Date: September I
Mondays & Wednesdays.
4:30 - 6:00 pm
Section B: Oct. 14 - Nm•. 20
Exception Date: Nm·cmbcr 4
Mondays & Wednesdays,
4:30 - 6:00 pm
Location: Dance Studio
Prices: 5/M/E = $39 VIC= 56*
,\fin: 12
Mm:: JO
lnst111ctor: Heather Pc11y

Meditation Medley
#111309
A sampling of different styles of
meditation 10 help you relax,
reduce stress and help with
weight loss. Learn correct posture and breathi11g techniques
and how to overcome barriers to
meditation.
Times: Oct. 6 • Dec. I
(exception d:.i.:. Nov. 24)
Mondays, 5: 15 - 6: 15 pm
Location: Room 158
Prices: S/M/E = $16 '1/C = S26*
Min: 12
Max: 20
lnstmctor:
Lorie Allen

Active Adults (ACTAD)
#113001
Active Adults is a workout
designed for participants age 55
and over. This class is perfect for
men and women who want to
increase flexibility, improve muscle tone. and increase cardiovascular endurance. Enjoy the com-

MeJitation is the practice and
process of paying attention and
focusing your awareness. This
class will explore some basic
skills that wiH start you on your
path to mindful awareness. As
your commitment to meditation
deepens, you will experience the
benefits of regular meditation
practice, such as reduced tension,
anxiety and stress and increased
understanding and self awareness.
Times: Sept. 9 - Sepl. 30
Tuesdays, 7:00 - 8: I 5 pm
Location: SRC Conference Room
Prices: ~1/E = S 16 U/C = $33
Min: 8
Ma,: 20
l11st111ctor: Mali Vargas

www.siu.edu/-oirs

P1ices:
Semester Pass ( 48 classes) $91 *
18 classes
$4 2 *
9 c'..,3Ses
$21*

Note: If you do not have an SIU
Parking decal, you will be issued
a decal for Lot 100. Please contactjulic Virgo at 453-1283 or
ask your instructor.
,\fin: 20
Max: 30
l11st111ctor: Lynne ThompsonCundiff

*incluclcs c11l1) into tl1c SRC
1

Section B: September 30 &
October 2
Tuesday & Thursday,
5:00 - 6:00 pm
Instructor: Jenna Brunaugh

Continuing #l l 1154
Section A: Sept. 2 - Oct. 9
Tuesdays & Thursdays.
5:00 - 6:30 pm
Section B: Oct. 14 - Nov. 20
Tuesdays & Thursdays.
5:00 - 6:30 pm
Location: Dance Studio
Prices: S/M/E = S39 U/C = 56*
.\fin: 12
Ma,: 30
lnstmctor:
Heather Pc11y
Purdwsc 2 sessions mui receive
a 10% discount
SIMIE = 570 U/C = $100

_Cultivating Mindful
Awareness #111331

pany of fellow 'active adults'
while gaining an increased level
of fitness.
TTrnes: Aug. 18 - Dec. 12
Exception dates: Scpl. I, Nov. 24,
Nov. 26, Nov. 28
MWF, 8:45 - 9:45 am
Location: SRC Aerobics Room

Location: SRC Fitness Fortun
Price Per Section:
S/M/E = $18 U/C = S35*
Min: 4
,\fctx: 6
Small Group Strength Training
Learn to set realistic goals! A
variety of training techniques
and programs will be presented
for you to choose the one that
best fits rour needs. (Includes a
general orientation abom the
use of Nautilus equipment)
Introduction to Nautilus
Machines (#111261)
A general orientation for those
who want to learn the proper
techniques (seal adjustments,
body position, use and setup of
machines and a review of the
muscle group applications) for
using the weight training
machines in the SRC Fitness
Forum.
Section A: August 26 & August
28 (for SIUC st11cle11ts and

SRC members only)
Tuesd~y &: Thursday,
Noon - 1:00 pm
lnstmctor: Jenna Brunaugh

Fori\ctivc Adutts·(Age 55+):
(#111258)
September 2 - 18
Tuesdays & Thursdays,
Noon - 1:00 pm
Inst111ctor: Jenna Brunaugh

For women only: (#111257)
October 7 - 23
Tuesdays & Thursdays,
Noon - 1:00 pm
Instnictor: Jenna Brunaugh

Location: SRC Fitness Forum
Price: S/M/E,,;$36 U/C=S53*
Min: 4

· Mctx: 6

* I11cl11cies entry to t11e SRC.

5/MIE=SIUC Studcnt/SRC Member/Emeritus
U/C=SIU Affiliated/Community

(618) 536-5531
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Wlty Hire .11 Massage Tlierapist?

W

e've all thought it,
heard ii or said it
before, "I need a mass
age ... Massage Therapy provides
relief 10 people from all walks of
life. The weekend athlete, the
home gardener, the over !itressed
execmive, secretaries, college
s1udems, laborers, virtually anyone can feel a need for massage
therapy sooner or later. A massage therapist's trained and caring
touch can have profound effeclS
on your physical, mental and
cmo1ional heallh. Remember,
this is the only body you're going
lo ge1. Take great care of it!
Benefits of Massage To The
Quality or Life:
* lns1an1Iy stimulates the
"Relaxation Response,. by promoting deeper, easier breathing.
* Reduces head, neck and
shoulder tension caused by poor
posture, injury, and mind/body
stress.
* Relieves eye fatigue from long
periods of reading by improving
circulation & releasing tension
around the eyes.
* Helps manage stress of notetaking and keyboard typing by
rejuvenating tired hands and
wrislS.
* Helps 10 relax nervous "fightor-flight" energy which accumulates in the belly region.
* Enhances sports performance
by promoting increased circulalion, flexibility, and reduction of
delayed-onset muscle soreness
after ac1ivi1r
* May reduce test anxiety.

* Stimulates the brains production of beta endorphins, which
arc natural painkillers.
On Site Educational and Stress
Management Workshops
Our therapists will visit your
office or residence hall to help
you learn basic massage and
stress management techniques 10
use on yourself or with a partner.
For a list of topics and prices,
please call 453-1263.

Massage Therapy:
Seated "Chair" Massage
Offcred at the SRC SporlS
Medicine Office as an excellent
opportunity to relieve tension
in neck, back, and shoulder
muscles. Clients remain fully
clothed and no oils arc used.
Chair Massage Prices:
15 minmes: S/M/E=S14
#914316
U=S18*
30 minllles:
#914315

511\,1/E=S24
U=S28*

Table Massage Prices:
(Package Savings of 10%)
NoU: Sections #914320 A, B, and Care packages of 3.

For treatment of 1 - 3 areas of the body for 30 minutes:
#914317
S/M/E $26
U $30*
#914320 A S/M/E $70
U $81*
Full Body Massage:

=
=

=
=

60minutes:
#914318
#914320 B

S/M/E = $43
S/M/E = $116

#914319
#914320 C

S/M/E = $63
S/M/E = $170

U = $50*
U = $135*

90 minutes:
U = $70*
U = $189*

Each massage therapy package and gift certificate expires four months·
from months from the date of purchase.
Campus Workplace Seated
"Chair" Massage:
Increases productivity and
morale; makes work literally less
of a "pain in the neck" - makes
everyone feel so good! Offered
at campus workplaces using a
special, portable massage chair.
Massage therapy in the workplace provides an opportunity to
soothe away the effects of
work-related stress. Time may
be shared. A great gift idea!
30 Minutes (#914328): S45
45 Minutes (#914329): S60
60 Minutes (#914330): S75
Table Massage
These massages arc done on a
specially-designed table in the
SRC Sports Medicine Office. A
variety of massage techniques
will be used. Generally 1-3 areas
of the body can be treated in a
30-minute session. A 60- or 90minuie session is appropriate for
either a full-body massage or
therapy geared toward a clients
problem areas.

The Gift of Massage:
A m.issage is a great gift anytime

of the year but especially for
occasions such as:
• Birthdays
• Anniversaries
• Graduations
• Valentines Day
• Secretaries Day
• Bosss Day
• Employee Appreciation
• Other Special Occasions
Note: The price cf the massage
you choose as a gift is determined by your affiliation, not the
affiliation of the recipient.

Techniques Used:
• Swedish Massage
• Neuromuscular Therapy
• Myofascial Release
• Shiatsu & Acupressure
• Sports r-.tassage
• Reflexology

For more infonnalion about
Massage, call 453-1263.

Certified Massage Staff:

I
PIIISH
December 7, 8 & 9
6 pm - Midnight
Student Recreation Center
Giveaways! Workout until midnight!

Betsy Bishop, L'IT, BS, NCThlB
William (Bill) Connell, LMT, MA
Sheryl Hinchcliff, LMT
Steve Horvath, LMT, NCThlB
Frances (Fran) Holly, UIT, RN,
MS

All of our therapists are licensed by
the city of Carbondale and are
members of the American Massage
Therapy Association.

5/M/E=SIUC Student/
SRC Member/Emeritus
U=SIU Affiliated
*The price of a massage includes
entry fee to the SRC.
.

Study areas!
Free Food & Beverages for all SIUC students!

)
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www.siu.edu/~oirs

(618) 536-5531
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t

outh Swim nms for two 5weck sessions at the
beginning and midpoint of
the semester. Class sizes arc
kept small to ensure low studentto-teacher ratios. \Ve offer three
class times: (.\) 9 am - 9:45 am,
(B) 10 am - 10:45 am, (C) II
am - 11 :45 am. Each time is
open to all levels. Ages listed arc
a recommendation only.
Children should be in levels
according to ability not age.
Registration is at the Student
Recreation Center lnfonnation
Center.
Late Registrations Arc Not
Accepted For Any Reason.

Y

Swim Lesson Levels
Infant-Parent (ages 6-36 mos.):
(#131001/132001):
An introduction for infant and
toddler age swimmers in th~
water.
Toddler (ages 3-5 yrs.)
(#131002/132002):
This is an acclimation class for
children \Vith no swimming
skills. It will help them become

r

r

SwiITI Lessons for Kids
comfortable in the \\'atcr and
with teacher instruction without
the aid of the parent.
Skills l ( 4-6 yrs.)
(#131003/132003): Helps students become cvmfortablc in
and safely enjoy the water.
Skills 2 (5-8 yrs.)
(#131004/132004): Aids children to achieve success with
fundamental water skills.
Skills 3 (6-9 yrs.)
(#131005/132005): Builds on
Skills 2 abilities by providing
guidance and practice.

Skills 4 (6-10 yrs.)
(#131006/132006): Intermediate
Strokes develops confidence in
the strokes learned previously
and impro\·es aquatic skills.
Skills 5 (7-12 yrs.)
(#131007/132007): Advanced
Strokes coordinates and refines
key strokes.

Skills 6 (8-18 yrs.)
(#131008/132008): Advanced
skills polishes strokes focusing
on case, efficiency, power, and
fluidity over greater distances.
Session 1: Registration:
August 5 - September 12
Program Dates:
Saturdays, Sept. 13 - Oct. 18
(except October 11)
Session 2: Registration:
October 13 - 24
Program Dates:
Saturdays, Oct. 25 - Dec. 6
(except November 22 &: 29)
Location: Pulliam Pool
U/C = S35*
Price: SIM = S30
Registration: SRC Information
Center

Family Swim Time (#133250)
Dates: Registration August 5
Section A: Sept. 16 - Dec. 2
(except November 25)
Day and Time: Tuesdays, 7:30 8:30 pm
Seclion B: Sept. 16 - Dec. 2
(except November 25)
Day and Time: Tuesdays, 8:30 9:30 pm
Section C: Sept. 19 - Dec. 5
(except November 28)
Day and Time: Fridays, 7:30 8:30 pm
Location: Pulliam Pool
Description: This open-swim
lime for children and their families is the perfect opportunity lo
practice swimming skills and
simply enjoy warm waler in a
safe environment. No instruction is offered but lifeguards are
provided.
Price: S35 per family
Registration: SRC Infonnation
Center
Min. Enrollment: 4 families
Max Per Section: 10 families

Recreation Prograins for Kids
Youth Aikido

Time: Wednesdays &: Fridays,

Ages: 7 - 15 years old

6:00 - 8:00 pm
\Vl1cre: Sign-in children at Room
158 each Wednesday and Friday
e\'Cning.
Desniption: \Ve will proYidc well
supervised, age-appropriate activities for your children while you
workout, swim, or study at the
Student Recreation Center.
Price: S/M=FREE! FREE! FREE!

Session A:(#123112/A) Beginning
When: Sept. 4 - Nov. 22
Time: Thurdays, 4:45 - 6:00 pm
&: Saturdays, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Session B:
(#123112/B) - Intermediate
(P1ior e:q1e1ie11ce necessmy.)
When: Sept. 2 - Nov. 22
Time: Tuesdays, 4:45 - 6:00 pm
&: Saturdays, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Where: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort the class to the Martial
Arts Room.
Desoiption: Aikido is a martial
art whereby the student develops
a strong body and a mind that is
calm and free of contentiousness.
It is a physical process with a
spiritual result. The actual practice of Aikido, correctly done, is
strenuous but not violent,
demanding but not rough. The
goal is smooth completion of
action with no sense of conflict
between partners.
Price: SIM=S70 U/C=SS0

Fencing I (#l2ll14A)

Age: 8 - 12 years old
When: Sept. 7 - Oct. 12
Time: Sundays, 3:00 - 4:00 pm

\V1icre: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the activity
area.
Desoiption: This program will
introduce classic foil fencing that
will develop hand-eye coordination, reflexes, poise and self-confidence. Foil fencing is an exciting sport with a focus on strategy,
athletics, fricnds and fun.
Price: .5&-1=$30 U/C=S40
Fencing II (#l21114B)

Ages: 8 - 14
Parents' Night In (#123301)
Ages: 3 - 12 years old

Wlicn: Sept. 3 - Nov. 14

www.siu.edu/~oirs

\V11e11: Oct. 19 - Nov. 16
Time: Sundays, 3:00 - 4:00 pm
Where: Meet in the SRC Alumni

(618) 536-5531
--- --,
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Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the activity
area.
Description: Previous fencing
experience needed. New skills
will build on previously learned
classic foil fencing techniques.
Enjoy this exciting sport and
work on reflexes. coordination
and confidence.
Price: Sflvi=S30
U/C=S40
Youth Pee ,vee Tennis
(#121156)
Ages: 4 - 6 years old
\Vlien: Sept. 6 - Oct. 11
Time: Saturdays, 11 :00 am Noon
Where: Meet at the L:lw School
Tennis Courts.
Desc1iptio11: This is a program
specifically designed for young
children to learn the basics of
tennis and to prepare them for
the next level. Join us for some
action on the courts!
Price: SIM=S38 U/C=S48

Youth Tennis (#121154)

Ages: 7 - 15 years old
\Vl1e11: Sept. 6 - Oct. 11
Time: Saturdays, Noon - 1:30 pm
\V)1ere: Meet at the L"lw School

Tennis Courts.
Dcsc1iptio11: Join us for some
action on the courts. Learn skills
such as serves, forehands, backhands and volleys for competiti011 or just for fun. Children will
be grouped according to skilI
level.
Price: S/M=S45 U/C=$55

---------=---
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Youth Dance Programs

Pre-Ballet (#123106/D)

Ages: 4 - 6 years old
When: Sept. 6 - Nov. 15
Time: Saturdays, 3:30 - 4:15 pm
Wl1ere: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: This class will
improve coordination, posture,
flexibility and concentration
skills by doing movement activities and beginning ballet routines
which will delight the young
dancers.
Price: S/M=S48 U/C=S58
NOTE: Parents may sit-in only
for the first 5-minutes of the first
session of Pre-Ballet.

Ballet I (#123106/A)

Ages: 5 - 9 years old
When: Sept. 6 - Nov. 15

Ballet Ill (#123106/C)

Pointe 1/11 (#123106/H)

Ages: 9 &: Above
Wl1en: Sept. 6 - Nov. 15

Ages: 13 &: above
When: Sept. 7 - Nov. 16

Time: Saturdays, 1:30 - 2:30 pm
Wl1ere: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instmctor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: Participants will further their development of ballet
technique. Vocabulary will be
expanded as it relates to center
floor allegro and pirouettes.
Previous dance experience recommended.
Price: S/M=S51 U/C=S61

Ti111e: Sundays, 4:00 - 5:00 pm
Where: Meet in the <;RC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: The study vr'Pointe
is a very special area of ballet
technique. Developing strength
and easy execution with exact
articulation will be the goal of
this class.
Price: S/rl.l=S51 U/C=S61

Teen Ballet 1/11 (#123106(1)
Ages: 13 &: above
\V11en: Sept. 7 - Nov. 16
Time: Sundays, 2:15 - 3:30 pm
\V11ere: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: This beginning/
intermediate class will begin with
classical barre exercises and
progress to center floor work
including basic combinations and
jumps. Stretches to improve
flexibility will also be included.
Price: S/M=S55 U/C=S65

Time: Saturdays, 11:00 am Noon
Wl1erc: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: Pre\·ious ballet or
dance experience is not necessary Ja::::/Modern (#123106/G)
for participation. Young dancers
Ages: 8 &: above
will learn ballet routines, which
When: Sept. 6 - Nov. 15
include barre exercises, cenu:r
Ti111e: Saturdays, 2:30 - 3:30 pm
work, corner work, stage details
W/1ere: Meet in the SRC Alumni
and french terminology.
Lounge. The instmctor will
Price: S/M=S51 U/C=S61
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Ballet II (#123106/B)
Descri11tion: Jazz and Modern
Ages: 7 &: Above
dance will be introduced and will
When: Sept. 6 - Nov. 15
develop students' rhythm, coordifime: Saturdays,
nation, gracefulness and flexibiliNoon - 1:00 pm
ty while they have fun.
Where: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Price: SIM=S51 U/C=S61
Lounge. The instructor will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Descri11tion: This technique class,
which includes barre, center,
allegro and more, will present the
fundamentals of classical ballet
emphasizing the joy of dance.
Price: SIM=S51 U/C=$61

www.siu.edu/~oirs

Beginning Tumbling and
Rhythmic Gymnastics
(#l2lll3)
Ages: 4 - 10 years old
\V11e11: Oct. 12 - Nov. 16
Ti111e: Sundays, 1:00 - 2:15 pm
\V11ere: Meet in the SRC Alumni
Lounge. The instrucwr will
escort participants to the Dance
Studio.
Description: This program will
introduce elemer tary tumbling
and sports acrobatic tricks
accompanied by music. This
class will improve agility, balance
and introduce rhythmic gymnastics with hoops and balls.
Price: S/M=S35 U/C=S45

Note: All dance classes
are open to both boys and
girls. Students tailing
intennediate classes are
encourngecl to register for
more than one class.

Regi.stratio11
will begin
August 4t1t.

(618) 536-5531

*The 10% Multiple
Program discount
applies to each
second child or
program of equal
or lesser value.

SIM = SIUC Student/
SRC Member
U/C = SIU Affiliated/
Community

All program dates and
times arc subject to change.
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W

elcome. The upcoming months arc going
lo be packed wilh
excitement as you begin your
education here al Somhcrn
Illinois University Carbondale.
You will meet new people, go
new places, and try new things.
Our staff at the Office of
lntramuml-Recrcational Sports
hopes that the Student
Recreation Center (SRC) will be
one of those new places you
explore. The SRC offers a large
variety of programs and services
for YOU. As an enrolled SIUC
student, you arc eligible to use
the facility and participate in its
programs. Your SRC fee has
already been included in your
Uni\'crsity fees when you
enrolled for classes. With the
exception of paying fees for certain programs. all you ha\'c to do
is come to the SRC •Jr any of its
facilities and have fun.
As the semester progrcssi:s, you will be busy and spend
less time recreating. Don't let
recreation and exercise become a

International Night al 1hc Rec:
Fridays, 6 - IO pm
• Scplember 26. 2003:
Badminlon Doubles
• October 10, 2003:
International Sports Exposition
• NO\·ember 7, 2003:
Basketball
• February 20, 2004:
Board Games Night
• March 26, 2004:
\'olleyball
• April 10. 2004:
Badminton Doubles

Upcoming Special Events &
Sporting Activities:
luxury. You will be n1ore successful in your studies if you take
time each day lo recreate.
Recreation can be any physical
,1ctivily that helps you to become
stronger, faster, or just to ha\'c
fun. This gi\'CS your mind time
to rest and prepare for homework
and classes. An equal balance of
school and recreation helps
relic\'c stress. So start now!
No matter what sport or
acti\'ity you're interested in, the
Student Recreation Center has

the right one for you! With
dozens of programs and activities, there is always something
to do. Look through the following list of activities and find
those that interest you and then
come in, show up, and start ha\'ing fun.
For more information on
International Student Recreation,
call Kathy Hollister at 435- 1267
or check om our website at:
www.siu.edu/-oirs

• August 28, 2003:
Int'! Picnic and Football Game
Campus Roat Dock 4:30 -6:30 pm
• Sept. 20 - Nn,·. 9, 2003:
lnterna1ional Soccer Cup
• November 15, 2003
ACU-1 fable Tennis 12:30pm

isabled Student Recreation
Staff available for assisl~.. :cc in
pool and locker room. Flotation
devices provided.

T

he Disabled Student
Recreation (DSR) program
sponsors recreational acti\·itics with modifications and
adaptations to meet the needs of
students with hearing, \'ision. or
mobility disabilities.

Instructional Programs
Individuali::cd Fitness
When: August 25 - December 5
This partner-assistance program
is free and will focus on cardiovascular Improvement, strength
and endurance, and physical conditioning. Cail 453-1266 lo signup for a workout partner.
Note: Program orientation meeting Monday, August 25, 7:00 pm,
SRC Alumni lounge.
Adapth·e Horseback Riding*
\Vl1cn: September TBA
Mondays, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
\Vl1ere: Boskydell Riding Stables
Come horse around with DSR in
an indoor riding hall. Get professional instruction on riding techniques. Assistants and transportation available.
./\.
Call453-1266 ~ _"\.
for more
~J _ 11
information
\.
* Fee Requirecl

ff'1/.

L~

U~

Wheelchair Tennis
By appointment only.
Lessons arc available for players
who wish to brush up on their
tennis game or learn the fun and
exciting sport of tennis. Call
453-1266 for more information.
Wheelchair Basketball
lly appointment only. Learn the
rules and strategy of the game
with the Rolling Saluki
Wheelchair Basketball Team.
Call 453-1266 for details.
Swimming
Wl1e11: Sepl. 5 - Dec. 5
Fridays, 3:00 - 5:CO pm
Where: Pulliam Pool
Make a splash in the water!
Specially-designed exercises and
equipment arc provided lo assist
individuals in strcngting muscles
and cardiovascular workouts.

www.s~u.edu/~oirs

Bowling & Billiards
Wiren: Sept. 4 - Dec. 4
Thursdays, 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Where: Student Center Bowling
Alley
Whether a beginner or :ilrcady
familiar with the sport, you'll
have a great time bowling with
us or playing pool! Adapted
equipment, instruction, and
league format provided.
D.A.\V.G.
(Discover Adventure
Wilderness Group)
DAWG is a group of adventuresome spirits who wish lo
enhance the quality of life for
people with and without disabilil1cs through implementation of
vocational opportunities, therapeutic recreation interventions,
and adventure-based programs.
Check us out for activilics such
as the Rend Lake Shooting
Classic, October l l, 2003 and
Ocoee White Water Rafting.

(618) 536-5531

Dig It!!!!
Join us in one of our newest \'Cllll1res - cuhi\'aling gardens! This
program is designed for anyone
with any level of ability, from the
beginner lo the experienced gardener. The how-lo's, approrriale
and adaptive tools, and an accessible location arc available for
participants who wish lo
enhance their creativity by gelling in tcuch with the natural
world. We'll design a garden
bed, take a trip lo a gardening
center, purchase plants, and
plant them. Beyond periodic
maintenance, all we need lo do
is watch our garden grow! Can
you Dig lt?

Private Swim Lessons
Days and Times: Scheduled on an
individual basis, lessons can be tailored to fit any swimming level. There
is a 1:1 or 1:2 instructor-to-student
ratio. Sessions are 30 minutes in
length.
Price:
Sfl.ti
Per session (#134203)
$15
5 session pass (#134204)
$60
Price:
U/C
Per session (#134203)
$17
5 session pass (#134204)
$75
Registration: SRC Information
Center
Adult Group Swim Lessons
(#131201) 8 l.cssons
Session A:
Days: Mondays and Wednesdays
Dates: September 15 - October 8
Times: 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Session B:
Days: Mondays and Wednesdays
Dates: October 27 - November 19

Times: 6:00 pm - 7:GJ pm
Location: Student Recreation Center
This program provides adults with
beginner-level swim instruction.
Classes are offered on an instructorto-student ratio or 1:7. The sessions
focus on fondamental skills to
increase comfort and confidence in
the water.
Price: SIM =$25 U/C =$30*
Registration: SRC Information
Center
Minimum Enrollment: 4
Swim for fitness (#131202)
Days and Time:
Mondays and Wednesdays,
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Dates:
Session A:
September 15 - October 8
Session B:
October 27 - November 19
Location: SRC Pool
This class wi!I teach the fondamen-

tals or swimming for fitness. These
skills will help you to enjoy the
water, to be safo, and to discover a
new exercise environment. You will
learn fitness rundamentals and
healthy lire-style alternatives. This
class will be formaued similarly to
competilive swim team practice sessions for adults.
Price:
SIM
U/C
S30
Session A or B S25
Both Sessioru: S40
$50
Registration: SRC Information
Center
Minimum Enrollment: 4
Women's S\\-imming (#124352)
Dates: September 13 - December 6
(except Oct 11, Nov. 22 & 29)
Day and Time:
Saturdays, 11:15 am-11:50 am
Location: Pulliam Pool
International women are enc•Juraged
to particip~tc in this class for women
only, ages 17 or older. Only fomale

Lifeguard Training
Lifeguard Training (#131151)
Lifeguard Training uses American
Red Cross course curriculum in
basic lifeguarding skills. Topics to
be covered include care for injuries,
illness, and medical emergencies.
Skills of water rescue will also be
taught emphasizing pool lifeguarding only. Lifeguard training classes
arc condu1.teci by American Red
Cross Lifeguard Instructors.
Course completion docs not guarantee employment.
Course Prerequisites:
"15 years of age
"500-yard swim including 200
yards of breast stroke and 200
yards of free style
*Swim out 20 yards, retrieve a 10-

+

Adult CPR (#133051)
Session A: Tuesday, Sept. 9
Session B: Wednesday, Oct. 8
Session C: Wedm;sday, Noy,J,
(You only need to attend one of the
above sessions.)
Timc: 6:00 pm-10:00 pm
Location: Student Recreation Center
Skills taught include rescue breathing, care for choking
victims, and adult CPR. Price
includes text, instruction,
and certification processing.
Price: $10 payable to SIUC at registration; $18 payable to American
Red Cross at the beginning of class;
$5 payable to Instructor the first dar
of class.
Minimum Enrollment: 4
CPR for The Professional Rescuer
(#13I051)
Session A: October 14 & 16
Tuesday & Thursday,
6:00 pm-10:00 pm
Student Recreation Center

pound brick from 7-foot depth and
swim back with the brick.
Days and Time:
September 30 - November 20
Tuesdays and Thursdays
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Location: SRC Pool
Price: S90 $20 payable to SIUC at
registration $45 payable to American
Red Cross the first night of class.
$25 payable to the instructor the
first day of class. Price includes
instruction, texts, and certification
processing.
Registration: SRC Information
Center
Minimum Enrollment: 6
Lifeguard Training Supervisor:
Erin McGuire 453-1276

lifeguards will be present The beeinner-level class focuses on fundamen- ·
ta! skills to increase comfort and
confidence in the water. Advance registration ree required at the SRC
Information Center.
Prices: SIMIE= SIS U/C= $20
Swim Lesson Supervisor:
Jessi Lawson 453-1276

S = SIUC Studait
M = SRC Manber
E= Emeritus

U = SIU Afflliattd
C=Community

• = SIU Affiliated & Community Fees
include the entry fee into the
Student Recreation Center

SCUBA
Scuba Divirg (# 131101)
Session A: August 21 - September
29 (except September 2)
Session B:
October 9 - November 13
Days and Time:
Mondays & Thursdays,
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Location: SRC Pool
This course consists of 10 evening
sessions of alternating classroom

work and in-water SCUBA equipment work. Students will achieve
four open-water dives and will be
issued a certification card upon satisfactory c.:impletion of the class.
Price: $275 (see below)
$50 payable to SIUC at registration
$225 payable to the instructor the
first night of class.
Registration: SRC Information
Center
Minimum Enrollment: 4

CPR & Forst Aid Training
Session B: Saturda}; Nov. 15
Noon-8:00 pm
Stud::nt Recreation Center
(You only need to attend one of the
above sessions.)
This class teaches participants the
skills for adult, child, and infant
CPR, CPR with two rescuers, care
for choking victims, and rescue
breathing. Price includes text,
instruction, and certification processing.
Price: S!0 payable to SIUC at registration; $17 payable to American
Red Cross at the beginning of class;
$10 payable to Instructor the first
day of class.
Minimum Enrollment: 5
Community First Aid &: Safety
(#131052)
Date: Sunday, November 9
Time: Noon - 8:00 pm
Location: Student Recreation Center
This class teaches participants the
!.kills for adult, child &: infant CPR,

www.siu.edu/-oirs

care for choking victims, rescue
breathing, and First Aid techniques.
Price includes text, instruction, and
certification processing.
Price: $10 payable to SIUC at registration; $18 payable to American
Red Cross at the beginning of class;
$10 payable to Instructor the first
day of class.
Minimum Enrollment: 5
First Aid Basics (#131053)

Date: Tuesday, October 28

Time: 6:00 pm-10:00 pm
Location: Student J.ccreation Center
This class teaches participants how
to contr.il bleeding, splinting
injuries, caring for sudden illness,
and treating bums.
Price: $10 payable to SlUC at registntion; $22 payable to
Americ:m Red Cross at the beginning of class; $5 payable to
Instructor the first day of class.
.Minimum Enrollment: 4

(618) 536-5531

All CPR and First Aid classes offered
through the Office of IntramuralRecreational SpJrts are taught by
American Red Cross Certified
Instructors. The classes are offered"
in conjunction with the Little Egypt
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Registration fees arc paid at the
Information Center on the upper
level of the SRC. Certification cards
,vill be mailed to particip:mts who
have successfully completed the
certification process.
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A

ny student who has a great
love for "alternative" sports
such as fencing, badminton, or
a d,~sire for healthy competition,
should get involved in an OIRS
sport club. Sport clubs at SIUC
offer students the chance to
participate in an extracurricular
activity and further an interest
that may not have been offered
in their particular high school.
The diverse types of sports
offered range from team sports
such as lacrosse, rugby, and
water polo to individual
activities such as fencing.
Aikido, judo, and racquetball.
Some sport clubs have
separate men's and women's
teams, while others are coed.
Each club meets at different
times during the week to
practice and many compete in
tournaments with other
universities. These tournaments
allow members of a
club to travel, meet studer;ts
and clubs from other schools
with similar interests, and
participate in friendly sports
competition.
Sports are a great means of
relieving stress and afford
students the chance to develop
a feeling of belonging and team
spirit. Through opportunities
such as the OIRS sport clubs,
the obstacle of finding new
friends and developing
a sens3 of belonr,;ng in a
sea of unknown faces is often
lessened if not resolved. The ·
pleasure and entertainment
derived from sport participation
can do woncers for the bodv
and soul.
•
Here is a list of the different
sport clubs at SIUC and a brief
description of each one. If you
want to get involved with a
current sport club, need more
information, or would like to
start a new spJrt club that is not
ottered, then call 453-1376.

~
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Aikido Club
has been active at SIUC for
thirteen years and welcomes all i
nterested participants of any skill
level. Aikido is a modern
Japanese martial art which stresses noncontact and fluidity of
motion while performing.

meets twice a week (Friday
evening and Sunday afternoons,
usually on Court 1) for informal
play. All levels of players participate, from beginner to advanced.
both male and female. Nets and
shuttles are provided.
Tournaments are held a few tim~s
a year for those interested.

Kenda Club
provides the opportunity to
expand your cultural horizons and
go beyond traditional sports. This
Japanese style of fencing teaches
you to move faster and think
quicker.

Kung
Equestrian Club

Ballroom

Dance Club
is looking for those who want to
learn the grace and social aspeGts
of ballroom dance. Members will
compete at dance events with
many other Illinois universities
and host competitions on the
SIUC campus.

promises a great horseback
adventure wiiile you le:irn the fundamentals of riding or developing
your skills. Members of the club
can compete through an affiliate
of the Inter-collegiate Horse Show
Association in a schedule of
shows.

Fu Club
meets in the Martial Arts 8oom in
the Student Recreation Center.
The group meets on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays from 68 pm. The club practices the traditional Chinese Martial Art of Chow
Gar Southern Praying Mantis.

Fencing Club

Baseball Club
brings the All-American pastime to
SLUC. Players of any skill level
are invited to come cut and
compete against other universities
across tha Midwest while having
fun.

focuses on teaching sportsr.,anship and fostering skills in this
exciting and civilized sport. The
club will travel to St. Louis
throughout the year to compete • ·'
and host an event in the spring.
lnstrnction is offered to members
and practice is held weekly
Semester dues includes ac~ess to

Lacrosse Club
guarantees all members will never
be bored wli;le participating in this
fast-paced field sport. The club
-travels to Midwest tournaments
a nd ~?m~ete~ a_gainst othe_r univers1t1es m llhno1s. No p_rev1ou~
knowledge of the sport 1s required
and all males at SIUC can join.

equipment and lessons.

The Paintball Club is
now forming. If interested, call
453-1376 for more information.

Sport Clubs
welcome all new
"" students regardless
'<II
of their experie,1ce
or skill level!

Cycling Club
offers a great outlet for those who
enjoy both street and mountain
biking. Members travel and
compete throughout the Midwest
and the only requirement is that
you have a bike.

Canoe and
Kayak Club
wm teach you to successfully
maneuver down a river and lake
and expose you to the exquisite,
natural be::.iuty throughout the
region. Practices are held weel<ly
in the Rec Center Pool and membership is open to anyone.

www.siu.edu/~oirs

Outdoor
Adventure
Club
utilizes the Shotokan style of
Karate '=!mphasizing self defens•a,
physical, emotional, and mental
fitness. This club is open to anyone who is interested in learning
Karate.

(618) 536-5531

offers the opportunity to
experience the exquisite natural
areas of southern Illinois.
Activities include, climbing, biking,
~amping, and hiking. Membership
1s open to all and some equipment will be supplied.
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Water
Ski Club
Triathlon Club
offers the ultimate in physical fitness competition. Their focus is
on training in running, swimming,
and biking. Members will travel
to other areas for competitions
and interact with others who
enjoy this sport. All skill levels are
welcome.

Racquetball Club

Soccer Club

practices this popular sport which
is an ideal activity to enhance
your fitness level and coo;dination. The club competes in
leagues and tournaments and
works to improve individual skills.

is dedicated to the development
and advancement of the skills
necessary to excel in competition.
Teams compete against regional
universities and offer the chance
to be a player in this thriving international sport.

invites everyone
to participate in their slalom, trick,
and ramp events. No skills are
required and lessons are taught
by professional instructors on
Crab Orchard Lake east of
Carbondale.

Weightlifting Club
Ultimate
Frisbee Club

prepares members for the riding
and roping competiticns that are
becoming increasingly popular at
the collegiate level. Experience
this thrilling sport by joining this
affiliate of the National Collegiate
Rodeo Association, and show off
your skills at the many collegiate
rodeos across the region.

SIU

ensures you will be fascinc1ted
when playing this energetic and
unique sport involving the aspects
of football and soccer. Come out
and learn with others while getting a great physical workout.

Officials
Club
If you are new to sports officiating
or a seasoned pro, join the club
that can help you expand your
skills and make extra income for
yourself.

University
Martial Arts Club

:,~l,
Roller

.

~;~~~r

Hockey Club
is the largest sport club at SIUC
and otters opportunities for all
levels of play, including travel.
Skating skills are necessary and
the club invites women to join.

SIU
Sailing Club
exposes stuC:::nts to the sport of
sailing and teaches the various
skills needed to sail. Club members will have the opportunity to
participate in regattas, sailing and
camping trips, sailing clinics, and
boating safety lessons. Meetings
are held on a weekly basis.

welcomes anyone who wants. to
explore the vast world of martial
arts. The prima:y focus of the
club is the Gracie Jiu Jitsu disci·
pline originated in Brazil and
practicing street fighting concepts.

Rugby Club
Table

Tennis Club
invites all students and faculty at
an intermediate and advanced
level to travel to tournaments and
play against other club members.
This challenging recreational
activity will sharpen eye-hand
coordination and reflex skills.

wwN.siu.edu/-oirs

Windsurfing Club
enjoys the sun and beauty of the
spectacular local waterways and
develops skills to successfully
compete in this exciting sport. No
previous experience is necessary,
only a desire to learn and have
fun.

Yoga Club
Volleyb~II Club

'f you love to compete or just
want to play, this is a great dub
for you.

competes in the fast paced,
physical sport combining both
football and soccer skills and
offers a challenge to all athletic
types. Both men and women
teame travel to and host numerous tournaments and matches
throughout the year. No skill or
knowledge of the sport is
required to join the club.

offers the opportunity to meet and
interact with others who enjoy
weight training. The club hosts an
annual body building show,
speakers, seminars, and power
lifting. Membership is open to
anyone.

Water·
Polo.Club
concentrates on improving power,
speed, and ball handling skills
required for this coed aquatic
sport. Practice is held in the SRC
natatorium and competitions 'are
nttended throughout the Midw,3st.

(618) 5_36-5531

provides an outlet to explore
meditation, yoga postures, and
massage. The club participates in
short group talks after each
meeting and hosts a vegetable
dinner every Friday night. Relax
and enjoy the benefits Ctf yoga by
joining this organization today.
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Middle Eastern Dance
(Beginning) #111108
1r you arc looking to add a new
dimension to your li£e, learn the
basics or belly dancing. It is a
great way to reduce stress,
increase flexibility/coordination,
and center yourse1£ on a personal
level. Exercise, relax, and have
£un at the same time. No previous dance experience necessary.
Times: Sept 2 - Nov. 11
Tuesdays, 5:00 - 6:30 pm
Location: Room 158
Prices: S/M/E = $26 U/C =$43*
Min: 11
Max: 25
Instructor: Tedi Thomas
(Continuing) #111104
Beyond the basics - moving into
the heart or Middle Eastern
dance - improvisation. Topics to
be covered in this course include:
basic rythms used in Middle
Eastern music; movement layering techniques; and phrasing
between the dance and the:
music. Beginning ME dance recommended or consent of instructor.
Times: Sept. 4 - Nov. 13
Thursdays, 6:00 - 7:30 pm
Location: Room 158
Prices: S/M/E = $26 U/C = $43*
Min: 11
Max: 25
Instructor: Tedi Thomas

Swing Dance
(Beginning) #111109
You've seen it and liked it and
wished you could do it, too. Now
you can. I£ you want to learn
how to do this exciting and £un
dance with all the spins and
turns, this is your chance. Sign
up today and join us in the run.
Section A: Sept. 10 - Oct. 1
Wednesdays, 8:00 - 9:30 pm
Section B: Oct. 15 - Nov. 19
Wednesdays, 8:00 - 9:00 pm
Location: Dance Studio

Purchase 2 sections, receive a 10%
discount.
SfM/E

=$41

U/C =$72*

S/M/E = $23
U/C = $40*
Min: 8
Mm:: 20
Instructor: Areerat King

Modern Dance (#111107)
This class combines basic ballet
techniques and creative movement into a unique form or
dance and expression. It will
also provide stretching to relieve
tension and stress and help you
work up a sweat. Most or ~u. it's
a fun way to exercise.
Section A: Aug. 27 - Oct. 1
Wednesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Section B: Oct. 15 - Nov. 19
Wednesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: SRC Dance Studio

(Advanced) #111112
Get more excitement out or li£e.
Check out our intermediate/
advanced swing. The same great
dance, the same great £un, only
with different steps and moves.
You ,vill also learn stylistic turns,
dips, kicks, and much, much
more.
Date: Oct. 15 - Nov. 19

S/M/E =S23 U/C =$40*
Both Sections:
S/M/E = S41 U/C = $72*
Purchase both sections, receive a
10% discount.
NOTE: For both beginning students and those familiar with
modem dance.
Min.: 8
Max.: 20
Instructor: Barbara Niechciol

Prices:

Times:
Wednesdays, 9:00 - 10:00 pm
Location: Dance Studio
Price:
S/M/E = S23 U/C = $40*
Min: 10
Max: 20

Instructor: Areerat King

Your Student Rec Center
is expanding.

Prices:

Ballet (#111101)
Dance is the most enjoyable way
to develop flexibility, strength,
balance, and grace. Learn the
fundamentals of ballet which
help to develop se1£-confidence,
posture, and body-awareness
while serving as a foundation to
all other forms of dance.
~eclion A: Aug. 25 - Oct. 6,
Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Exception date: September 9
Section B: Oct. 13 - No••. 17,
Mondays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: SRC Dance Studio
Prices:

S/M/E = S23 U/C = S40*
Min: 8
Max: 20
Both Sections:
S/M/E = $41 U/C = S72*
Purdtase both sections, receive a

Jaz:::: #111105
This class teaches techniques on
leaps, spins, and flows of movement. This class is great for both
beginning and continuing students. It is great exercise and
will improve flexibility. So come
JAZZ up your li£el !
Section A: Aug. 26 - Sept. 30
Tuesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Section B: Oct. 14 - Nov. 18
Tuesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: Dance Studio

Prices:
S/M/E = $23

U/C = S40
Min: 8
Max: 25
Instructor: Barbara Niechciol
S/M/E= $41 U/C= $72*
Purchase 2 sections, receive a
l 0% discount.

Hip Hop #111113
Get in touch with your rhythmic
being. Come in and explore our
hip hop dance. No longer will
you have to stand on ~he side
lines while your friends have all
the fun. Surprise them with
some sultry dance moves.
Express yoursdf!
Section A: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Thursdays, 8:30 - 9:30 pm
Section B: Oct. 16 - Nov. 20
Thursday, 8:30 - 9:30 pm
Location: Aerobics Room

Prices:
S/M/E

=$23

U/C

=$40*

Both Sections:
S/M/E = $41
U/C = S72*
Purchase botlt sections, receive a
l 0% ,liscount.
Min: 8
Max: 20
Instructor: Jacob Fraedrich

* Price includes entrance f ce
into the SRC

10% discount.
NOTE: For both beginning students and those familiar with ballet.
Instnictor: Barbara Nicchciol

The nNEW .. ~ t l : Shop is youi- loqtion foiathletic gear anq supplies.

R

RUSSKLL

~THJ-ETic•

The Rec Sport Shop ... Wc'tc sporting your
ptoh:sslonal eqge.

S/M/E = SIUC Student/SRC Member/Emeritus
U/C = SIU Affiliated/Community
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Is a Personal Trainer For You?
Q. Do you have trouble showing
up three ur four limes a week to
CXCi,.lSc?

Q. Arc you uncertain how lo use
all the equipment or which
equipment is right for you?

Q. Do you sometimes feel you
arc just "going through the
motions" and not achieving the
results you want?

A Trainer For faery Bocly!
Personalize your workout with
one-on-one fitness training. Let
one of our personal trainers
introduce you to personal training and the benefits you'll experience. We stress client health
improvement and fun through
education, activity, nutrition, fitness assessments, and exercise
program tracking. This service is
ongoing and only available by
appointment so call now!

Q. Have you reached a plateau in
your progress?
Q. Is it difficuh

self 10

Weight Managr.ment
Sport Specific Training

motivate yourtry harder each time?
10

Q. Do you need more guidance

to get the most from your exercise program?

If you answere,1 "yes" to any of
these ,111estions, you may 11eecl
" personal trainer.

Why Hire a Personal Trainer?
• Achieve faster results
• Challenging workouts
• Fun
• Improve self image
• Increase bone density
• Increase strength
• Learn proper progression
• Motivation
• Reduce body fat
• Reduce coronary risk
• Reverse aging process
• Performance enhancement
• Weight resistance training

Wlwt is a Personal Traim:r?
A qualified personal trainer is
someone who has the expertise,
educational background and
diagnostic know-how lo design
an individualized exercise
program for a particular person.

Arc you looking to improve balance, coordination, speed,
strength, endurance, and flexibility? Om personal trainers specialize in performance enhancement fur numerous recreational
activities, including tennis, golf,
swimming, basketball, running
and cycling.

Whether you want to lose body
fat, change your shape, gain
energy, or simply look and feel
beucr, our personal trainers can
assist you in creating positive
long-term strategics for weight
management.

About Our Trainers ...
Our trainers arc qualified with
credentials ranging from university degrees to certifications from
accredited health/fitness associations. ~lalc and female trainers
arc av:,ilablc. Our trainers have
diffcrent speciahics such as:
• Sport Specific Training: cycling,
running, swimming, golf, tennis
and basketball.
• Special Participants: persons
with disabilities, overweight,
medical concerns with physician
release, pregnancy, pre- and postpartum, new exerciser. and
post rehab fitness
• Healtltlfitncss: water exercise,
plyomctrics, fitness assessment,
biomcchanics, office training,
travel training, and advanced
, training

PRICES OF PERSONAL TRAINING PACKAGES:

Package:

I

# of
Sessions:
3

S/M/E

U/C

S68*
$56
S121 *
2
S97
6
S230*
S182
3
12
S324*
S252
4
18
S408*
24
S312
5
*lncluclcs rntrv into the Student Recreation Center
Each personal tr;ining package expires 4 months from
the date of purchase.
Note: If you arc not a SIUC student or member of the SRC, a S2
deposit (which will be refunded on day of use only) will be required
to use the Student Recreation Center.

#914253
:t9}42j ~
#914255
:::914256
#914257

S/M/E = SIUC Students/SRC Members/Emeritus
U/C = SIU Affiliated/Community

How to Get Started:
Fitness Assessment
Step 1: Before hiring a personal
trainer it is recommended, not
required, that you complete a fitness assessment. These arc free
to SIUC students and SRC members at the SRC Sports Medicine
Office. Call 453-1292 to make
an appointment.

Nutrition Consultation
Step 2: It is also recommended,
not required, that you have a
nutrition consultation. These arc
free to SIUC students by the
SIUC Wellness Center. Call 5364441 for more information. If
you arc not a SIUC student,
please make arrangements by
calling 453-1263.
There is an additional charge of
S10 for this assessment.

www.siu.edu/~oirs

Personal Training PacketStep 3: After purchasing your
desired Personal Training package, a complete Personal Training
Packet will be provided for you.
This packet will colllain all necessary paperwork and instructicns. If you have further questions regarding our PT program,
you may contact our office at
453-1263 or-¼53-1275. Thank
you.
Refund Policy:
Refund-; on personal training
packa~cs will be given only for
mcdic.11 emergencies or extenuating circ11mstanccs. There will be
a 25% cancellation fee. Packages
expire 4 months from the date of
purchase. Our office will accommodate requests for a change of
trainer during this time.

(618) 536-5531

One-Hour Fitness
Consultation #914252
A one-on-one (1 hour) orientation for those who want to learn
the correct and proper techniques (seal adjustments, body
position, use and setup of
machines and a review of the
muscle group applications) for
using the \\'eight training
machines in the SRC Fitness
Forum and/or the exercise equipment in the SRC. Call 453-1263
for an appointment.
Prices: ~VE= S18 U/C = S22*
*Includes entry into the SRC
Canccling!rcschedming
appointments:
To cancel and/or reschedule an
appointment, please respect the
personal trainer by calling them
directly or notifying our office al
(618) 453-1263 at least 24 hours
in advance. Missed appointments
without this notice will be count•
ed as a session.
How To Register for Personal
Training: Call 453-1263 OR
453-1272 or stop by the Student
Recreation Center Information
Desk.
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Package of 3 one-hour lessons
(#111457)
Section A:
Private: S~I/E=S62 U/C=S67*
Section B:
Semi-Priv:llc: S~I/E/U/C=S-+ 1
each person*
lns1111ctors: "Fog"' Gilbert, Larry
Geer, & lkth Boardman
Not,:: Gro111' Rates arc also cn·ailab/,:. Picas!' wll -15.3-1263 .for

more i11.fo111w1io11.

Tennis - Privatc/Semi-Prh-ate
lessons: Indoor &.: Outdoor
Private lessons arc available
when convenient for you. Work
one-on-one with one of our
instructors to learn new skills or
receive a training tune-up.
Vates: Ongoing
Time: By appointment only
Location: SRC Indoor Tennis
Court or University Courts
Prices: 1-Hr. Lessons (#914454)
Section A:
Private: S/M/E=S23 U/C=S25*
Section B:
Semi-Private: S/tvl/E/ll/C=S15
each person*

Tennis - Co-Ed Instruction/
Play: (t:914455)
Dates: Ongoing until Oct. 15
Section A: lntcn11cdiate:
Mondays, 5:00 - 6:00 pm
Section B: Beginner:
Mondays, 6:00 - 7:00 pm
Section C: l111ermedia1e:
Wednesdays, 5:00 - 6:00 pm
Section D: Beginner:
Wednesdays, 6:00 - 7:00 pm
Location: University Tennis
Courts 11 & 12
Rain Location: SRC Ct. #7
Price: S5 per session, pay for
one session at a time or as
many as you want.
Our instructors will work in a
group setting with students of
the same skill level.
**** Beginners will emphasize
stroke development and the
basic rules of the game.

**** Intermediate will focus on
court positioning, footwork
drill, serve and return-of-serve,
volleys, and basic strategy.
l11st111ctor: Larry Geer
Racquetball Drill Sessions:
Do you want to impm\'c your racc1uetlwll game? We offer training
sessions on specific racquetball
skills. Pick any two skills: forehand, backhand, ceiling shot,
pinch shot, court position, drive
serve, lob sen-r, and Z serve.
Learn the basics of racquetball
or improve your current game.
Sign up alone or with a friend!
Dates: Ongoing
Time: By appointn,. nt only.
Location: SRC Racquetball Crts.
Prices: One-Hour Lessons
(#914401)
Section A:
Private: Sltv11E=Sl8 U/C=Sl8*
Section B:
Semi-Private: S~I/E=Sl3 each
person* U/C=Sl3 each person
J11s1rnc1or: Carol Bastien

T

-

About the Instructor
Mr. Jihad Baker has been
involved in some form of boxing
for the last 10 years. Coaching

*Special thru Sept. 12 ...
Buy 3 lessons
get 10% off
S/MIE=SIUC Student/SRC
Member/Emeritus
U/C=SIU Affiliated/Community

~Thai Box

since 1991, he is a certified persor.al trainer with Aerobic
Pipeline and a registered coach
with USA Boxing. Mr. Baker
has also competed in national
tournaments, having won the
Golden Gloves Tournament in
St. Louis in 1999. He stresses
!earning the art of elusiveness
(the ability not t::i gc~ hit),:,~
opposed to concentrating on
hittin:5.
Bm;:ng Training #111501
Sectlon A: Aug. 27 - Oct. 8
Times: MW. 6:00 - 8:00 pm
(exception elate: September l)
Section B: Sept. 2 - Oct. 9
T:a1es: TTh, 2:00 - 4:00 pm
Section C: Oct. 13 - Nov. 19
Times: MW, 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Section D: Oct. 14 - Nov. 20
Times: TTh, 2:00 - 4:00 pm
Prices: SIMIE=$73 U/C=S90*
Location: Martial Arts Room
Min.: 10
Max.: 3
Note: Hand wraps are rrquired.
Available in class for $4/pair.

www.siu.edu/~oirs

Section B: Sept. 18- Oct. 9
Thursdays, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
An opportunity to learn the
basics of racquetball and/or
improve your current game. Join
other women each week or
attend when you can. lnstru,:t.ion
will take place from 9:-+5 - 10:-+5
am or 7:30- 8:30 pm.
l\lin.: 10 ~tax.: 20
l11st111ctor: Carol Bastien

Women's Racquetball
Instruction/l'lay (# 111402)
location: SRC Racquetball
Courts 11, 12, 13
Prices: SIM = S33 U/C = $50*
Section A: Sept. 16 - Oct. 7
Tuesdays, 9:30-11 :30 am

Boxing Training
his program will emphasize using the "boxer's
workout" to get in the
best shape of your life. The henefits include an increased sense
of confidence and over-all fitness, while teaching you some
form of self defense.
Participants will learn the basics
of boxing: stances, punches,
defenses, and strategics. As you
become more familiar and comfortable with these skills, controllt:d sparring sessions, in
which two individuals simulate
::m actual boxing match, ,viii be
held. Headgtar and mouthpieces will be used and the
intent is to practice what you
have learned in an acmal boxing
situation. Some equipment is
provided but hand wraps are
required and your own bag
gloves are recommended.

rts

(618} 536-5531

hai box is a class that utilizes the Eastern fighting
style of ~luay Thai
Kickboxing to achieve a full hotly
workout. Participants will utilize
punching bags, wraps, gloves,
and ropes while developing physical strength, endurance and confidence. It is a great way to relieve
stress, improve muscle Lone, and
bum calorics.
Thai Box #l l 1004
Section A: Sept. 3 - Oct. 8
Times: M\V, 8:00 - 9:00 pm
Section B: Oct. 13 - Nov. 19
Times: M\V, 8:00 - 9:00 pm
Prices: 5nv11E=S28 U/C=S45*
Location: Martial Arts Room

T

Min.: 8

Max.: 12

Note: Hand wraps arc required.
Available in class for $4/pair.
S/M/F.= SIUC Student/SRC
Member/Emeritus
U/C::: SIU. Affiliated/
Community

*Includes entry fee into the Student
Recreation Center
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T'ai Chi System Programs
lnstrnctcd by:
Master Han - Chao Hwang
T'ai Chi Relaxation #111205
A Moving Meditation
This program is for both Beginning
and Continuing students.
• Gener-JI Chinese exercise; reduces
s1ress
* Safe, 11a1ural & pro\'cn (2000+ years
old)
• Reduces weight & promo1cs wellness
• Increases flexibility, strength, balance
& endurance
* Relards aging & increases longe\'ity
* Excellent cross-training benefics for
athle1es
• lmpro\'cS mind-body coordination
• Lowers high blood pressure and
promoles cardio\·a~ular fitness
• St•itable for all age:;!

Section A: Sept. 2 - Oct. 7
Tuesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: Room 158
Section B: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Thursdays, 4:30 - 5:30 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #3
Section C: Oct. 14 - Nov. 18
Tuesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

Location: Room 158
Section D: Oct. 16 - Nov. 20
Thur5days, 4:30 - 5:30 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #3
Min.: 10
Max.: 30
Note: Master Han teaches relaxation from the text "The
Complete Book of Tai Chi" by
Stewart Mcfarlane (in this book
the 105 postures of Yang form of
Tai Chi have been modified into
a simplified form of 37 postures.
Chen Man Ching created this
simplified form).

T'ai Chi Self-Defense #111207
Tltis program is for both Beginning
and Continuing students.
• Learn how to defeat your assailant
wi1hout c\'cr touching them!
• Safe & no risk of injury
• Suitable for all ages (especially
appropriate for women)
* Taught in a nonviolent maner

Section A: Sept. 2 - Oct. 7
Tuesdays, 5:30 - 6:30 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #3
Section B: Oct. 16 - Nov. 20

Kung-Fu

A

n ancient' form of manial

Adult Program

arts that incorporates an
effective self-defcnsc regimen with an clement of artistic
expression. Kung-Fu is an excellent coordination builder that
tntl}' focuses on self discipline,
self-respect, and respect of others. Though competitive opportunities arc available, Kung-Fu
focuses more on individual
development. Both beginners
and advanced students arc welcome. If a student is physically
limited in any way, the instructor
will do his best to accommodate
them by modifying techniques.
Traditionally, there is no color
belt system, but Mr. Davis has
developed a color belt system for
his own students to accommodate the American mindset in
regards to Martial Arts.

This program is for both
Beginning and Continuing students.
Section A: 111352A
August 27 - October 8
(exception date - Sept. 1)
Mondays &: Wednesdays,
7:30 - 8:45 pm
Section B: 111352B
October 13 - November 19
Mondays &: Wednesdays,
7:30 - 8:45 pm
Location: SRC Aerobics Room
Instmctor: Marty Da\·is
/\fin.: 13
Met\:.: 30
Price: One Section:
S/MIE=S30
U/C=S4 7*
Both Sections:
S/MIE=S54
U/C=S86*
Wl1en you purdiase botlt sections,
you get a 10% discount.
*Includes entry fee into the SRC.

About tlic Instructor:

call -f53-1263

For more i11fonnatio11,
Mr. L-lrry M. Davis began his
Martial Arts training in 1977
and began his training in White
Tiger King-Fu in 1990. He is
currently ranked as a 'third level'
or 'Golden Dragon'
instructor/student and has
taught continuously in this community since 1994, The inslructor maintains a strict but fiicndly
classroom atmosphere while
stressing safcty, passing on this
traditional style, ' :.1t avoiding the
injurious training methods often
employed in tradhional martial
art systems;

Thursdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: SRC Dance Studio
Min.: 10
Max.: 30

T'ai Chi Sword #111208

Tl1is program is for both Beginning
and Continuing students.
• Learn this Chin~e art of fencing
• Many menial & physical benefics
* '.._~reascs mind-body coordination
* Iloth fun and productive!

Section A: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Thursdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Location: SRC Dance Studio
Section B: Oct. 14 - Nov. 18
Tuesdays, 5:30 - 6:30 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #3

Min.: 4

Met"<.: 12

Chinese Foot Massage #111202
* Finds & treat ailmencs by massaging
the corresponding reflex-zones in the
feel
* Increases the body's nalural healing
powers
• Speeds nutriencs to affected areas
• Techniques will serve you throughout
your lifetime

Oct. 28 - Nov. 18
Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:30 pm
Location: SRC Alumni
Conference Room
Min.: 10
Metx.: 20

Chi Power #111201

This program is Jor both Beginning
and Continuing stuclents.
Focus is on particular parts of
the body as requested.
* Uses "postn.11al Chi" to ignile "innate
Chi" to flow (Chi= mo-energy)
* Pro'llotes relaxa1ion & beneficial
abdomir.al breathing techniques
• lncrenses natural healing process;
good for health & menial awareness!

Adapted T'ai Chi
* Tai Chi can he adapted to fie the
need.,, of individu.-:!!' wilh disabili
tic::
* AssislS 1he rehabilitatbn process
• Increases streng1h and endurance
• Enhances health and functioning

To discuss a program to fit your
needs call 453-1272.

About The Instrnctor
Han-Choa Hwang
Master Han C. Hwang is a high
level Tai Chi Master with fortyfive years of experience in the
practice of Tai Chi. He was formerly the director and coach at
the Tai Chi Association of
Taiwan; Since 1987, Master Han
has been teaching Tai Chi classes at Southern Illinois Uni·,ersity
Carbondale and private classes in
the Carbondale area. Master Han
is known as an excellent teacher
who is very good with beginning
students as well as with those
more advanced. He teaches Tai
Chi System Programs including:
Rebxation, Self Defense, Sword,
Chi Power (Qigong), Chinl.JeFuot Massage, and adapted Tai
Chi. Master Han is also trained
in Chinese Acupuncture. He
teaches students how to control
their Chi energy and send it
thro11gh the acupuncture meridians creating a balanced condition
that can make us live a healthier,
strong::i, and longer life.

\V11c11: Sept. 4 - Oct. 9
Thursdays, 5:45 - 6:45 pm
Location: Racquetball Court #3
Min.: 10
Met\:.: 30

Prices:
Tai Chi Relaxation
Chi Power
Tai Chi Self-Defense

S/M/E

U/C

S22
S22
S22

$39*
S39*
S39*

Register for any two of tl1c abo\'e classes and receil'c a 1o·r, discount.
(May be 2 sessions of the same class or a combination.)

Discounted Prices (-10%):

S40

S70*

Tai Chi Sword
Chinese Foot Massage

S31
S22

S48*
S39*

?IMIE = SIUC Student/SRC Member/Emeritus
U/C = SIU An1liated/Community

*Includes e11t1y into the SRC
For more infonnatiim call
Instrnctioncil Prog,'rams at 453-1263.

WW\N.siu.edu/~oirs.

(618) 535.553·1
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Fall 2003 Fitness Schedule
,.

Times

Monday

6:30 am7:15 am
Noon
12:45 pm

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Early Bird
Weight Training
(AR)

Early Bird
Cardio Crunch
(AR)

Early Bird
Weight Training
(AR)

Cardio Lunch
(AR)

Cardio Lunch
(AR)

Sunday

Friday

Cardio Lunch
(AR)
In the Deep
(DW)

2:00 pm3:00 pm
5:00 pm5:30 pm
5:00 pm6:00 pm

H2O Challenge
(NA)

H2O Challenge
(NA)

5:00 pm6:00 pm

Weight Training
(AR)

Weight Training
(AR)

5:00 ptn6:00 pm

Awesome Intervals
(AA)

Team Training
(AA)

5:15 pm6:00 pm

•Ride Strong
(RCS)

•Road Rally
(RCS)

Great Balls of Fire
(AR)

6:00 pm7:00 pm

Kickboxing
(AA)

Kickboxing
(AA)

6:00 pm7:00 pm

Tour De Fitness
(RCS)

Tour De Fitness
(RCB)

6:00 pm7:00 pm

Bring it on
(AR)

In the Deep
(DWNort'i)

Step-N-Jab

Step-N-Jab

(AA)

(AA)

Cardio Hip-Hop
(AR)
•· Thai Box
(MAR)

Cardie> Basics
Get the basics of hi/lo and s1ep exercise while buraing calorics, having
fun, and getting in SHAPE!
. Awesome Intervals
A full body workout using various
equipmem and/or teaching style to
enhance cardio\·ascular conditioning.
A high-intensit}' workout that can be
adapted for all fitness levels.
Early Bird Cardio Cnmch
Jump start your metabolism. Join us
for an early morning workout, get up,
get fit, and get going.
Cardio Lunch
A 45- minute class that is perfect for
the lunch hour exerciser. Cardio
Lunch is a combination platter.. the
low-fat option!
H10 Challenge
Training in water is gentle on your
joints while providing a great resistance and cardio workout.

Salsarobics
Move to the rhythm of the mamba.
Try this new dance based aerobics
class 10 melt away those extra pounds.

Back To School Aerobics

Regular Fall Schedule
·Training Wheels
(RCS)
Rock Bottom
(AA)

8:00 pm9:00 pm

Salsarobics
(AR)

*Denotes registration required to
guarantee class participation.
Call 453-3020 to reserve your
space.
** Denotes that there is a fee for
this program. Register al the
Info. Desk.
Momlar-Friday
Aug. 18 - 22,
5:00 - 6:00 pm(MSC 4 & 5)

Rock Bottom
(AA)

7:00 pm8:00 pm

Aug. 25 - Dec.5
(Exception: Mind Body Classes)

Finals Aerobics
Dec. 9 - 13, 5:00 - 6:00 pm (AR)
Holiday Cancellations
0 Sept. 1, Labor Day
8 Nov. 22 - Nov. 30
Thanksgiving Break
Note: This schedule changes during University breaks and is subject
10 change without notice. This
includes instructors.

RM 158 =Assembly Room East

AA= ,\cthity ,\n:a
DANCE!
(AR)

•• Thai Box
(MAR)

DS =Dance Studio

D\V =Dhing \\ell

MAR =.\fartial ,\rts Room

NA =SRC Natalorium

RC = Ran:uctball Court

AR =Aerobics Room

In the Del"p
Experience the benefits of this great
non-weigh! hearing form of exercise.
Buoyancy bell~ arc provided. Comfort
in the deep waler is highlr recommended.

Ster-N-Jab
If you love a :~igh intensity & challenging wo~koul, you will want to
come to this 1-hour interval class. You
have the opportunity 10 do s1ep and
box aerobics.

Weight Training/Early Bird Weight
Training
A non-aerobic, strength session using
1he s1ep, hand weights, body 1,ars or
resistance tubing. Works the emire
body.

Bring It On
Combine easr to learn dance routines
for cardio, lower body conditioning
with jumps and plyomelrics, upper
body strenr,th work and flexibility
training.

Team Training
Bring your own team or join one
when you get here. Each week, your
"team~ will tackle a new circuit that
tests your speed, agility and power.
Arrive 5 minutes early to learn the
circuit drills for the session.

Ride Strong
Cycling drills followed by a streng1h
training segment.

Cardio Hip Hop
An awesome dance session combining
the latest moves \vith the hottest new
music!
Kickboxing
This class is an interval training program incorporating the sport-specific
techniques used in boxing and martial
arts.
Various equipment may be used such
as jump ropes, cones and tubes.
Training Wheels
This is 45 minutes of cardio biking
with an emphasis on form and pace.
Guaranteed to tum you into a
regular!

www.siu.edu/~oirs
4f\

H2O C,1allenge
(NA)

5:30 pm6:00 pm

6:15 pm7:15 pm

2

Cario Basics Step
(AA)

Cario Basics Hi/Lo
(AR)

Great Balls or Fire
Isolate, strengthen and stretch every
muscle of the body. Because the ball
demands balance, you'll work muscles
you never knew you had! Fire those
muscles and watch those pounds meh
away.

Rock Bottom
(Formerly Abs, Glutes

ct Thighs

A 30-minute lower-body workout
emphasizing abdominal, gluteal and
thigh work. Body bars, weights, resistance tubing and your own body
weight may be used.

(618) 536-5531

Road Rally
Feel your energy surge with this fun,
high powered 45-minute cycling class
including drills, hills and sprints.
Tour de Fitness
Feel the thrill of the race in this highenergy, 1-hour cycling class filled with
sprints and hills like the Alps of
France.
DANCEi
This class if for anyone who would
like to learn lo express themselvrs
through rhythm and movement of
various dance forms such as: jazz, ball
room, Hip-Hop, etc.

Group Fitness
Classes are Free!

at
These facilities are also managed by the Office of Intramural-Recreational Sports.
All areas are available for students/
S"l"'le facilities have limited hours and may require reservations.
·

Lake-on-the-Campus Beach is open noon - 4 pm every day
(except during inclement weather). It will close Monday,
September 1 at 4pm. Bent canoes, paddleboats, and rowboats
at the Lake-on•the-Campus Boat Dock. The Boat Dock is
open from noon - 6pm every day. Rental for boats is only $1
per hour and Wednesday is Free day! The Boat Dock will close
on Friday, October 25. There are six picnic areas available.
There is also a new Frisbee Golf Course located by the boat
dock in addition to the Frisbee Golf Course located by the
SRC.

The Law School Tennis Courts are located west of the Lesar
Law School and feature 6 lighted courts. Check the hours of
operation on page 19. Call 453-3020 to reserve a court.

The three Lighted Playfields are located south of McAndrew
Football Stadium on Route 51 and are used for flag football,
softball, ultimate frisbee, and soccer. Check out Intramural
Sports on the back page.

The Pulliam Gym is where the Intramural Floor Hockey
League practices and plays (see the Intramural Sports Fall
2003 Schedule on page 20 for dates). Pulliam Pool is host to
the Arthritis Foundation Aquatics Program (AFAP), Youth Swim
Lessons (pg. 6) and morning and afternoon open swim times.
These two facilities are used for a variety of capacities.
Call 536-5531 for more i1tformation.

The Sport Club Fields are host to mens and womens rugby
as well as ultimate frisbee and other events. Check out Sport
Clubs on pages 1O and 11.

The Skateboard Park is located west of the Lesar Law School.
It features 2 ramps, a fun box, grind rails, & a 3-foot half-pipe.
Go to page 19 for hours of operation. Skateboarders and
in-line skaters must ·Near elbow and knee pads and helmets.
The Skateboard Park will close in mid-October and re-open in
the spring.

The Jean Stehr Field is located behind Pulliam Hall along Mill
Street and is used for baseball and soccer. Check out the
International Soccer Cup tournament on page 8.

The University Tennis Courts are located south of McAndrew '"'
Stadium between Lincoln Drive and Route 51 and feature
twelve tennis courts. The courts ara also lighted for night time
play. Check the hours of operation on page 19. Call 453-3020
to make court reservations.

The Wall Street Roller Hockey Complex is located on Wall
Street just east of Brush Towers. Ch~ck out the Roller Hockey
Club on page 11. The complex is also lighted for night games.

www.siu.edu/~oirs

(618) 536-5531
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professional alh-icc on healthy
li\'ing. The Sports Medicine
Office offers a wide \'ariety of
health, fitness, and wellness
services. Injury e,·aluation and
rehabilitation, fitness
asscssmcnls, and answers to
many of your nutrition, fitness.
and strength-related questions
arc available.

Fitness Assessment
Ha\'e you e\'er wondered just
how physically fit you really
arc? To find olll. make an
appoimmcnl at the Sports
Medicine Office for a personal
fimcss assessment. An asscssmcnl consists of se\'cral physical
fitness te ts designed to measure
body fat, 'cxibility, strength.
and endu: nee. Using the
results frm your test, the Sports
Medicine st. · can help you
form an cfficic,.• exercise
program designed to help you
reach your fitness goal.
Stay Healthy and Fit with the
Sports Medicine Office
Do you wanl to get in shape but
don't know where to start?
i\laybe you haw an activity
related injury that you would
like some ad\'ice on. Perhaps
you would just like some

Injury Assessment
If you have :m activity-related
injury or think you may have
injured yourself while
exercising. come to the Sports
:\lcclicinc Office for free advice
on treatment. Anything from
twisted ankles to bmises to
pulled muscles can be easily
handled by the capable staff. In
conjunction with physicians at
the SIUC Health Service, the
Sports :\tcdicine staff can aid in
rehabilitation and reco,·ery of
acth·ity related injuries.
Appointments m-c rrquirrtl.
Therapeutic Massage
and Bodywork Sen·ices
Seated "Chair" Massage Offered al the Sports Medicine
Office is an excellent opportunity to rclien: tension in neck.
back and shoulder muscles.
Clients remain fully clothed and
no oils arc used.

n

ICI

Table Massage - These massages
arc done on a specially-designed
table in the Sports Medicine
Office. A variety of massage
techniques will be used.
Generally 1-3 areas of the body
can be treated in a 30 minute
session or a 60- or 90-minutc
session is appropriate for either
a full-body massage geared
toward a client's problem areas.

For i11fo111wtio11

011

prices call

-l53-1263 or -l53-1292.

Nutrition Services
Arc you concerned about your
dietary habits or interested in
weight loss or weight gain?
Contact the Sports Medicine
Office or the Wellness Ccmcr
for more information or to make
an appoimmcnl.

Availability
Regular semester hours for the
Sports t\lcdicinc Office arc:
Monday through Friday
9:00 am - 6:00 pm
(I-lours may change during university breaks.)
Other Important Numbers :
• Health Services: 453-33 I l
• Dial-a-Nurse: 536-5585
Wellness Center: 536-444 I
• Insurance: 453-4413
• Pharmacy: 453-4417
• Studcnl Health Assessment
Center: 453-5238
Call the Sports Mctlicinc Office
for more information or to
scl1ccl11le an appointment.
Sports Medicine Office
Student Recreation Center
Phone: 618-453-1292
Fax: 618-453-1238

Eligibility
Swdcnts and currcmly
employed university personnel
arc eligible for all services of the
Sports Medicine Office.
Participams who arc not studcms or who arc not employed
uni\'ersity personnel, such as
spouses, dependents, alumni,
emeritus, and domestic partners
will be eligible for most services
offered by the Sports Medicine
Office except injury evaluation,
treatmem, and rehabilitation.

Worn.en's Program.s
\\'omens Swimming

\\omens Wot er \\b,·lwut

#124352

#123100

When: Saturdays,

SECTION,\
Sept. 13 - Dec. 6
i\londays, Sept. 8 - Nm: 10
(except Oct. l I, Nov. 22 &
7:30 pm - 8:30 pm
29)
SECTION B
Tilnes: 12:15 pm - 12:50 pm
Thursdays. Sept. I I - No\'. 13
International women arc
7:30 pm - 8:30 pm
encouraged lo partici~ This--jtrogrnm is for women only.
It allows women to workout
pate in this class for
women only. ages ..--::> ~~ in the presence of
17oroldcr.
9~~
fcmalcstaffandparOnly female life~
rJ.JJ> , ~ ticipants. Water fitguards will be
~
ness is a great way to
cross-train,whilc being
present. The
bcginncr-h:vcl class focuses
refreshed, and you don't have to
on fundamental skills to
know how to swim because participants' heads never go under
increase comfort and confidence in the water. Advance
water.
Where: Pulliam Pool
registration fee required at the
Prices: S/M/E = S15
SRC Information Center.
Where: Pulliam Pool
U/C = $20
Prices: 5/M/E = S15
For more information, please call
U/C = $20
Kathy Hollister at
453-1267.

iJ}

~~-·
'.1
rJ:\V~

-.'

S/M/E = SIUC Student/SRC Member/Emeritus
U/C = SIU Affiliated/Community

...-,

www.siu.edu/~oirs

Small Group
SLrcngth Training #l l 1257
Learn to set realistic goals! A
varietr of training techniques
and programs
will be presented
for you to
choose the one
that best
fits
your
needs.
(Includes a
general orientation about the use of
Nautilus equipment)
For women only:
Daysmmes: Oct. 7 - Oct. 23
Tuesdays & Thursdays,
Noon - 1:00 pm
lnstrnctor: Jenna Bronaugh
Location: SRC Fitness Forum

Prices:
S/t\,t/E=S36
Min: 4

U/C=S53*

Wcnlido #111509
Wcnlido self defense is designed
specifically for women and children and the types of attacks
they may face. Each class
in\'olvcs hand-on practice of
effective, easy to learn verbal
and physical self defcnsc techniques in a safe, fun, and supportive atmosphere.
Days/Times: Sept. 8- Dec. 1
Mondays, 6:00 - 7:00 pm
(except November 24)
Location: Dance Studio
Instructor: Jennifer Heibcrt
Prices:
S/M/E=S30
U/C=S40*
Max: 16
Min: 10

For more information on
Small Group Strength
Training or Wenlido, please
call Instructional Programs at
453-1263 or 453-1272.

Max: 6

*Includes entry to Student Recreation Center

Fall 2003
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Join the Fun!I

Membership Eligibility
University Affiliated (UA)
• SIU Faculty, NP Staff, Civil
Service
• SIU Emeritus
• SIU Alumni
• Spouses and dependent children, 12 - 17 years old, of eligible members and students

Application Procedures
Verification of eligibility is
required when purchasing a
membership pass. Acceptable
forms of identification include a
Driver's License or other picture
l.D. AND one of the following
items:
SIU Faculty & Staff
• Current SIUC Faculty/Staff l.D
• Certificate of Appointment
Card, Spouse Card or
Domestic Partner Card
SIU Emeritus
• SIU Emeritus 1.D. card
• SIU spouses & dependents age
17 and under
SIU Alumni
• SIU diploma, original or
photocopy
• SIU grade transcript, original
or photocopy, verifying completion of 60 undergraduate or
15 graduate hours
• SIU Alumni Associat1on Card
with the year of graduation on
the card

SIU spouses/dependents age 17
and under
• Copy of affiliated spouses'
credentials
• Dependents 17 and under
must be accompanied by a
parent when purchasing a
membership. Dependents
under 16 years of age are not
allowed to sponsor guests into
the Student Recreation Center.

SRC Guest Passes
Guests must be accompanied by
an eligible university affiliated
patron (see above).
• $4 Daily Guest fee
• S2.50 Daily Dependent fee (16
and under) Children under 12
are allowed in the SRC wl1m

accompanied by an adult
• plus S2 refundable deposit
(the deposit will be refunded
on the day of use only)

University affiliated patrons may
sponsor up to two guests in addition to their spouse and dcpt:11dcnts. Sponsors arc responsible

Hours of

(9

Family Hours:
Students
General Bldg. Hrs.
Members
General Bldg. Hrs.
In order for spouses or dependents
to receive the family hour rate,
they must be accompanied by an
eligible student or SRC member.

The following areas will be closed
to the general public during t1te
times indicated.

Programs&: Services
In addition to receiving numerous membership privileges,
members are nlso eligible to participate in programs offereJ by
the Office of IntramuralRecreational Sports.
Family Policy for Members:
Spouses and dependents are eligible to use the SRC FREE every
day when accompanied by a
SRC member. The daily fee with
deposit will be charged, if the
member does not accompany.
Check-in:
Present your membership card
to the Information Center and
leave a $2 refundable entry card
deposit per person (members
may bring their children under
the age of 12 into the building).
However, parents must be recreating/interacting with the child
during this time.

• Guest sponsorship privileges.
• Free immediate family member access to the SRC.
• Reduced rates on youth programs, instructional programs,
and Outdoor Adventure Trips.
• Free rec equipment checkout.
• Phone reservations for racquet
ball, squash, and tennis courts.
• Canoeing, camping, and hiking equipment rental privileges from Base Camp.
• Locker and towel rental.
• Free use of SRC saunas &
Pulliam Swimming Pool.
• Free use of Lake-on-theCampus Beach (in season).
• Lake-on-the-Campus Boat
Dock canoe, rowboat, sail boat
rental privileges (in season).
• Use of tennis courts at 3
campus locations.
• Use of the Wall Street Roller
Hockey Complex.
• Use of Skateboard Park.

Membership - UA

Sem.
$Sf

Ann.
S244

Locl:cr Rentals
Box Locker only
$6
S18
Box Locker w/
Regular Towel
S26 S78
Box Locker w/
Luxury Towel
S36 S108
Any questions, call 536-5531.

•

perati

Hours of Operation Fall Semester August 18- December 12, 2003
Lockers expire Friday, January 2, 2004. Please renew before this date.

Student Recreation Center
General Building Hours:
(536-5531)
Mon. - Fri. 5:30 am - 10:00 pm
Ltd. Service 5:30 am - 7:30 am
During Limited Service J1ours, the
Infom1ation Center will not be
open. You will not be able to purchase guest passes, register for
programs, or rectify lD problems.
Sat. & Sun.
10 am - 10 pm

Facility Areas:

and liable for the actions of their
guests w'11le using the SRC.

Membership Privileges

M:>n. - Fri. 8:00 am - 11:00 am
Racquetball Courts 1-8
Tues. - Fri. 8:00 am - ~:30 am

Racquetballlsquaslt/tcnnislwallyball reservations by phone o~ in
person beginning at 7:30 am,
Mon. - Fri., at 10 :00 am on Sat.
and Sun., and 5:30 pm daily.
Please call 453-3020.
Adventure Resource Center:
(453-1285)
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm or by
appointment.
Base Camp (453-1287):
Mon./Tues./Thur. 3 pm - 6 pm
Wednesday
CLOSED
3:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Friday
Saturday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Sunday
3:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Climbing Wall (453-1285):
7 pm - 9 pm
Mon. & Wed.
Tues. & Thur.
6 pm - 8 pm

Law School Activity Arca

SRC Pool (453-1291):
For infom1atio11 call 536-5531.
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 am - 9:30 am
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Saturday
Noon - 9:00 pm
Sunday
Noon - 8:00 pm
Long Course - Monl Wedi Fri.
7:30 am - 9:30 am

Skateboard Park (536-5531):
Behind Law School Tennis Courts
Mon. - Fri.
4:00 pm - Dusk
1 pm - 5 pm
Sat. and Sun.

Lake-on-the-Campus:
Boat Dock (453-2076)
Daily:
Noon - 6:00 pm
(Closes October 24, 2003)
Campus Beach (453-2722)
Daily:
Noon - 4:00 pm
(Closes September l, 2003)

Weight Room or Fitness Forum

www.siu.edu/~oirs

(Tennis):

No reservations accepted -- courts
available on first come, first serve
,-basis. Courts will be lit until
Sports Medicine (453~1292):
10:00 pm daily unless the weather
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
is inclement.

(618) 536-5531

Pulliam Pool ( 453-2885):
Early Bird - Monday through
Friday 6:30 am - 7:45 am
Noon Hour - Monday through
Friday Noon - 1:00 pm

(Subject to change)
University Tennis Courts
( 453-5246):
Reservations required; call
453-3020.

Mon. - Sun.
6 pm - 10 pm
(Closes October 19, no lights, no
attendants, no reservations)

....

